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Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208 

In reply refer to, P KL 

Mr. Fred W. Lieberg, Manager 
Douglas County PUD No. 1 
1151 Valley Mall Parkway 
East Wenatchee, WA 98801 

Dear Mr. Lieberg: 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

~li1R 1 l 1986 

On July 3, 1983, Public Utility District No. l of Douglas County, Washington 
(Douglas), requested that Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) detennine that 
the load at Hanna Mining Company (Hanna), located near the Town of Rock 
Island, Washington, is not .a New Large Single Load under section 3(13)(A) of 
the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act. Douglas 
requested the determination on the basis that such loads were contracted for, 
or committed to, between Douglas and Hanna as of September 1, 1979. 

In making such determination, and in determining the size of loads contracted 
for or committed to, to establish a floor upon which future increases, if any, 
at Hanna may be measured, BPA reviewed contracts submitted by Douglas. 

The supplemental power sales contract between Douglas and Hanna, dated 
August 27, 1979, provides for Douglas to make available to Hanna up to 
35,000 kilowatts, for use at its plant near the Town of Rock Island, 
Washington. This supplemental power sales contract amends the power sales 
contracts dated March 6, 1978, and October 21, 1974, providing for Douglas to 
sell firm power and energy up to a maximum of 35,000 kilowatts. · 

BPA has determined that your contracted for, or committed to load for purposes 
of inclusion in your Power Sales Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90494, Exhibit K, 
Table 2, is 35 average MW. 

Please attach the enclosed Exhibit K, Table 2, to your contract. If you have 
any questions regarding this determination, contact Ron Rodewald in the 
Wentachee District Office. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure: 
Exhibit K, Table 2 
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DRAnderson:lw (WP-PKL-6906b) 

cc: 
Adm. Chron. File - A 
Adm./Deputy Adm. - A 
Wenatchee District - OKN 
W. Pollock - P 
C. Combs - PKLC 
D. Anderson - PKLC 

r~:_!lle,i fuss ~ .,;.,.P J(L D 
~ •• Aho .. ..;....PKUL,;..

Offi ci a 1 File - PKL 
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Revision No. 1 
Exhibit K 
Table 2, Page 1 of 1 
Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90494 
Public Utility District No. 1 of 
Douglas County , Washington 
Effective on the effective date 

of the Power Sales Contract 

Contracted For, Committed To Determ inations Exhibit 

(This exhibit reflects determinations made pursuant to section 3(13) of 
P. L. 96-501 and section 8 of this contract as of the effective date set forth 
above . ) 

Table 2 

List of Purchaser's Loads and Amounts Which Were 
Contracted For, or Committed to, Prior 

Description of Facility 

Hanna Minning Company 
Ferrosilicon Plant 

(WP-PKL-3152cl 

to September 1, 1979 

Location 

Near the Town of 
Rock Island, WA 

Amount of Firm 
Energy Contracted for 

or Committed to 
as of 9/1179 
(Average MW) 

35 
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Decision Paper 

A REQUEST BY DOUGLAS COUNTY PUD NO. l (DOUGLAS) THAT THE BONNEVILLE POWER 
ADMINISTRATION (BPA) DETERMINE THAT AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1979, DOUGLAS HAD 
COMMITTED TO SERVE LOADS AT HANNA MINING COMPANY (HANNA) IN THE AMOUNT OF 
35 AVERAGE MW . 

ISSUE: Were the Hanna loads contracted for, or co11111itted to, as of 
September 1, 1979, by Douglas and if so, what was the size of such load for 
purposes of establishing a floor upon which future increases in load at such 
facility, if any, can be measured. 

BACKGROUND : Douglas requested that BPA make a contracted for or co11111itted to 
determination under Section 3(13)(6) of the Pacific Northwest Electric Power 
Planning and Conservation Act (Regional Act). Douglas alleges that loads at 
Hanna were contracted for, or conmitted to, prior to September 1, 1979, and 
has furnished BPA copies of its contracts with Hanna to substantiate its 
position. 

The Hanna load is located at Rock Island, Washington and produces 
ferrosilicon. There are no other products or processes involved in this 
load . The operation consists primarily of three furnaces of approximately 
10 megawatts in size, and ancillary loads consisting of pollution control 
equipment, lighting, and other needs. The Hanna load has peaked at 
35,500 kW. The load normally is 33,000 to 34,000 kW. Presently Douglas is 
serving Hanna from its own resources . 

CONTRACTS: In determining whether the loads were contracted for, or corrrnitted 
to, as of September 1, 1979, the following information was considered: 

l. In 1974, BPA and Douglas entered into _a power sales contract, 
Contract No . 14-03-49167, dated November 7, 1974, which provided for sale of 
electric power and energy by BPA to Douglas for resale to Hanna. The contract 
provided for BPA to sell Douglas Hanna's requirements after December 20, 
1974. Contract No. 14-03-49167 replaced earlier contracts between Douglas and 
BPA providing for the sale of modified firm power and interruptible power for 
resale to Hanna. Contract No. 14-03-49167 was one of two power sales 
contracts between Douglas and BPA; BPA served its other obligations to Douglas 
under a separate power sales contract .. 

2. The October 21, 1974 power sales contract between Douglas and Hanna . 
Douglas agrees to supply all of Hanna's requirements . The contract does limit 
the obligation of Douglas to the amount that is made available to it by BPA 
for resale to Hanna under Contract No . 14-03-49167. 

3. The March 6, 197B power sales contract between Douglas and Hanna . 
This contract obligates Hanna to purchase and Douglas to make available firm 
power and energy in amounts up to 35,000 kilowatts. The term of the agreement 
is coextensive with Contract No . 14-03-49167 between BPA and Douglas. The 
contract gives Hanna the right of first refusal if Douglas withdraws Wells 
Project power in excess of 5 megawatts for resale to any electroprocess 
industry within Douglas' service territory. 
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4. The August 27, 1979, supplemental power sales contract between 
Douglas and Hanna supplemented the power sales contracts between Douglas and 
Hanna, dated October 21, 1974 and March 6, 1978 . The previous contracts were 
amended to provide for obligations in the event of insufficiency. The 
35,000 kilowatt obligation established in the March&, 1978, contract was 
continued. 

5. The June 28, 1982, power sales contract between Douglas and Hanna 
which replaced the power sales contract between Douglas and Hanna dated 
October 21, 1974 and March 6, 1978, as supplemented by the August 27, 1979, 
supplemental power sales contract. Under the new agreement Douglas continues 
to be obligated to serve up to 35,000 kilowatts. 

6. A July 28, 1983, letter from Douglas transmitting the August 27, 1979 
power sales contract to Bonneville. In the letter Douglas noted that 
section 3 established a contract demand of 35,000 kilowatts. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

An August 27, 1979, contract establishes that Douglas contracted to serve the 
Hanna load in the amount of 35 average MW. This load is an existing load 
which Douglas has served for years. The co111Tiitment of 35 MW was established 
prior to September l, 1979. The Hanna load is operated by a single consumer 
at one location and is billed as a single load by Douglas. 

It is the recommendation of BPA staff that the Administrator determine that 
the contracted for, or co111Tiitted to, load to be entered in Exhibit K, Table 2•, 
of Douglas' Power Sales Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90494, shall be 35 average MW 
at Hanna located near Rock Island, Washington. 

DRAnderson:lw:4154 (WP-PKL-6907b) 
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MAY O 2 2003 

In reply refer to: PSW-6 

Mr. Frank Lambe 
General Manager 
Emerald People's Utility District 
33733 Seavey Loop Road 
Eugene, OR 97405 

Dear Mr. Lambe: 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power AdministraLion 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

EXEClJTIVE OFFICE 

lhis letter is to inform you that Honneville Power Administration (BP A) has determined the two 
annexed paper products facilities located in the Halsey area are New Large Single Loads (NLSL) 
on Emerald People's Utility District (Emerald) Wlder the provisions of the Regional Act, PL 96-
501 section 3(13), and BP A's NLSL policy. These facilities include: 

Georgia Pacific Corporation's Paper Mill 
30470 American Drive 
·Halsey, Oregon 
Load: Approximately 23 aMW 

Pope & Talbot's Pulp Mill 
30480 American Drive 
Halsey, Oregon 
Load: Approximately 20 aMW 

Emerald anne,ced these two loads from PacifiCorp on June I, 2002. The addition of these loads 
constitutes an increase in Emerald' s consumer load of ten average megawatts or more at a single 
facility. Any additional increase in load at either the Georgia Pacific.or Pope & Talbot plants 
will be considered a NLSL. 

Both the Georgia Pacific and Pope & Talbot plants are long established loads in the region and 
are contracted for or committed to (CF/CT) loads of PacifiCorp. However, neither the Regional 
Act, nor BP A's NLSL policy allow for the transfer of PacifiCorp's CF/CTstatus to a Public 
Agency Utility. One ofBPA' s earliest determinations under its NLSL policy concerned the 
transferability of a contracted for or committed to load from Portland General Electric to a Public 
Agency Customer. In that determination, contained in a letter from the Administrator dated 
October 6, 1981 (attached), BPA stated that CF/CT status for the load was not transferable when 
the load moved between utilities. This specific issue was considered again in BP A's most recent 
public review of its NLSL policy, a decision was made not to change BP A's policy regarding 

AUG 2 B 2001 
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such transfers of CF/CT loads between utilities. See New Large Single Load Issue Review, 
Administrator's Record o(Decision. dated March 27, 2002. 

Emerald informed BPA that the NLSL's will be served with non-federal power purchases. BPA 
wil I therefore not provide power to serve the NLSL at this time. Should Emerald request BP A 
service to these loads in the future; we would offer to provide it at the applicable Ne\v Resource 
rate, including any applicable Targeted Adjustment Charge. 

BPA will prepare a revision to Exhibit A of Emerald's Subscription Contract, Contract Number 
OOPB-12138 to reflect this determination. 

2 

-If you have any comments or questions, please direct them to your Account Executive, Mr. John 
Lebens, at (503) 230-3965. 

Sincerely, 

(b )(6) 

Stephen J. Wright 
Administrator and 

Chief Executive Officer 

cc: _Alan Zelenka, Power Resources Manager, Erne.raid People's Utility District 
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Office of Power Sales 
Briefing Memo 

Contract: Revision No. 1 to Exhibit K, Table 2 (Contracted For, Convnltted To 
Determinations>. City of Eugene, Oregon, Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90456. 

Existing Circumstances: No contracted for, committed to <CF/CT> loads are 
listed on the current Exhibit K, Table 2. 

Changes Required/Impact on Existing Circumstances: Eugene has requested a 
CF/CT determination for Its Heyerhaeuser load, to establish that Eugene was 
obligated to serve the load prior to September 1, 1979, the cutoff date for 

CF/CT loads under the Northwest Power Act. If th is load Is Included In 
Eugene's CF/CT loads, the amount of load eligible for "grandfathered" PF 

service under the Northwest Power Act, which Is exempt from New Large Single 
Load (NLSL) status, will Increase, consistent with BPA's NLSL practices. 

foljcv Implications: The revision will Increase slightly the total loads 
eligible for grandfathered PF service, which otherwise could potentially 

become NLSL's and pay the new resources rate for BPA power. Even without this 

change, Increases In the load above the CF/CT amount could receive PF service 

If Increases In load were managed to amounts less than 10 aMH each 12-month 

measuring period. Load Increases wi ll be measured over 12-rnonth periods from 
September 1 of each year. This will be BPA's 35th CF/CT determination . 

Financial Management concerns: None. 

Genera) Counsel Concerns: The Administrator's signature Is required for CF/CT 

determinations because Section 3(13)(A) of the Northwest Power Act 
specifically directs the Administrator to make these determinations. This is 

not solely a contractual determination, and the general delegation of power 

sales contract authority to the Senior Assistant Administrator for Power 
Management In the BPA Manual does not specifically delegate CF/CT 

determinations. 

NEPA Oetermlnatjon: The Coordination and Review Manager for the Office of 
Power Sales has determined CF/CT determinations are purely factual 
determinations which do not Involve decisions whether to take an action, and 

are therefore outside the ambit of the National Environmental Policy Act. No 
NEPA clearance Is required. 

Signature Instructions: 

The Administrator will sign the letter and two originals of the revised 

Exhibit K, Table 2. No signature Is required from the customer. 

Area Acceptance: The Lower Columbia Area Office and the Eugene District 
Office concur with this determination. 

DWolfe:3556 CVS6-PMC-6820b> 
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Mr. Vaughn Scales 
Power Resources Manager 

Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

P.O. Box 3621 
Portland. Oregon 97208 

July 16, 1990 

Eugene Hater and Electric Board 
500 East 4th Avenue 
P.O. Box 10148 
Eugene, Oregon 97440-2148 

Dear Mr. Scales: 

OfFICE OF THE AOMIN ISTAIITOR 

On May 9, 1990, the City of Eugene <City>, through Its electric utility, the 
Eugene Hater and Electric Board, requested that Bonneville Power 
Administration <BPA) determine that the load at the Heyerhaeuser Company 
(Weyerhaeuser> wood products plant, located at Springfield, Oregon , is not a 
New Large Single Load under section 3(13)(A) of the Pacific Northwest Electric 
Power Planning and Conservation Act (Northwest Power Act). The City requested 
the determination on the basis that such loads were contracted for, or 
committed to, between the City and Weyerhaeuser, as of September l, 1979. 

In making such determination, and In determining the size of the loads 
contracted for or committed to, In order to establish a floor upon which 
future Increases, If any, at such facility may be measured, the following 
documents were considered: 

1. contracts . 

a. July 14, 1970, power sales agreement between the City and 
Heyerhaeuser. 

b. January 6, 1975, letter amendment from Keith Parks, General Manager 
of the Eugene Hater and Electric Board, to Howard E. Hunt of the Heyerhaeuser 
Company, signed by both the City and Weyerhaeuser, which amends the rates and 
the schedule for rate review under the power sales agreement. 

2. correspondence. 
a. A pri ntout of loads at the Weyerhaeuser Springfield plant, dated 

April 3, 1990, which shows monthly firm energy and firm peak demand at the 
plant from January 1974 through December 1979. 
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b. The City's letter of May 9, 1990, requesting a contracted 
for/committed to determination for the Weyerhaeuser plant, st ati ng that t he 

load data submitted Indicate only firm power loads because no nonfl rm power 

was used duri ng the period shown. 

2 

c. The City's letter of June 4, 1990, stating that the printout provided 

Is a Billing Demand record. 

Sections S(C> and <D> of Weyerhaeuser"s power sales agreement with the City 
establish that Heyerhaeuser's Billing Demand will equal the monthly maximum 

hourly demand after deducting secondary , surplus, and other energy purchased 
by Heyerhaeuser. Section S<E> states that the Billing Demand entitles t he 

Company to purchase firm energy up to the amount of the Billing Demand rate of 

delivery for each 60-mlnute clock hour In the monthly billing period, and 
establ ishes the Billing Demand at the higher of the Net Demand for the month 

to be billed or the highest Net Demand during the previous 11 months. These 

provisions obligate the City to provide power to Weyerhaeuser at the Bi l ling 
Demand level at a JOO-percent load factor over a 12-month period If 

Weyerhaeuser requires It. 

The records of firm peak demand at Weyerhaeuser show that the maximum Billing 

Demand prior to September l, 1979, was established during August 1978, at a 
leve l of 65.2 megawatts <MH>. Therefore, the City's maximum obligation to 
provide power to Weyerhaeuser prior to September I, 1979, was 65.2 HH, which, 

If supplied at a JOO-percent load factor, as permitted under the retail power 

sales agreement, would equal an energy load of 65.2 average MW. 

Based on the cont ract executed by Weyerhaeuser and the City In 1970 as 
amended, and the record of servi ce provided by the Ci ty for the period 
January 1974 through December 1979, BPA has determined that your contracted 
for or co11111l tted to load for purposes of Inclusion 1n your Power Sales 
Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90456, Exh1blt K, Table 2, Is 65.2 average HH. 

The contracted for/committed to load established by this determination l s 

specific to the Weyerhaeuser plant at Spr1ngfleld. The right to service at 
the pr iority f i rm power rate which this determination establishes for t he 
Weyerhaeuser Springfield plant Is not transferrable to other Weyerhaeuser 

facilities or operations or to sites outside of the City's service territory. 
This determination Is not applicable to service to this facility by another 

utility. 

BPA will monitor the consumption at this load annually to determine whether 

the load has become a New Large Singl e Load as defined by section 3(13) of the 

Northwest Power Act. Consumption will be measured over 12-month periods 

starting on September l of each year. 
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Please attach the enclosed Exh1b1t K, Table 2, to your contract. If you have 
any questlons regardlng th1s determ1nat1on, please contact Bob Laffel. Eugene 
D1str1ct Manager, at (503) 465-6952. 

Enclosure: 
Exhibit K, Table 2 
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Please attach the enclosed Exhibit K, Table 2, to your contract. If you have 
any questions regarding this determination, please contact Bob Laffel, Eugene 
District Manager, at (503) 465-6952. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

ACTING Admlnl strator 

Enclosure: 
Exhibit K, Table 2 

OHolfe:sc:3556:07/10/90 (VS6-PMCG- 6820b) 

cc: 
Admln. Chron. File - A 
E. Sienkiewicz - A 
H. Splgal - AP 
J. Luce - APP 
T. Miller - APP 
B. McLean - DRER 
T. Scanlon - ORES 
C. Blanco - ORES 
R. Freeman - OSAC 
H. Pollock - P 
J. Curtis - P 
M. Flynn - PG 
S. Berwager - PM 
L. Kitchen - PMC 
C. Combs - PMCG 
K. Moxness - PMCG 
D. Holfe - PMCG 
0. Faulkner - PS 
E. Blelfuss - PSC 
S. Kageler - PSCA 
S. Luttmer - PSCO 
A. Hhlte - PSCO 
G. Moorman - RPC 
R. Clark - RPCE 
C. Lee - RPCE 
J.Klley-YH 
G. Lenzen - YH 
Area Power Managers - LC, TC, UC, HC 
Official File - PMC <PM-12-11-2 NLSL> 
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Revision No. 1 
Exhibit K, Table 2, Page 1 of 1 
Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90456 
City of Eugene 
Effective on the effective date 

of the Power Sales Contract 

Contracted For. Commi tted Jo oetermlnattoos Exhibit 

<This exhibit reflects determinations made pursuant to section 3(13) of . 
P.L. 96-501 and section 8 of this contract as of the effective date set forth 
above.) 

Jab)e 2 

List of Purchaser's Loads and Amounts Hhlch Here 
Contracted for, or Corrrnltted to, Prior 

to September 1, 1979 

Amount of 
Energy Contracted for 

or Committed to 

DescrlptJon of Fac11Jty Location as of 9/J/79 
(Avg. MH> 

Heyerhaeuser wood products plant Springfield, Oregon 65.2 

CVS6-PHCG-4411c) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 
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Decision Paper 

May 9, 1990, REQUEST BY THE CITY OF EUGENE (EUGENE) THAT THE BONNEVILLE POHER 

ADMINISTRATION (BPA) DETERMINE THAT AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1979, EUGENE HAO 

COMMITTED TO SERVE LOADS AT THE WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY (WEYERHAEUSER) WOOD 

PRODUCTS PLANT AT SPRINGFIELD, OREGON, IN THE AMOUNT OF 65.2 AVERAGE MEGAHATTS 

(MH). 

l.S.SU.f: Here the Weyerhaeuser Springfield plant loads contracted for, or 

committed to, as of September l, 1979, by Eugene and Heyerhaeuser, and, If.so, 

what was the size of such load for purposes of establishing a floor upon which 

future Increases in load at such facility, if any, can be measured? 

BACKGROUND: On Hay 9, 1990, Eugene requested that BPA determine that the 

loads at Heyerhaeuser are not New Large Single Loads under Section 3(13)(A) of 

the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act <Regional 

Act> and section B<b> of Eugene's power sales contract with BPA. Eugene 

alleges that the loads at Weyerhaeuser were contracted for, or committed to, 

prior to September l, 1979. 

In determining whether the loads were contracted for, or COfMlltted to as of 

September l, 1979, the following information was considered: 

Contracts: 

July 14, 1970 power sales agreement between Eugene and Weyerhaeuser. 

January 6, 1975 letter amendment from Keith Parks of Eugene to Howard E. Hunt 

of Weyerhaeuser, signed by both Eugene and Weyerhaeuser, amending the rates 

and the schedule for rate review under the power sales agreement. 

Correspondence: 

A printout of loads at the Heyerhaeuser Springfield plant, dated 4/3/90, which 

shows monthly firm energy and firm peak demand at the plant from January 1974 

through December 1979. 

Eugene's letter of May 9, 1990, requesting a contracted for, committed to 

determination for the Weyerhaeuser plant, and stating that the load data 

submitted Indicate only firm power loads because no nonflrm power was used 

during the period shown. 

Eugene's letter of June 4, 1990, stating that the printout provided Is a 

bl ling demand record. 

RECCtlMEIIDillQ!!: 

Weyerhaeuser Springfield plant: A July 14, 1970, contract establishes that 

Eugene contracted to serve Heyerhaeuser's Springfield plant load In the amount 

of Its requirements. An amendment of this contract was executed by both 

parties In January 1975. Based on this information, the Weyerhaeuser 

Springfie ld plant load was contracted for by Eugene prior to September 1, 1979. 
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The consumption history of the load shows that the billing demand established 

prior to September I, 1979 was 65.2 MM, established during the month of 

August 1978. Section S.E of the power sales agreement between Eugene and 

Heyerhaeuser obligates Eugene to serve Meyerhaeuser's billing demand at a 

100 percent load factor over a period of up to 12 months. Therefore, the 

total contracted for, or committed to load at the fac111ty Is 65.2 average HM. 

This total contracted for or commi tted to load Is the capacity limitation 

specified In the contract, because energy Is not specified or limited, as set 

forth In section 8(b) of the power sales contract. 

The total contracted for, or committed to load at the Meyerhaeuser Springfield 

wood products plant Is 65.2 average HH. 

It ls the recommendation of BPA staff that the Administrator determine that 

the contracted for, or conrnltted to load to be entered In Exhibit K, Table 2, 

of Eugene's Power Sales Contract, No. DE-HS7981BP90455, shall be 
65.2 average HH for Heyerhaeuser ' s facility located at Springfi eld, Oregon. 

(VS6-PMCG-6820b) 
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Correspondence Tlmellne 

Document 

7/14/70 Power sales agreement 

1 /6/75 Letter amendment 

4/3/90 Load printout 1/74-12/79 

5/9/90 Letter 

6/4/90 Letter 

CVS6-PMCG-6820b) 

Notation 

Establishes Eugene's 
obligation to serve 
Heyerhaeuser 's requirements, 
and to serve Billing Demand at 
100 percent load factor. 
Effective 7/1/70. 

Amends rates and rate 
adjustment schedules. 

Shows firm peak demand for 
each month. 

Requests a contracted for, 
c011111ltted to determination for 
the Weyerhaeuser plant, and 
states that the 4/3/90 load 
data submitted Indicate only 
firm power loads because no 
nonflrm power was used during 
the period shown. 

States that the 4/3/90 load 
data printout ts a billing 
demand record. 
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Exhibit K 
Table 2, PaRe I of 1 
Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP904S6 
The City of EuRene by and 

through Eugene Water 6 
Electric Boar d 

Effective on the effective 
date of this amendment 

Contracted For, Committed to Determinations Exhibit 

(This exhibit reflects determinations made pursuant to section 3(13) of P.L. 
96-501 and section 8 of this contract as of the effective date set forth above.) 

TABLE 2 

LIST OF PURCHASER'S LOADS AND AMOUNTS WHICH WERE 
CONTRACTED FOR, OR COMMITTED TO PRIOR 

No determination have been 
made as of the effective 
date set forth above. 

Description of Facility 

Weyerhaeuser Company 

TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1979 

Location 

Springfield, OreRon 

Amount of firm 
EnerRY Contracted for 

or Comnitted to 
as of 9/1/79 

(Ave. HW) 

52, 0 
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EWEB & Hynix (formerly Hyundai) 
NLSL Determination 

1995 - 2007 

In the early 1990s Hyundai Heavy Industries (Hyundai) planned to build its first silicon chip 
fabrication plant (F AB) in North America in the Eugene, OR area to be served by the Eugene 
Water and Electric Board (EWEB). At that time power traders and marketers like Enron were on 

the rise and offering " introductory offers·•. During this period BPA rates were under pressure 
from increasing fish and wildlife costs as well as increasing costs for transmission and generating 

system maintenance. This upwards pressure on SPA rates in an era of declining market rates Jed 
to a perception that BPA·s Priority Fim, (PF) rate was higher than market. 

In actuality, what the marketers were offering were 5-year strips or blocks without shaping or 
load following services at below PF rates; no one was offering load following service for twenty 
years at less than PF. In the I 990s SPA was in a five-year rate cycle without tiered rates. For 

the 1996 rate case BPA rates staff calculated the New Resources (NR) rate to be equal to the PF 

rate; this meant that for this rate period an NLSL could be served at the same cost of power as 
any PF eligible load. In addition, NLSLs also had the alternative to take service from non
federal resources. At the time, non-federal service was perceived to be cheaper than federal 

power even if the NR rate equaled PF. The Tiered Rate Mechanisms (TRM) did not exist and 
obtaining shaping services for an NLSL served with non-federal power was not an issue under 

the rate schedule or the contract. It should also be borne in mind that under the Regional Act 
power sales contracts EWEB was a computed requirements customer without automatic 
generation control (AGC)1 which was what we called a Balancing Authority at the time. EWES 

did maintain limited scheduling capacity in what they called a '·nested control area•· and could, 

and did, schedule power to an NLSL. 

Hyundai was developing a chip FAS that at full capacity was planned to draw 60 aM W at the 

end of the planned second phase. In the event the second phase of the chip FAB was never built, 
but the substation was built to the full 60 MY A level of transformation. Silicon chip FABs are 

designed to operate most efficiently at full power, it is difficult and expensive to '·phase•· such 
loads on and since the full operating level was planned to be 60 aMW it looked like the load was 
destined to become an NLSL. 

EWES approached BPA about the expected NLSL2in its service territory. SPA and EWES 
agreed that the Hyundai load was a prospective or planned NLSL and as such entitled to service 

with non-federal power. In a letter dated October 29, 1996, BPA declared the Hyundai FAB 

load an NLSL; BPA and EWEB had agreed that the load would be treated as an NLSL and 

1 
The Computed Requirements Customers without AGC; EWEB, Pende Oreille PUD, Snohomish PUD, Seattle City 

Light, & Tacoma City Light, were essentially pre-Slicers. 
2 In NLSL Policy issues BPA has no contractual relationship with any entity other than its utility customer nor does 
BPA as a matter of policy enter into third-party beneficiary contracts. 
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served by EWEB with non-federal power in the 1996 rate period (5 years)3 BPA did not revisit 

the issue to confirm Hyundai 's NLSL status since the agency had given consent to service with 
!.neyket purchases for five years. 

EWEB and Hyundai were able to arrange to serve the FAB at a very good market price for the 
first five years of its operation. During those five years the Region experienced the California 

energy crisis, the Enron bankruptcy, and due to issues arising during construction, the load at the 
Hyundai plant did not come onto EWEB as quickly or as large as anticipated. 

The practical result was that when the five-year market purchase expired there was no follow on 
contract available. ln order to support the largest employer in its service territory EWEB elected 

to serve the FAB load using its own resources. EWEB 's Subscription power sales contract was a 
Slice/Block contract; as such EWEB was well placed to supply an NLSL and to shape resources 
to the load without reference to BP A. EWEB was under some pressure from its rate payers since 
its avowed policy was not to give industrial customers preferential rate treatment but in the early 

2000s EWEB was giving an industrial customer rates designed to compete with a market 
purchase from the Enron era. BPA does not know what rate EWEB was giving the F AB, under 

the NLSL Policy the retail rates an NLSL pays are between the NLSL and its utility. EWEB 
informed Hynix Corp. (Successor in Interest to Hyundai) that it could no longer serve the FAB at 

the current preferential industrial rate. 

lo a letter dated August 25, 2006, EWEB requested that BPA review the October I, 1997 LSL 

determination of the Hynix plant. As precedent for such reexamination EWEB cited the case of 

the Steel Scape steel rolling mill served by Cowlitz PUD.4 

BPA staff under the leadership of Theresa Rockwood, EWEB's AE, embarked on a lengthy 
review process involving the review of contemporaneous records, internal company reports, 

translated from the original Korean, multiple visits to EWEB and a site visit and lunch at the 

FAB. It should also be noted that the local congressional delegation (Rep. Peter DeFasio took an 

3 A planned NLSL Is treated and billed as an NLSL In the expectation that i ts load will grow by 10 aMW in 12 
consecutive months, today BPA monitors the growth of planned NLSLs to confirm if and when its load grows by 10 
aMW in a consecutive 12-month period, largely because of the EWEB/Hynix case. 
4 

The SteelScape mill, formerly Broken Hills Properties, like Hynix, had been designated an NLSL in the mid-nineties, 
was planned to come on line at well over 10 aMW initial load, and had not been built as large as originally planned, 
about half as large. However, unlike Hynix the steel mill load had never grown above 9 aMW. Since there was no 

issue about rate of load growth and the load had never breached the NLSL barrier it was a straight forwa rd 
decision on BPA's part to rescind the NLSL determination in the SteelScape case. This was the first time and so far 
only time an NLSL designation was rescinded. It should also be noted that SteelScape felt the PF load following 
rate was too high and investigated a market purchase, but since their load is eccentric (varying from 0.2 a MW to 

8.5 aMW every hour) in the end they were happy to take load following service from Cowlitz with power 
purchased at PF. 
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interest in the review. In a letter dated August 23, 2007 BPA stated that based on the facts 
detennined during the review. BPA found no compelling reason to change the N LSL status of 
the Hynix load. 

Ultimately the Hynix plant closed and today (July 2015) the building is empty while the 60 
MY A of transfonnation remains. Such a large amount of transfonnation capacity would subject 
any developer of the site to NLSL review; EWEB maintains it would be prohibitively expensive 

to remove the transfon11ers absent a need for them at another location. Although it is unlikely 
that anyone is interested in opening a new chip FAB on the site, in view of the large amount of 

transfonnation capacity in the dedicated Substation, it appears that BPA will review the possible 
NLSL status of any subsequent development of the site as it evolves. 

An additional complication to the situation flows from EWEB's complex resource situation. 
EWEB owns a small hydro resource named Stone Creek which it dedicated to serve Hynix as an 
NLSL resource; Stone Creek is a S(b)(l)(A) resource and subject to the requirements of BPA's 

5(b)9(C) Policy which in this case increases the scrutiny that BPA applies to EWEB's use of the 
resource. 

EWEB included the Stone Creek resource in its first finn resource exhibit in 1980 and tried to 
remove it the next year; but a principal of the S(b )/9(C) Policy is once in never out, particularly 

with hydro resources. BPA learned that in the l 980s and 1990s EWEB exported the Stone Creek 
resource out of the Region without infon11ing BPA which is contrary to the 5(B)/9(C) Policy and 
would expose EWEB to a PF decrement in the amount of the Stone Creek resource in the nonnal 
course of events. EWEB has disputed BP A's position and its application of the S(B)/9(C) Policy 

to the Stone Creek resource. 

As BP A and the Region were approaching the end of the Regional Act power sales contracts, the 
new Subscription power sales contracts, and the advent of the Slice/Block product, the Stone 

Creek 5(b)/9(C) issue with BPA loomed large in EWEB's negotiations for its Subscription 
Slice/Block power sales contract. 

EWEB' s position was that the Stone Creek resource had never really been considered a firm 
resource by EWEB and BPA was wrong to force EWEB, with the threat of a decrement, to apply 

Stone Creek to its system load, thereby displacing PF power. 

BP A's position was that Stone Creek was an EWEB firm resource and it would be applied to 
EWEB's firm load or BPA would decrement EWEB"s PF purchases. BPA was however open to 
a compromise; ifEWEB would dedicate Stone Creek as an NLSL firm resource to EWEB's 
Hynix NLSL thereby displacing federal power priced at NR BPA would be satisfied that the 

Stone Creek resource was accounted for and used to serve load in the Region. 
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EWEB resisted this compromise until the deadline to sign Subscription power sales contracts. 
On the last day of the signup period EWEB representatives came to Portland to negotiate in 

person, when they learned that BPA was firm in its position EWEB agreed to dedicate the Stone 
Creek resource to serve Hynix. 

So far as BPA and the 5(b)/9(C) Policy were concerned everything came out alright. EWEB had 
avoided a PF decrement but had ded icated an expensive resource to serve its largest employer at 

a much higher rate than the market purchase they had started out with. TI1is is one of the causes 
for EWEB's search for a change in NLSL status for the Hynix load described above. 

This situation endured throughout the Subscription contract, even when Hynix closed, the need 
to maintain a clean atmosphere resulted in enough wheel turning or maintenance load to account 

for the output of the Stone Creek resource about 4 MW. When the owners of the plant decided 
to reduce the wheel turning load to less than the output of Stone Creek BP A had lo acknowledge 
the situation. Currently EWEB assigns the output of Stone Creek first to maintenance at Hynix 

with any remainder eannarked to make up transmission losses from BPA. EWEB notifies BPA 
of its disposition of the Stone Creek resource annually {see EWEB letter dated June 30, 2015}. 

EWEB letter - 30 JUN 2015 

NLSL Letter - 23 AUG 2007 

Internal BPA Memo - 26 NOY 26 NOY 2007 

Pollock Letter on NLSLs - 23 MAY 1986 

Letter from Defazio - 21 DEC2007 

Letter from EWEB - 22 DEC I 995 

Letter from EWEB - I OCT 2007 

BACKGROUND MA TERlALS 

Letter from EWEB - 22 DEC 1995 

ADF - 6 AUG 2007 

Background - 5 DEC 2007 

Hynix Letter - 28 SEP 2007 
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Options for Start Dates for NLSL Determination 
of Hynix Load 

Rackgrotmd: 
On August 25, 2006, Eu gem: Waicr & Elcprj\: Bo;uy cEWEB} sent a leuer 10 BPA 
requesting an examination of lhc New Large Single Load (NLSL) status for its re1ail 
customer Hynix Semiconduc1or America. Although there is no rC(Juirement in our NI.SL 
policy for o review IO y.:ars af1cr BPA made a determinalion that the load was a new 
l:u-ge single load, we agreed 10 meet wilh rcprn$en1atives from both Hynix and EWEB 10 
tliscuss our NI.SL policy ond lo review information concerning the history or 1his load. 

Under thePmver ;Snlc, Ag,rcnwot in cffcc1.,EWEB,had_ a duly 10 report the Hyundai load 
10 BPA a:, a po1cn1ial NLSL, ./lfler discussions betwe,;n Hy0t1dai, BPA and EWEB, a 
dale for lhe ex peeled commercial opera1ion of the load was agreed upon. (Hyundai wns 
subsequently sold 10 Hynix). J.o..a leuer dated Octoher 29, 1996, BPA determined 1ha1 01 
commercial operation, the Hyundai load would be a NL.SL. This dcsigna1ion was made 
hased on information from EWEB thal lhe upcoming load would be greater than IO aMW 
In 1he llrst year of operation. A [ollowinc lettcrclpt(SI July 21, 1998.[ rom Hyundai to 
EWEB stales, "Rcecnlly. lhc si1c has made a transition from a cons1ruc1ion 10 a 
produCLion mode." 

Since lhe NLSL dctcrmlna1ion some IO years ago the parties huve relied upon the dutc of 
commercial operation for the facility and have raised no ques1ions un1il wc received lhe 
August 25. 2006 letter. 

Sile Visit and DatJI Provided: 
Robert Anderson. Gary Kunz and Theresa Rockwood made a site vi~it to lhc Hynix plant 
on February 7, 2007. Ar tha11ime we were given a package of information aboul lhe 
Hynix plnn1 aml its power supply. The most rclevam documenis were: 

J) Coples of power bills from EWES lo Hynix dated February 97 lo the prc.~cnL 
2) A silc plan, pictures of 1hc plam and one-line diagram of the subsia1ion al the 

plnn1. 
3) A Limclinc daled from April 1996 through January 199l!. the period from the first 

permits for cons1ruction of tbe plan1 through firs1 production runs. This outline 
was "rcerea1ed" from internal mem~ from th!! Eu_Jlene plant manager to 
headquarters in Korea. We were no1 given the acrual memos. 

fll.Ji, All mformal1Cln \\jlncs;, ,1,uc,ocni,1 .,11d documt'nts nru at lea•! Ill years olcl, In 
aJdilion. llvni.\ Hnd EWEB I\J,_c sol,u [•flWldc~I m, uri~inul docum.;nL,. onl, photo 
c,1pic,1 :n.-cnm,lrucrino\", ~xlrai.:b anti synop~t,. The \,nly indl!Ql!.ndt:nlly confirmed and 
undisputed ran~ ar 11th J!Oi11t aru I l the puohcr I, 2006 s11111 of NLSL , 1u1u, I rom ih« 
EPA letter; '.!11he Slnrt nf ll!elcr l\!udangs in F.;hruun 1997· 31 lhc s1~n uf F;;hrknliun in 
fanunrY I 91JN ~h•nix ,tnd EWER h;,vr ,o far ht:l!.n unah\1, 1n e,t;thli,h in "dcnr ancl 
1i.-u1t\.ln1..-111~ nmuuc1 wlu.:11 con,truc1iun a, 1hc pl:1111 ,1up(b.1d ~tml prot.lucunn or pr,\r.'.lth.:tion 
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,rplaictl inswljpiinn l,.:i;an Ii ,hould also he nn1e,I 1ha1 Hyn,., an\l, EWEB 11'1'C "' fur 
prcs.,n1~d four ihcoric, nf why lh,; nl~nl should nol be HNI.SL. Wh,tc we mu)d expllCI 
1hc c11510mcr's 1hjnki11gon lhc mat1cr10 nm1ure during nccm1_alL<1nll[o1.·~~'\JbeJ.llJ1lllli;J 
<lf bhlt'ls in no,nion umJcr,,.:orcs 1hc diffjcully of "llCki11g \\ilh old nnn-oiiginal 
d111;umcm,, 

Ggn~rully when n new fc)t1tl i~ \USQ~c1ed of hc~nming a J\LSL i1 i"' monitored from ,turt 
to tim~h i1~ 11f!'-.t YCilf- AU nrt>c~rc~~ und ch;rngc.., in oocrotmn, i, recorded in rs;al 1imc· ,n 
~,"tahlishing, :--l11n <lttt.'..."' i~ j mu~·h rnurc ~traighr forY.n1d pmcc:,,_, HvunUui wiinh.:tl tu take 
ntlvnniagc of low 1narkc1 pmwr rule, nnd lhe facl lh~t BPA', NR rule cquukd 11, PF 
power rJlc. EWEB prc,cmetl th~ new load a, a NI.SL from lhc ,rnn and nom: of th.: 
Purtics were monilorine lhc loml for NLSL pumoscs a, 11 came on. 

Bixaust: of delays in construction there was no energy consumed at the plan1 sile until 
February 1997. From April 1997 10 Augus1 1999 there wns a s1eady increase in elec1ric 
consumption from Oto 20.6 aMW. wilh the single largest jump in January 1998 of 2.6 
aMW, the month ,Hynix tells us they began production (S~!( ilUachL~I Ch.in 2). ;n1c 
second biggcstjump was in ,l11lylAugu,1'1) 1997 with_;,_1 .8 aMW incrc11<c, when Hynix 
tells us that they were able 10 establish a Class I J;;nvironm~o\ thr~ug_h i~~tallation-o{ the . 
Fan Filler Air Uni ls. This is the date they recommend as the Test and Start Da1c~ 
alt:tch~d Chnn ~ l. ,This is one of 1wo dales 1ha1 would give them Pf: siatus for their enl ire 
load. 

Dedicated Resources: 
In 2001, EWEB C-Ontcsled the dedication to load of two resources, Slone Creek HyJm 
(7.2 aMW) and their share of the Weyerhauser Co-Gen,( 12 aMW): B~A an~ EWEB. . 
have had .111 on;:uin,; d1spu1c "'er 1he"-' rc,ourccs: Bl'A·, rx,~itmn is t1rn1 EWEB cxpnn~sJ 
1lw ,1u1pu1 of lhc resource, contrary 10 BPA 's 5/hl/9(Cl Policy. Durio!! 1hc n~g<11ia1ions 
tor the S11bs~rin1ion nn"C( ,:,k, cunlraCl~ BPA thn;atcncd Ill rk.cn:menl FWRA rnr thL• 
ou1n111 for 1hc reso,irt:c,. Ultimalcly 111 (urth~• Suh,crin1inn BPA allowed them lo 
dedicate the two resources lo their NLSL on a planning basis, rather than lo lo3d. If 
Hynix is no longer a NLSL n;yuirtng dcd1co1ed NLSL l'l!M>urccs. BPA would ltliJlrequire 
those resources be dedicated to LWEB', firm load. EWEB has sa.id that the wors1 
OUICome for lhem would be that Hynix would receive PF for their entire load and EWEB 
would be forced to reduce their net requirement for the rest or their load by 19.2 aMW, 

Pnssihle Stan DaJes: 
Th.: dat:1 """ haH: indicmc 1h:u 1hcn: arc 16 po"ihlc siurt da1r, 1 from o,·mhcr )991\ 
1hruueh January JQ981. Of thc,c 16 nossihlc ,tan dmes Hvnix, and RWER allege 1hc 
~r ~WI lialc~ Jmm lhp'><! I 6 we have identifiec\.. Some arc more di.fficult to defend 
than olhcrs. Below is a chart with the options and short summaries of the pros and cons 
in order or preference from our learn. 

Hyn,x,and EWF.B hnw l'inally ad,auccd 1hc theory 1h,11 in June 1997. Hvun,lai si.111cd to 
inslnll 1hc air handling w,1~m in lhc nlanl in prcp:trnlinn nf in'1alling 1hc production 
mnchincry. \Ve ~uow 1hal crn1,1n11.:t1n11 wu~ !oilill procc~ding, ant.I \VC h;Hc he.en unahlc m 
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c,1ahli,h !he level o[~on,1n1c1io11 loall. Them I~ al,o ihl' uuc,11011 o[whc1h,r lhc 
jn,1:il!mion of air handling gualilic,, a, 1hc st:1r1 of 1hc tc'I and i11,1nllati<m phase for 
NI.SI ' nurpo,t;,. 
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I Option I - February 1.297 ._F1!'5_t kW_h_sru:s.._De]i_y~~ ~o t_be_~ite 
Result: 4 aMW PP to Hvnix - --- -- -

Pro: Con: 
I) Definable criterion on which BPA can I) May be less than cxpcclations of Hynix, 

_ make a decision and defend given .m; 
_ have)lo_ concrete information to separate 
_ construction from production in 1hedata 
_provided. 

I 
2) Does not affect EWEB's current take 
_ of PF to retail load, 

I Option 2 - Ocllmfil: J.296 , Letter from BPA Administrator Declaf'!S Hyundai a NLSL 
Result: No chanJ1.c to current Sllltus 

Pro: Con: 
I) Bcs1 legal position for BPA, I) Hynix will regard as non-responsive. . 
J) Rcol\.•..;cntc. th!! agreed 1n)-.ilion/'..t,f lhl! 

Panjc, a1 lb, lime 
;J.) Does not affecl EWEB's CUITClll PF to 

retail load. 

I Option 3 - Jan!!,!!Y ,!298, Dega_n_ ~ •~ t l_:'~uctio!' ((:_lliB Fn_bria11ionJRun~ 
Result; No chanJ1.e to current status 
Pro: Con: 

I 
l).Dclinablc criterion on which to,rnakc a I) Hynix will regard as non-responsive. 

_ decision and defend, although c,1ntrauicts 
....;>ur lcller of July 21, 1998. 
2) Does not affect EWEB's current PF 10 

retail load. 

I Option 4 - Jun~ !.l!97 Installation of Fa.n Filter Units (Test Period) _ _ 
Result Hynix is no longer a NLSL. BPA provides 25.5 »MW of PF and is obligated 10 
serve as the load grows (net 5.8 aMW 10 Marl). EWEB is required to dedicate Stone Creek 

I Hwlro (7.2 aMW) and Weyerhauser Co-Gen (12 aMW) to load 
Pro: Con: 

I I) We would be relying on the Hynix il..EWEB would find !his date the worst 
_ recently generated timcline for this date. possible outcome. . 

I 
2) Hynix would find ll1is date the best 
_ possible outcoo1e. 

1h 01 tiun 4 du,~ 11,cntiunell i11 hat:k~ruund ah<lv1•'! Mav he heller In h, 1 111= chrnnoio" iCUIJ•. A irt:t 

""' it ;n l'l,rmmln •1rt1I or,1,,,1 
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Hynix Loads from Oct 96 (BPA Letter of NLSL Determination) through Jun 06 
Chart 1 
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Hyundai loads 

Scenario 1 Plant begins achieving class 1 air July 1997 
Scenario 2 Begln fabrication in Janu ry 1998 
Scenario 3 Begin Calculation when Hyundai sent the "transition from construction to production" letter 

Monthly aMW 
% Monthly 

1st Year 2nd Year growth increases 

Oct-96 0.0 745 
Nov-96 0.0 720 
Dec-96 0.0 744 
Jan-97 0.0 744 
Feb-97 0.077 672 52 1000 
Mar-97 0.2 744 123 114% 0.1 

Apr-97 0.3 719 194.15 63% 0.1 

May-97 0.9 744 665 231% 0.6 

Jun-97 2.1 720 1486.5 131% 1.2 

Jul-97 2.9 744 2191.45 43% 0.9 

Aug-97 4.8 744 3558.4 62% 1.8 

Sep-97 4.9 720 3542.55 3% 0.1 

Oct-97 6.1 745 4538 24% 1.2 

Nov-97 6.6 720 4723.1 8% 0.5 

Dec-97 7.1 744 5298.7 9% 0.6 

Jan-98 9.8 744 7260.9 37% 2.6 

Feb-98 11.1 672 7490.2 14% 1.4 

Mar-98 12.6 744 9353.9 13% 1.4 0.01 

Apr-98 13.6 719 9813.5 9% 1.1 0.01 

May-98 14.0 744 10410 3% 0.3 

Jun-98 14.7 720 10611.65 Jul 97-Jun 98 0.0 aMW 5% 0.7 

Jul-98 15.6 744 11599.6 6% 0.9 

Aug-98 16.3 744 12093.35 4% 0.7 
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Sep-98 17.4 720 12498.8 7% 1.1 

Oct-98 17.8 745 13284.4 3% 0.5 

Nov-98 18.4 720 13273 3% 0.6 

Dec-98 18.6 744 13811.5 Jan 98-Dec 98 0.0 aMW 1% 0.1 

Jan-99 19.0 744 14112.7 2% 0.4 

Feb-99 19.0 672 12763.05 0% 0.0 

Mar-99 19.1 744 14218.55 1% 0.1 0.02 

Apr-99 19.3 719 13891.65 1% 0.2 0.01 0.02 

May-99 19.8 744 14703.35 2% 0.4 0.01 

Jun-99 20.1 720 14436.15 Jul 98-Jun 99 0.0 aMW 1% 0.3 

Jul-99 20.4 744 15146.85 2% 0.3 

Aug-99 20.6 744 15338.85 1% 0.3 

Sep-99 20.2 720 14558.7 -2% 

Oct-99 20.1 745 14942.1 -1 % 

Nov-99 20.1 720 14484 0% 

Dec-99 19.9 744 14816.1 -1 % 

Jan-00 19.7 744 14642.8 -1 % 

Feb-00 19.9 696 13876 1% 0.02 

Mar-00 20.0 744 14845.1 0% 0.02 

Apr-00 20.0 719 14383.45 0% 0.02 

May-00 20.0 744 14895.7 0% 

Jun-00 20.5 720 14784.346 3% 

Jul-00 20.7 744 15382.8 1% 

Aug-00 20.6 744 15338.85 0% 

Sep-00 20.8 720 14952.75 1% 

Oct-00 20.1 745 14949.25 -3% 

Nov-00 19.7 720 14188.8 -2% 

Dec-00 19.4 744 14451.2 -1 % 

Jan-01 19.6 744 14566.15 1% 

Feb-01 19.6 672 13154 0% 

Mar-01 19.8 744 14754 1% 

Apr-01 19.9 719 14286.75 0% 

May-01 20.3 744 15102.65 2% 

Jun-01 20.1 720 14499.65 -1 % 
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Jul-01 19.5 744 14518.05 -3% 

Aug-01 18.3 744 13620.5 -6% 

Sep-01 17.4 720 12511.25 -5% 

Oct-01 17.4 745 12956.54 0% 

Nov-01 17.3 720 12490.54 0% 

Dec-01 17.5 744 13009.74 1% 

Jan-02 18.2 744 13534.31 4% 

Feb-02 18.8 672 12636.88 3% 

Mar-02 19.2 744 14263.04 2% 

Apr-02 19.7 719 14135.62 3% 

May-02 20.1 744 14940.48 2% 

Jun-02 20.7 720 14875.411 3% 

Jul-02 21.3 744 15826.583 3% 

Aug-02 21.2 744 15745.833 -1 % 

Sep-02 20.9 720 15067.635 -1 % 

Oct-02 19.9 745 14814.064 -5% 

Nov-02 20.3 720 14594.33 2% 

Dec-02 19.6 744 14547.682 -4% 

Jan-03 19.7 744 14656.15 1% 

Feb-03 20.3 672 13610.66 744 3% 

Mar-03 20.5 744 15287.83 672 1% 

Apr-03 20.4 719 14701.946 744 0% 

May-03 20.9 744 15514.754 719 2% 

Jun-03 21.3 720 15344.755 744 2% 

Jul-03 21.8 744 16219.998 720 2% 

Aug-03 21.8 744 16231 .666 744 0% 

Sep-03 21.6 720 15534.841 744 -1 % 

Oct-03 21.5 745 16050.252 720 0% 

Nov-03 21.0 720 15119.86 745 -3% 

Dec-03 20.9 744 15551.335 720 0% 

Jan-04 21.0 744 15642.42 744 1% 

Feb-04 21 .2 696 14721.374 1% 

Mar-04 21.6 744 16106.766 2% 

Apr-04 21.9 719 15746.974 1% 
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May-04 22.3 744 16602.344 2% 

Jun-04 22.9 720 16496.955 3% 

Jul-04 23.7 744 17663.575 4% 

Aug-04 24.1 744 17923.38 1% 

Sep-04 23.7 720 17094.229 -1% 

Oct-04 23.4 745 17447.382 -1% 

Nov-04 23.0 720 16546.386 -2% 

Dec-04 23.0 744 17149.023 0% 

Jan-05 23,2 744 17246.469 1% 

Feb-05 23.1 672 15539.242 0% 

Mar-05 23.2 744 17297.166 1% 

Apr-05 23.3 719 16731.008 
May-05 23.8 744 17698.384 
Jun-05 24.1 720 17362.18 
Jul-05 24.8 744 18467.934 

Aug-05 24.8 744 18482.404: 
Sep-05 24.5 720 17614.346 
Oct-05 24.3 745 18121.965 
Nov-05 23.9 720 17215.303 
Dec-05 23.9 744 17763.55 
Jan-06 23.9 744 17799.473 
Feb-06 23.9 672 16072.665 
Mar-06 24. 1 744 17925.353 
Apr-06 24.0 719 17244.648 

May-06 24.7 744 18355.866 
Jun-06 25.3 720 18235.652 

744 
744 
720 
745 
720 
744 
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3.801473 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.01 
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0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.02 

0.02 
0.01 0.02 

O.Q1 0.02 
0.01 0.02 

0.01 0.02 
0.01 0.02 

0.01 0.02 
O.D1 0.02 

0.00 

0.02 
0.02 

0.02 
0.02 

0.02 
0.02 

0.02 
0.02 . 
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Hyundai Loads 

X-axis period (aMW) Growth Following Year (aMW) 

Oct-96 745 Oct 96-Sep 97 1.3 10.7 

Nov-96 720 Nov 96-Oct 97 1.9 11.2 

Dec-96 744 Dec 96-Nov 97 2 .4 11.6 

Jan-97 744 Jan 97-Dec 97 3.0 12.0 

Feb-97 672 52 Feb 97-Jan 98 3.8 12.0 

Mar-97 744 123 Mar 97-Feb 98 4.7 11 .7 

Apr-97 719 194. 1 5 Apr 97-Mar 98 6.0 11 .0 

May-97 744 665 May 97-Apr 98 6.8 10.6 

Jun-97 720 1486.5 Jun 97-May 98 8.0 9.95 

Jul-97 744 2191.45 Jul 97-Jun 98 9.0 9.3 

Aug-97 744 3558.4 Aug 97- Jul 98 10.1 8.7 

Sep-97 720 3542.55 Sep 97-Aug 98 11.0 8.1 

Oct-97 745 4538 Oct 97 - Sep 98 12.1 7.3 

Nov-97 720 4 723.1 Nov 97 - Oct 98 13.1 6.5 

Dec-97 744 5298. 7 Dec 97- Nov 98 14.0 5.6 

Jan-98 744 7260.9 Jan 98 - Dec 98 15.0 4.8 

Feb-98 672 7490.2 
Mar-98 744 9353.9 
Apr-98 719 9813.5 

May-98 744 10410 
Jun-98 720 10611.65 
Jul-98 744 11599.6 

Aug-98 744 12093.35 
Sep-98 720 12498.8 
Oct-98 745 13284.4 
Nov-98 720 13273 
Dec-98 744 13811.5 
Jan-99 744 141 12.7 
Feb-99 672 12763.05 
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Mar-99 744 14218.55 
Apr-99 719 13891.65 

May-99 744 14703.35 
Jun-99 720 14436.15 
Jul-99 744 15146.85 

Aug-99 744 15338.85 
Sep-99 720 14558.7 
Oct-99 745 14942.1 
Nov-99 720 14484 
Dec-99 744 14816.1 
Jan-00 744 14642.8 
Feb-00 696 13876 
Mar-00 744 14845.1 
Apr-00 719 14383.45 

May-00 744 14895.7 
Jun-00 720 14784.346 
Jul-00 744 15382.8 

Aug-00 744 15338.85 
Sep-00 720 14952.75 
Oct-00 745 14949.25 
Nov-00 720 14188.8 
Dec-00 744 14451.2 
Jan-01 744 14566.15 
Feb-01 672 13154 
Mar-01 744 14754 
Apr-01 719 14286.75 

May-01 744 15102.65 
Jun-01 720 14499.65 
Jul-01 744 14518.05 

Aug-01 744 13620.5 
Sep-01 720 12511.25 
Oct-01 745 12956.54 
Nov-01 720 12490.54 
Dec-01 744 13009.74 

27760029 
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Jan-02 744 13534.31 
Feb-02 672 12636.88 
Mar-02 744 14263.04 
Apr-02 719 14135.62 

May-02 744 14940.48 
Jun-02 720 14875.411 
Jul-02 744 15826.583 

Aug-02 744 15745.833 
Sep-02 720 15067.635 
Oct-02 745 14814.064 
Nov-02 720 14594.33 
Dec-02 744 14547.682 
Jan-03 744 14656.15 
Feb-03 672 13610.66 
Mar-03 744 15287.83 
Apr-03 719 14701.946 

May-03 744 15514.754 
Jun-03 720 15344.755 
Jul-03 744 16219.998 

Aug-03 744 16231.666 
Sep-03 720 15534.841 
Oct-03 745 16050.252 
Nov-03 720 15119.86 
Dec-03 744 15551.335 
Jan-04 744 15642.42 
Feb-04 696 14721.374 
Mar-04 744 16106.766 
Apr-04 719 15746.974 

May-04 744 16602.344 
Jun-04 720 16496.955 
Jul-04 744 17663.575 

Aug-04 744 17923.38 
Sep-04 720 17094.229 
Oct-04 745 17447.382 

27760029 
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Nov-04 720 16546.386 
Dec-04 744 17149.023 
Jan-05 744 17246.469 
Feb-05 672 15539.242 
Mar-05 744 17297.166 
Apr-05 719 16731.008 

May-05 744 17698.384 
Jun-05 720 17362.18 
Jul-05 744 18467.934 

Aug-05 744 18482.404 
Sep-05 720 17614.346 
Oct-05 745 18121.965 
Nov-05 720 17215.303 
Dec-05 744 17763.55 
Jan-06 744 17799.473 
Feb-06 672 16072.665 
Mar-06 744 17925.353 
Apr-06 719 17244.648 

May-06 744 18355.866 
Jun-06 720 18235.652 

744 
744 
720 
745 
720 
744 
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1 year later(aMW) 
12.1 

13.1 

14.0 

15.0 

15.8 

16.4 

17.0 
17.4 

17.9 

18.3 

18.7 

19.1 

19.4 

19.5 

19.7 

19.8 
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Stone Creek Actuals FY 2006 

Oct 4452.7 
Nov 4599.1 
Dec 2291.6 
Jan 6001.3 
Feb 7070 
Mar 6637.2 
Apr 5713.2 
May 7286.8 
Jun 5202.2 
Jul 3825.8 
Aug 3170.4 
Sep 3875.3 

6.9 
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HYNIX NLSL STATUS REVIEW 
MEETING AGENDA 
November 16, 2006 

INTRODUCTIONS (ALLI 

Who we are 
Hynix Profile 

BRIEF CONTEXT CEWEB/HYNIXI 

Reasons for Request 
Review Objectives 
Process Expectations 

REVIEW PROCESS (BPAI 

How will we proceed? 

BPA'S NLSL POLICY 

Relevant policy, legislative context, objectives 
How an NLSL determination is made 
Three methods for setting "start date" 
Special case of prospective NLSL determination 

REQUEST FOR DATA AND DOCUMENTATION 

Identify information needed from Hynix and EWEB 

DETERMINE NEXT STEPS, ASSIGNMENTS, MEETING DATE 
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@ . :.a 

OCT I O 2006 

In reply refer lO: PSW-6 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 
500 East Fourth A venue 
Eugene, OR 97440 

Dear Mr. Berggren: 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

EXECUTIVE OFFICB 

We are responding to your August 25, 2006, request for an ,;xaminat ion of the New Large Single 
Load (NLSL) status for your retoil customer llynix Semicomluc1or America. Although there is 
no req11ircme111 in our NLSL policy for a review 10 years after the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) made a determi11a1ion that a load was n New Large Single Load, we have 
reviewed the infonnmion provided and the history of this load. 

Under the power sales contract in effect, Eugene Water & Electric Board (EWEB) had a duty 10 
report the Hyundai load to BPA as a potential NL.SL and after discu~sions between Hyundai, 
BPA and EWEB, a date for the ex peeled commercial opermion of the load was agreed upon. 
By a letter dated October 29, 1996, BPA clcLerminccl that at commercial operation, the Hyundai 
lo:1d would be a NLSL. This designation was made based on infomiation from EWEB that the 
upcoming load would be greater than 10 aM\V in the first year of operation. A later July 21, 
I 998, letter from Hyundai 10 EWEB states, '·Recently, the ~ite has made a transit ion from 
a constnrction to a produclion mode." 

Although the NLSL determination was made some IO years ago and the parties have relied upon 
the date of commercial operation for the facility and have raised no questions unti l your letter of 
August 25. we understand F.WEB's concerns. We are willing to meet with EWEB and the 
consumer for a consul tation 10 review the procedures in determining a NLSL. 
At that time we are prepared to: 

• explain relevant NLSL Policy, including the legislative context and objectives, 
• outline how a NLSL determination is made, 
• discuss the three methods of setting a "Start Date" for load growth measurement, 
• discuss the special case of a prospective NLSL determination and 
• request any additional data and documentation needed to perform the review. 

We will then review the information provided by EWEB and Hynix and schedule a site visit 10 
the Hynix plant. After our site visit, analysis and determination process, we will present our 
findings in a determmation letter at a final meeting with EWEB and Hynix. 
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BPA understands that this examination of the NLSL is of critical interest to EWEB and to its 
customer Hynjx. We plan to move forward with completion o f thjs review as thoroughly and 
quickly as possible. Theresa Rockwood, Account Executive, will be contacting you to set up 
a meeting at your convenience. 

Sincerel.y, 

(b)(6) 

p g 
Administrator and Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: 
Mr. ChanKey Ho, Hynix 
Mr. Greg Sladcik, Hynix 

2 
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Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 Ea• 4lh A-,ue / ""'1 Off.,. Box 101 •a 
Eugene, e>,egon 97440-2148 
541-484-2411 fax 541•484-3762 

August 25, 2006 

R, C.EIVED BY BPA 
ADMINISTRAT,() 'S 0,, /J :::z. 
0FC-L0G #: 01 · 1.,,,--...-/ 

RECEIPT DATE: 
ti;is .Q(p 

DUE DATE: q. cg-. (){p 

Mr. Steve Wright - BPA Administrator 
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATIO!• 
P. 0 . Box 3621 
Ponlnnd, Oregon 97208-3621 

ASSIGN: John Ltbens-PSW-6 

Dear Mt. Wright: 

RE: New Large Single Load Determination 

cc: FOJ, DKN/Wash, L-7, P-6, PS-6, 
PSW-6 ( Rockwood, Anderson) 

I am writing to fonnally request a review by BPA of the "New Large Single Load" status 
of one of EWEB's major industrial customers, Hyundai Electronics America. 

By letter dated October 29, 1996, Ilonneville attributed New Large Single Load status to 
Hyundai (now Hynix Semiconductor America) effective on or about October I, 1997. 
This determination was made during the original construction and startup of the Hynix 
facility, and was based on prospective information that the compnny provided to EWEB 
regarding anticipated electrical loads and that we then provided to BPA. 

During recent retail contract negotiations, Hynix officials asked us to provide information 
concerning this designation, including copies of BPA 's past and present New Large 
Single Load Policy. In reviewing the policy and actual metered load data for their facility, 
company representatives have raised questions about how the BPA policy is interpreted 
and applied, and whether some or oil of their load should be eligible for service with BPA 
Priority Firm power. 

Subsequent conversations between EWEB and BPA staff indicate that a review of this 
designation is appropriate.given the questions raised and data now available. This matter 
is a major consideration in EWEB's power supply and retail pricing relationship with 
Hynix. We do not want any confusion, misinterpretation. or lack of clarity concerning 
this designation to persist as we complete negotiations on renewal of their current service 
agreement that expires on September 30, 2006. 

EWES understands that precedent exists for re-examination of a New Large Single Load 
designation, In 2002, a rolling mill located within the service territory of Cowlitz PUD 
requested and received such a review, resulting in a reversal of its New Large Single 
Load status. We ask that BPA undertake a similar review, taking into account the 
supplementary information that we will be providing soon through our BPA Account 
Executive Theresa Rockwood. 
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Mr. Steve Wright 
Hynix NLSL Determination 
August 25, 2006 
Page 2 

We look forward to timely consideration of our request, and will be pleased to provide 
any additional information required to support your review and related determinations. 

Sincerely, 

• s ' • : . -

General Manager 

cc: Mr. Paul Norman, s ·PA 
Mr. John Lebens, BPA 
Ms. Theresa Rockwood, BPA 
Mr. Robert Anderson, BP A 
Mr. ChanKey Ho, Hynix 
Mr. Greg Sladcik, Hynix 
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@ 
October 29, 1996 

Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

Eugene Customer Service Center 
1600 Valley River Drive, Suite 230 

Eugene, Oregon 97401-2129 

Randy L. Ber!;gren, General Manager 
Eugene Water and electric Board 
500 East 4th Avenue 
Eugene, OR 97441 

Dear Randy: 

Bonneville Power Administration {BPA) acknowledges receipt of your notice pursuant to section 8(c) of your utility Power Sales Conlrnct, No. DE-MS79-8 I DP90456 (PSC) that Hyundai Electronics America, lnc. (Hyundai) conslitutcs a New Large Single Load (NLSL) on Eugene Water and Electric Board's (EWEB) system. Hyundai' s load increases EWEB's resource responsibilities by 35 aMW on or around October I , 1997. 

We have prepared the attached Table l to Ex.hibit Kof EWEB's PSC listing I lyundai as a NLSL ns of October I, 1997. 

BPA has been informed by EWEB that it pla11s to serve the Hyundai load with a combination of its own n:sources (that are not currently dedicated in its Finn Resources Exhibit (FRE) to serving is Actual Firm Load), contract acquisitions and possibly some spot market purchases. An amendment ofEWEB's FRE will need to be made to reflect BWEB's resource choices lo serve this NLSL. 

Since EWEB has elected to serve this NLSL as other than a requirements load, BPA is under no - - - -bltgation-ttrprovidc,,;;qui,e11,entn-erviceto such load fbt the remaining term otEWEB'siffifily PSC until the 1101ice provisions of section 9 ofEWEB's utility PSC have been met. 

Should EWEB at nny time experience m1 inability to provide adequate resources to serve Hyundai, after complying with the notice provisions of section 9 ofEWEB's utility PSC, BPA may provide requirements power at its New Resources Rate (NR-Rale) to serve all or any ~uch increment of the Hyundai load. 

Enclosur~ 
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Revision I 
Exhibit I<, Table I , Page I of I 
Contract No. DE-MS79-8IBP90456 
City of Bu gene (Eugene Water & 
Electric Board) 
Effective at 2400 hours on 

September 30, 1997 

This Revision 1, Exhibit K. Table 1 adds the Hyundai Electronics America load as a New Large single 
Load. 

NEW LARGE SINGLE LOAD DETERMINATIONS EXHIBIT 

()'his exhibit is for information purposes only and shall not control any determinations made pursuant to 
Section 8 of this contract or Section 3(13) of P.L 96-501.) 

TABLE I 

UST Of PURCHASER'S LOADS WWCH ARE NEW LARGE SINGLE LOADS 

Description oi Facility 

Hyundai Electronics America 

Location 

Eugeoe,OR 

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA 
Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

Date: October 29 1226 

3 
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@ 
February 28, 1996 

Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

Eugene Customer Service Center 
1600 Valley River Drive, Suite 230 

Eugene, Oregon 97401-2129 

Mr. Garry Kunkel, Director, Electric Division 
Eugene Water & Electric Board 
P. 0 . Box 10148 
Eugene, Oregon 97440-2148 

Dear Mr. Kunkel: 

I understand from discussions with you and your stafftliat Eugene Water & Electric Board (EWES) will be the sole electric power supplier of the new Hyundai Corporation facility currently under construction in west Eugene. Titis load is expected to exceed the 10 average megawatt threshold for being designated a New Large Single Load (NLSL) as defined in the Nortl1west Power Act and Contract No. DE-MS79-8 IDP90456 (Power Sales Contract) between EWEB and BonncviJle Power Administration (BPA). 

In general, the process of completing a NLSL detcrminat.ioo may take more tban a year and will involve considerable discussion between BPA and EWEB. We expect most of the workload will be BPA's, however, there are severaJ items that I hope EWEB can provide quickly to help simplify and expedite this effort. 

I. Please provide us with the expected size ofthc Hyundai electric load, including any schedules of how the load is expected to develop over time and when EWEB anticipates the load will exceed the NLSL threshold. 

2. Please let us know (a) the date of energiz.at.ion, and (b) the date of first commercial operation at tlte Hyundai facility. Either of these dates ruay bl: used as the starting date for the 12-month period during which the Hyundai load will be measured. BPA ,viJI evaluate the effects ofusiog each of the two dates for the 12-month load measurement · period. 

You have indicated that EWEB plans to serve all or part of the Hyundai load with resources oilier than Finn Resources, as permitted WJder sectio118(e) oflhe Power Sales Contract. [ would like to discuss EWEB • s opti<>ns as quickly as possible so that appropriate contract actions can be completed, scheduling arrangements are in place, and billing procedures arc established before the Hyundai load becomes a NLSL. 
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We will need to meet soon to discuss options and implications for dedicating resources to the 
NLSL, outline a schedule for e-0mpleti11g the NLSL process, and share information. I'll call you 
when we are ready to schedule a time. As always, feel free to call me: at 465-6804 if you have 
any questions. 

cc: 
Scott Spettel - EWEB 
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COmmlsJJonen 

Oorochr-M<l<e Oye, 

Sa,ah Htr.1duc.~ 

Jerr 0..'"'4 
Susan StMh 

General Man~g or 

Randy L. Bo<9g,.,, 

EWEB 

December 22, 1995 

Mr. John P. Lebens 
Account Executive 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 East 41h A,'tllloe 
Post Office Box 10148 
Eugene. Oregon 97440 2148 

Bonneville Power Administration 
703 Broadway, Suite 100 
Vancouver, WA 98660 

Dear Mr. Lebens: 

In accordance EWEB's power sales contract with BPA, I would like to infonn you that 
EWES anticipates providing electric service to a new customer whose connected load wiU 
exceed JO MV A. The Hyundai Corporation has received pennits to construct a facility 
in west Euge~e. and has asked EWEB to provide utility services to their new facility. 
The energy load of this facility is eKpected to exceed 10 aMW on an annual basis. 

EWEB does not plan to purchase power for this facility from BPA as a "new large s ingle 
load ." We also understand that EWEB will not receive an entirlement to "priority firm • 
powe r for this increment of load under the terms of our power sales contract with BPA. 
As such, we are planning to indepe11dently acquire power and energy necessary to serve 
this facility . 

Please let me know if I can provide more infonnation to you in this regard. 

Sincerely, 

(b )(6) 

Scott C . Spettel 
Resource Planning Manager 

cc: Carol S. Fleischman - BPA 
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Alternative Production Dates for Hynix 

Option 1 • Production Start Date October 1, 1996 

20.0 

15.0 

aMW 10.0 I + 
5.0 GroW1h 10.8 aMW 

t 
0.0 

Option 2 - Production Start Date January 1, 1998 

20.0 

15.0 I .. },,-aMW 10.0 

5.0 

0 .0 ·1--~-~ - -----~-~----~-~----l 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~°-' <:°' l t-:0:, ~°-' ,;.?., ~Oj ~Oj ~Oj ~Oj ~cs ,;.?i 

')'If ~'If ~'I> ')" 0e .;;;.o ')'If ~'If ~'I> ')" 0e ~o 

Option 3 • Production Start Date July 1, 1997 

20.0 

15.0 • Growth 9.3 aMW 

aMW 10.0 t 
• 

5.0 Growth 8.3 aMW 

0.0 t 

27760029 
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PF Service to Hynix Based on Various Start Dates 

• No PF Service • PF Service 
30 

- - = "----25 ___ 3_a_M_W- in_J_u_n_e_0-=6=- ----------------------------- -------,I 

~ ~ 
I 

Oct 96- Nov 96· Dec 96- Jan 97· Feb 97- Mar 97· Apr 97- May 97- Jun 97• Jul 97• Aug 97- Sep 97- Oct 97 - Nov 97 - Dec 97- Jan 98 -
Sep 97 Oct 97 Nov 97 Dec 97 Jan 98 Feb 98 Mar 98 Apr 98 May 98 Jun 98 Jul 98 Aug 98 Sep 98 Oct 98 Nov 98 Dec 98 

Values appearing on top represents increase 1-year later than timeframe shown on x-axis. 
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ISSUE: 

Internal Agency Doc11111e11t 

SITE VISIT 
HYNIX 

7 FEB 07 

ls the Hynix load on EWEB a NLSL? 

CONCLUSION: 

The Hynix load is a NLSL. 

While Hynix and EWEB have made an extensive case for non-NLS L status, on i ts face 
their argument seems 10 me LO be unpersuasive. 

The issue here is the •·~tart date" for measuring load growth at the facility, the panics do 
not dispute the plant in its entirety constitutes a single facility. 

All the issues and facts under discussion in this case occurred in the 1996 - 19')7 
timeframe, ten years ago. 

Hynix through EWEB has submitted two sets of meter readings and power bills, these 
figures do not agree. EWEB and Hynix maintain that on review of the data they had to 
correct someofrhedaia in 2007. 

All BPA has received are photo copies of the relevant documents. BPA ha~ not seen any 
original eontempornneous documents. 

Hynix and EWEB have propounded a theory which breaks new ground in NLSL Policy; 
they allege that Hyundai/Hynix had ongoing construction load when they commenced 
commercial operation and that such load should be deducted form their meter readings 
during the first twelve months of commercial operation. 

Current NLSL Policy draws a line between the construction phase and the commercial 
operation phase, essentially once commercial operation has begun all load at the faci li ty 
is considered in making a NLSL determination. While it might be reasonable to deduct 
"construction" load form total facility load where the final facility load would be 9.9 
aMw or less the fact is tha1 Hynix ·s toad is over 20 aMw and growing. 

The Parties have never agreed on a start date. BPA assumed a start date in 1997 and 
EWEB never disputed such decision. 

Pre-decisio11a/ Agency Doc11me11t Do Not Distribute 
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/11ternal Agency Documem 

Because EWEB and Hynix did nm dispute the NLSL determination for ten year3; 

Because EWES agreed with BPA that the Hyundai plant became a N LSL in September 
1997: 

Because all the data they have submitted have been photocopies and not original 
documents, and "corrected'' photocopies at that: 

Because the load data provided by Hynix/EWES, even corrected, does not support the 
conclusion that Hyundai load did not exceed 9.9 aMw in the first year of commercial 
operation: 

Because EWEB/Hynix have propounded a theory of NLSL policy to get around the 
objection above. that does not comport with settled NLSL Pol icy; 

Because the current Hynix load is well over 20 aMw and growing: 

The Hynix plant is a NLSL on EWEB's system. 

BACKGROUND: 

The Hynix (for111erl y Hyundai) D-RAM silicon chip plant in Eugene has been a 'LSL 
since it opened in 1997. Current load is between 23 and 25 aMw. Hynix was declared a 
NLSL as the result of a "prospective NLSL determination" since EWEB (the serving 
utility) informed BPA that the plant's basic operating load when it commenced 
production would be nearly 20 aM w. BPA accordingly made such a determination and 
Hyundai and EWEB were free to obtain service from below-PF market purchases in the 
1996- 2000 timefrarne. When EWEB and BPA entered into negotiations for the current 
"Subscription'' power sales contracts, BPA proposed and EWEB accepted that the NLSL 
be served wi1h EWED-owned resources during the Subscription contract term. 

Two industrial loads came on during the later half of the 90s. Hyundai/Hynix at EWEB, 
and SteelScape at Cowlitz. Both were declared NLSLs on a prospective basis at the 
request of their serving uti I it ies. 

SteelScape/Cowlitz asked BPA to reexamine its NLSL determination. A rev iew of lhe 
situation disclosed that the SteclScape plant load was approximately 8 aMw and that it 
had Never exceeded 9.9 aMw in any year of commercial operation. On those facts BPA 
found that SteelScape was not a NLSL on Cowlitz and was therefore entitled to service 
from Cowlitz with power purchased at PF. 

CDOC\ HYNIX_SITE_ VISIT doc 

Pre-decisional Agency Document Do Not Di.~trib11te 
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NLSL 

TAtKlN6. POINTS 
NLSL &. HYNLX 

The Northwest Power Act, in Section 3(13), defines a new large single load ~= any load 
associated with a new facility, an existing facility, or an expansion of an existing facility 

(A) which is not contracted for, or commiued to, as determined by the 
Administrator, by a public body, cooperative, investor-owned utility, or 
Federal agency customer prior to September I, 1979, and 

(B) which will resull in an increase in power requirements of such customer of 
ten average megawatts or more in any consecutive twelve-month period. 

HISTORY 
Origin of New Large Single Load Restrictions 

When the orthwest Power Act was being developed in the late 1970s, BPA and the 
region fully e xpected to be facing power supply deficits in the near future. In fact, in 
1975, BPA had issued Notices of Insufficiency to its investor-owned utility customers 
(IOU's), which ended firm sales 10 IOU's. BPA's efforts Lo develop a power allocation 
policy (for allocation between customer classes) anticipated shortages for another major 
BPA customer group, the preference util ities. These expected shonages stimulated the 
development of provisions in the act, including the new large single load provisions, 
which would limit access to federal power. Today wi th BPA pursuing a new allocation 
policy (to allocate between individual customers) the NLSL provisions have taken on a 
renewed urgency. 

There were a number of factors which contributed 10 the inclusion of NLSL provisions in 
the Northwest Power Act. 

I) NLSL provisions helped broaden support for passage of the Act among 
representatives of other parts of the United States. NLSL restrictions in the 
Nonhwest would protect industry in other parts of the country by eliminating rate 
inducements to relocate to the Pacific Northwest. This was a critical element in 
securing suppon for the Act from Congressional members from the Northeast. 

2) NLSL restriction~ were also intended to equalize rates to new industries between 
BPA ·s preference utility customers and IOU's. The NLSL restrictions also 
discoL1raged 1he industrial customers of IOUs in the Region from switching to 
service from pn;fcrcnce utilities. This increa ed suppon for the Act from 
Northwest IOU'~-
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3) NLSL provisions were included to induce DSls to sign new contracts with BPA. 
By preventing DSis from obtaining retail service !'rom preference utilities with 
relatively low priority firm rates, NLSL provisions helped 10 obtain the regional 
reserves and rate support from DSls that were pan of the structure of the Acl. 

4) NLSL provisions were intended to preserve Federal base system resources for 
residential and farm loads (especially important because of the expected regional 
resource deficits). 

5) NLSL provisions were designed to motivate, by means of marginal cost pricing, 
the adoption of energy-efficient processes or designs by new industries. 
Conservation and environmental groups therefore supported NLSL provisions in 
the interest of energy effi ciency. 

Northwest Power Act References 

Several sections of the Northwest Power Act refer to NLSLs. Section 3(13) defines New 
Large Single Loads. Section 7(b) (4) prohibits NLSLs from receiving service at the 
Priority Firm Power rate. Section 5(c) (7) (A) excludes the co.st of resources used to 
serve NLSLs from a util ity's Average System Cost under the Residential Exchange 
program. 

OPERATIONAL CONTEXT 

It should be borne in mind that the requirements and procedures implemented with the 
Regional Act and the NLSL Policy reflect the contractual history and technology 
avai lable (notably the standard of available load metering equipment) at the time of the 
Regional Act. For example in 1981 Power Sales Contracts, which firs t implemented the 
provisions of BPA's NLSL Policy, BPA relied on infonnation provided by the customer 
pursuant to sections 8 & 10 of the comract. These sections outline the customer's 
obligations to provide BPA all relevant information needed to administer the contracts 
and maintain an ongoing power sales relationship with the customer in keeping with the 
requirements of the Regional Act. [These obligations are preserved in sections fifteen & 
sixteen of the Subscription Power Sales Contracts.] In turn BPA 's customers relied on 
their consumers to make relevant information available to them for transmittal to BPA. 

Current BPA NLSL policy acknowledges the advent of reasonably priced metering 
equipment which meets BPA revenue requirements and can be accessed by BPA 
remotely. BPA is requiring installation of such meters in all NLSL situations that come 
up for BPA review. What this means to EWEB & HYNIX is, that if BPA carries out a 
new NLSL de1e1mination procedure at HYNTX, among other requirements will be 
installation ofBPA revenue quality meters at the HY1 TX site. 

2 
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NLSL DETERMINATIONS 

Determination of Ten Avcrnge Megawatt Increase. 

An increase in load shall be considered a New Large Single Load if the energy 
consumption of the Consumer's load associated with a new facil ity, exist ing facility or 
expansion of an existing facility during the immediately past twelve-month period 
exceeds by ten average megawatts or more the Consumer's energy consumption for such 
new facility, existing facility or expansion of an existing faci lity for the consecutive 
twelve-month period one year earlier, or the amount of the contracted for, or commined 
to load of the Consumer as of September I, 1979, whichever 

START DATES 

Based upon the available information concerning an increase in load, Bonneville and the 
Customer may agree that an increase in load associated with a new facility, existing 
facility or expansion of an existing facility should be considered a New Large Single 
Load from the date of commencement of commercial operation of such increase in load. 
If Bonneville and the Customer cannot determine or agree that the increase in load should 
be considered a New Large Single Load, the energy used by the facility shall be 
monitored and reponed monthly by the Customer to Bonneville following the 
commencement or the change in operation of the load. If requested, Bonneville and the 
Customer will agree to a Customer-specific monitoring procedure. 

I. Date of lnitial Energization 
This is the date during the construction/installation of the facility on which 
production equipment is first energized and left energized. If equipment is 
installed, energized for tesl purposes and shut down that is not the date of initial 
energization. The date of initial energization marks 1he beginning of the end of 
the installation and rest phase of the construction process. 

2. Date of Commercial Operation 
The date production commences at the plant; the end of the construct process. 
The plan! need not be a full conunercial capacity (for BPA NLSL purposes), a 
"ramp up" phase is fairly common in new installations. 

3. Date Agreed by the Panics 
BPA and the Customer may decide to agree on a date for the commencement of 
monitoring of the load growth at the facility. Such a procedure has been used in 
the past for prospective NLSL determinations. There was no monitoring of the 
Hyundai load on EWEB; all the parties assumed the load was a NLSL from the 
start. 

PROSPECTIVE NLSL DETERMINATIONS 

Sometimes a customer is in negotiations with a prospective consumer whose load on the 
cusromer is expected to exceed IO aMw during the first year of operation. In 1hat case 
the customer may contact BPA with a request for a ·'prospective" NLSL Determination. 

3 
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NLSL DETERMINATIONS 

When BPA makes a determination of NLSL status it goes through a complete process of 
evaluation of the load in question. 

Facility Determination 
Bonneville and the Customer shall make a reasonable determination of what 
constitutes a single fac ility, for the purpose of identifying a New Large Single 
Load, based upon the following criteria: 

( I) Whether the load is operated by a single Consumer; 

(2) Whether the load is in a single location; 

(3) Whether the load serves a manufacturing process which produces a single 
product or type of product; 

(4) Whether separable portions of the load are interdependent; 

(5) whether the load is contracted for, served or billed as a single load under 
the individual Purchaser's customary billing and service policy; 

(6) Consistent application of the foregoing criteria in similar fact situations; 
and 

(7) Any other factors the parties determine to be relevant. 

Bonneville shall show an increase in load associated with a Consumer's facility 
which has been determined to be a New Large S ingle Load on Table I of the New 
Large Single Load Determinations Exhibit. Bonneville shall show loads 
associated with a Consumer's facility which Bonneville has determined were 
contracted for, or committed to prior to September I, 1979. on Tahle 2 of the New 
Large Single Load Determinations Exhibit. Bonneville shall have the unilateral 
right to amend Tahle 1 or make additions to Table 2 of such exJ1ibit to reflect such 
determinations when made. 

Determination of Ten Average Mega wall Increase. 

An increase in load shall be considered a New Large Single Load if the energy 
consumption of the Consumer's load associated with a new facility, existing 
facility or expansion of an existing facility during the imrnc<lialely past 
twelve-month period exceeds by ten average megawatts or more the Consumer's 
energy consumption for such new facility, existing facility or expansion of an 
existing facility for the consecutive twelve-month period one year earlier. In 
practical application this means, did the load grow by 87,600,000kWh between 
the two dates certain? 

FACILITY DETERMINATIONS 

4 
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(a) Determination of a F acilitv. 

Bonneville and the Customer shall make a reasonable determination of 
what constitutes a single facility, for the purpose of identifying a New 
Large Single Load, based upon the following criteria: 

(I) Whether the load is operated by a single Consumer; 

(2) Whether the load is in a single location; 

(3) Whether lhe load serves a manufacturing process which produces a 
single product or type of product; 

(4) Whether separable portions of the load are interdependent; 

(5) wh.ether the load is contracted for, served or billed as a single load 
under the individual Customer's customary billing and service 
policy; 

(6) Consistent application of the foregoing criteria in similar fact 
situations; and 

(7) Any other factors the parties dt:termine to be relevant. 

Bonneville shall show an increase in load associated with a Consumer's 
facility, which has been determined to be a New Large Single Load on a 
Table in a New Large Single Load Determinations Exhibit. Bonneville 
shall show loads associated with a Consumer's facil ity, which Bonneville 
has determined were contracted for, or committed to prior to September J, 
I 979, on a Table in a New Large Single Load Determinations Exhibit. 
Bonneville shall have the unilateral right to amend such tables of such 
exhibit to reflect such determinations when made. 

NLSL REDETERMI:--IA TION PROCESS 

BPA will require the following: 

I. Load history of the plant, a month-by-month record of load growth and 
fluctuations at the plant. Meler readings and billing records. 

2. The electrical plan of service at the plant (one line diagrams, map, metering 
arrangements. etc) 

3. Corporate history of the plant what place or places does the Hynix facility occupy 
in the Hynix corporate structure? 

4. Review of plant product(s). 

5. Site Visit and iour of facility. 

SI: EWcij HYNIX Talking PoinL~doc 

5 
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Members: 

Re-Evaluation of NLSL Status for Hynix 
Contracts Decision Team (CDT) Agenda 

August 6 * 1 :00 PM, Room 606 

Burns, Allen L - PT-5; Oliver, Stephen R - PG-5; Thompson, Garry R - PSE-SPOKANE; Coe, Scott - PSW-6; Roberts, Timothy C - PGL-5; Maichel, Chuck - KS-6; Richardson, Carolyn A· PFP-6; 
Adelman, Elly - PSS-6; Kitchen, Larry - PTL-5; Bliven, Raymond D - PF-6: Rogers, Joe - PSS-6; Connally, Kieran - PGS-5 

Presiding Officer: Mark Gendron 

TIME MINUTES BALANCED SCORECARD # and AGENDA TOPIC OR SPONSOR AND OBJECTIVE OF 
AGENCY OR POWER FUNCTION ISSUE/PROPOSAL PRESENTER PRESENTATION 

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 

1:00 -1:55 55 A S10 and P S10: The value of the Should BPA change the NLSL status of Hynix Theresa Rockwood Decide 
existing federal power system is preserved based on historical information provided by EWEB Robert Anderson 
for the region for the long run, while ensuring and Hynix? Tom Miller 
obligations to federal taxpayers are met. Rod Boling 

A S11 and P S1 1: Customer, constituent 
and tribal satisfaction, trust and confidence 
meet targeted levels. 

A 17 and P 17: Decision making reflects 
consistent application of specified criteria. 

1:55-200 5 , Confirm decision or direction provided Mark and T earn Confirm decisions and 
direction 

For Official Use Only: Predecisional & Deliberative 
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Decision Support Analysis (Issue Paper) for 
Re-Evaluation of NLSL Status for Hynix 

August 6, 2007 

1. Sponsor and Key Participants: 
• The sponsor is Theresa Rockwood, EWEB's BPA account executive. 
• Key participants involved in presenting the issue are Robert Anderson, Tom Miller and Rod Boling. 

2. Issue or Proposal and the Decision to be Made: 
• Does additional information warrant BPA changing the NLSL status of Hynix based on the current information provided by EWEB and Hynix? 

3. Background of the Issue: 
• The Hynix (then Hyundai) chip fabrication plant in Eugene OR was addressed in a second of two "prospective" NLSL determinations made by BPA in 

the mid-1990s. The Hynix (then Hyundai) plant was initially represented by EWEB as a planned 30 + aMW load that would come on at over 1 O aMW 
in its first year of production and therefore should be designated a NLSL from the start, even before production commenced. BPA reviewed the 
information provided at the time and drafted a letter designating the load as a NLSL effective October 1, 1996. Actual construction ran behind 
schedule and the plant substation was not energized until February 1997. The first silicon chip production test runs commenced in January 1998. 
Neither EWEB nor Hynix contested the NLSL determination at the time; nor did they request a review of the load growth at the plant in the 1996 -
1998 timeframe. 

• In 2006, EWEB approached BPA on Hynix's behalf requesting that BPA review its NLSL determination based on Hynix's claim that in 1997 Hynix's 
load did not grow at a rate of 10 or more aMW in the initial 12-month period, and in that event the Hynix load did not qualify as a NLSL; therefore, the 
NLSL designation should be rescinded and a new determination made that the Hynix load should be allowed to buy federal power from EWEB at PF. 

• On August 26, 2006, EWEB made a formal request for such review on Hynix's behalf. 
• Hynix has at BPA's request provided a considerable amount of documentary information from its company records, the bulk of it 10 or more years old. 

All evaluations and graphical representations are based on this data. 

4. Agency or Power Function Strategic Objectives: 

27760029 

• A S10 and P S10: The value of the existing federal power system is preserved for the region for the long run, while ensuring obligations to federal 
taxpayers are met. 

• A S 11 and P S11: Customer, constituent and tribal satisfaction, trust and confidence meet targeted levels. 
• A 17 and P 17: Decision making is integrated, risk-informed and managed through consistent application of specified criteria. 

For Official Use Only: Predecisional & Deliberative l 
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5. Key Decision Factors and Recommendation: 

27760029 

• SPA measures large facility energy consumption for NLSL purposes based on production load and not other loads, e.g. construction. Three possible 
start dates for production load growth monitoring periods may be used: October 1996 as agreed by the parties; January 1998, the start of actual 
production; or the date of initial energization of production load, which occurred sometime between October 1996 and January 1998. 

• If BPA elects to stay with the October 1996 start date in EWEB's power sales contract, as, the effective date of Hynix's NLSL status, Hynix is entitled 
to SPA service purchased at NR only. It is clear from the data submitted that construction at the plant was slow in developing at the site and that there 
was no load at all, construction or production on the site until February of 1997. The parties agreed the load would be a NLSL from October 1996 on 
and therefore did not monitor load at the site. A review that attempts to ascertain the status of the load based on actual load growth is not furthered by 
relying on the contractual date of NLSL status. 

• If BPA finds a basis for selecting the month in which production on site actually commenced for the start of the first measuring period, it will use 
January 1998 as described in Hynix' data and its letter submittal. The production load growth starting in January 1998 measured for 12 consecutive 
months results in NLSL status at the end of year one and no eligibility for PF. The facts in this case are very clear. Hynix submitted documentation 
that states that production began in January 1998. 'The first production runs from the pilot line began in January 1998." 

• If BPA elects to settle on a date of initial energization, BPA will consider in what month actual production equipment was installed and energized. 
Hynix/EWES argue that installation and energization of the clean room air handling equipment constitutes the first installation and energization of 
production equipment. Hynix further argues that it had "manufacturing personal" on site. BPA cannot accept this argument. SPA finds air handling to 
be a necessary part of the plant infrastructure, like the roof or floor, whose construction and operation is a precursor to production but is not production 
of a marketable product. Installation of the air handling equipment alone is necessary but not sutticient to make any product and therefore does not 
rise to the level of the date of initial energization of production. It is better viewed as part of the construction load. SPA has never used initial 
energization in an after the fact determination. 

• The test is, once the air handling system is installed and operating, how much chip production will result from operating the air handling system alone. 
Since no chips will be fabricated with the air system operating alone we cannot use the June or July months requested by Hynix/EWES. Looking for 
the month of the first installation and energization of production machinery, the most likely month is August 1997 (the date of initial energization of the 
first production machinery, so called by Hyundai) commenting measurement in August 1997 results in NLSL status for the Hynix plant at the end of the 
first year. 

• SPA has many prior examples of distinguishing between production and non-production loads at industrial plants, notably at DSls. DSls are not 
eligible for service with power purchased at PF, however, BPA has sold PF to local utilities to provide "station service" or "wheel turning " load on-site 
that is not used for production at the DSI site. 

For Official Use Only: Predecisional & Deliberative 2 
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Business/Finance • 

Legal . 

Environmental • 
External Stakeholders: . 

Customers . 
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Agency Key Decision Factors 
Three Alternative Start Dates 

Option 1 Option2 
October 1996, as Agreed by Parties January 1998, the Start of Actual 

Production 
No change to NLSL • No change to NLSL 

No Impact . No impact 

No impact . No impact 
No impact • No impact 

Hynix will be disappointed that we . Hynix will be disappointed that we found 
found no convincing evidence to no convincing evidence to change the 
change the NLSL status. NLSL status. 

For Official Use Only: Predecisional & Deliberative 

Option 3 
Date of Initial Energization of Clean Room 

• Hynix and EWEB contend that initial 
energization is June 1997 when the "air 
handling system" was energized. Using that 
date would entitle Hynix to service at PF for 
the entire load (about 26 aMW and 
growing). 

• BPA through OGC must justify increasing 
EWEB's PF load by 26 aMW (and growing) 
in a decision that is not strongly supported 
by the consumers own statements and goes 
against existing policy. SPA may have to 
review other determinations made. SPA's 
re-determination may be legally challenged 
by other customers given HWM impacts. . No impact 

• Other customers will be interested in any 
change to a 10 year old NLSL 
determination. EWEB's HWM would 
increase slightly (6 to 10 aMWs). Other 
NLSL loads may request re-consideration. . EWES has two resources (Weyerhauser co-
gen and Smith Creek) dedicated to serve 
the Hynix load. If SPA were to serve the 
load at PF, we would require EWES to use 
these two resources to serve its TRL. This 
would decrease EWEB's net requirement by 
about 20 aMW. 

3 
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Option 1 Option 2 Optlon3 
October 1996, as Agreed by Parties January 1998, the Start of Actual Date of Initial Energization of Clean Room 

Production -
Risk • Defensible position but not as clear . No risk in regard to consistency with policy • BPA will have additional PF load 

cut as Actual Production. We may and historical NLSL decisions. We may responsibility. 
experience some political pressure, experience some political pressure, as 
as Hynix has referred often to their Hynix has referred often to their 
connections with Oregon's governor connections with Oregon's governor and 
and Congressional representatives Congressional representatives 

Environmental • No impact • No impact . No impact 
Advocates 
Administration, DOE & • No impact • No impact . No impact 
0MB 
Congress • Hynix has connections with DeFazio, • Hynix has connections with DeFazio, • No impact 

Smith and Wyden. Smith and Wyden. 
Treasury • No impact • No impact • Addltional load obligation for BPA 
Rating Agencies • No impact • No impact . Additional load obligation for BPA 
BPA's People & • On-going monitoring of load to • . On-going monitoring of load to determine it 
Processes determine it does not grow more does not grow more than 10 aMW in any 

than 10 aMW in any 12-month 12-month period. 
period. 

• Option 1; The contractually established start of NLSL status in October 1996 as agreed by the Parties, while justified by the agreement of the Parties 
does not reflect subsequent events (various construction delays that delayed the first deliveries of power to the on-site substation). We therefore think 
a better date for load growth measurement purposes could be found. 

• Option 2; Allows BPA to start measuring load growth on a date that reflects the actual development of the production facility while using a date that is 
not in question among the Parties. 

• Option 3; The date of initial energization is extremely hard to quantify based on the ten-year-old data available. The very inconclusiveness of the data 
argues against using such a date to base a decision worth literally millions of dollars over the life of the plant. 

6. Recommendation: We recommend that BPA use the January 1998 date from which to measure load growth at Hynix. This date is the most 
reliable in an evaluation that is ten years after the fact, and results in no change to Hynix's NLSL status. 

For Official Use Only: Predecisional & Deliberative 
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Alternative Production Dates for Hynix 

Option 1 - Production Start Date October 1, 1996 

20.0 -- ---

15.0 -

aMW 10.0 - I + 
5.0 - Growth 10.8 aMW 

t 
0.0 

Option 2 - Production Start Date January 1, 1998 

20.0 

15.0 ;.+,,-sMW 10.0 

5.0 

0.0 +--- ~----------.----~-~--,---1 

Option 3 - Production Start Date July 1, 1997 

• Growth 9.3 aMW 

t 
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12/5/2007 

EWEB & Hynix 
NLSLissue 

In 1995 EWEB notified BPA that Hyundai USA would be building a chip fabrication 
plant in Eugene and that the load at the plant would make it a NLSL. BP A made a 
prospective NLSL determination accordingly and declared the load a NLSL on EWEB 
effective l Oct 96. In August 2006 Hynix (Hyundai's successor in interest) asked 
through EWEB, that BPA reopen the question of the plant's NLSL status. Mark 
Gendron, Theresa Rockwood and Robert Anderson visited EWEB to begin discussions in 
January 2007. Staff had several subsequent meetings with EWEB and Hynix including 
site visit to the plant on 7 Feb 2007. EWEB and Hynix submitted a great deal of 
information on the growth of the load at the plant including meter readings, billing 
records and Hyundai's records of the construction of the plant. 

After a careful and lengthy review of the submittals staff concluded that the most likely 
date to start measuring load growth at the facil ity under BPA's NLSL Policy was August 
1997 and if that date was used the load would have become a NLSL in its first year of 
operation. Alternative dates from which to begin to measure load growth were suggested 
by EWEB and Hynix; none were in accord with BPA's NLSL Policy. 

On October 5, 2007 EWEB and Hynix came to Portland to meet with Paul Norman for a 
last discussion of the issue. The burden of Paul's remarks was that under the NLSL 
Policy and in light of the facts presented, EWEB and Hynix had failed to present a 
compelling reason for BPA to reopen the question of Hynix 's NLSL status. 

The letter from Dick Helgeson dated November 29, 2007 (attached) tries to make the 
case for starting to measure the load growth starting February 1997 (the month in which 
EWEB first energized the Substation at Hynix), such a finding would give the Hynix load 
an eligibility for service with up to 4 aMw of power purchased at PF vice NR. All the 
Parties agreed that construction was still going on at the site after February 1997; a 
constant of BPA's NLSL Policy from 1981 to date is that BPA wi ll not consider for 
measurement for NLSL determination purposes, load that includes construction load. It 
is for this reason that staff rejected the February I 997 start date for measurement 
purposes when it was first suggested. Using February 1997 as a start date for measuring 
load growth would strike at a fundamental principle of BPA 's NLSL Policy, that only 
production related load is measured for NLSL determination purposes. 

RAA:41511 S\: EWEB_ Hyni,_26NOV07..J.. TR.doc 
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j;f~-~S? Eugene Water & Eieclric Board 

EWEB 
November 26, 2007 

Mr. Paul Nom1an 

500 East 4th Avenue f Post Olftce Box 10148 
Eugene, Oregon 97440-2148 
SA 1-484-24 I 1 Fax 541-484-3762 

Senior Vice President, Power Services 
Boimeville Power Administration 
P .O. Box 3621 
Ponland, OR 97208 

Dear Paul: 

SUBJECT: PSW-6 Hynix New Large Single Load Designation 

... Z 9 2001 

We appreciated the opportunity to meet with you on October 5, to discuss BP A's ongoing review 
of Hynix Semiconductor America's New Large Single Load (NLSL) status. While disappointed 
and not necessarily in agreement with BPA's response to views advanced by Hynix in this 
matter, we did obtain a better understanding of the basis for the preliminary determination 
outl ined in your agency's letter on August 23, 2007. 

EWEB sought this review in order lo resolve lingering questions concerning Hynix 's original 
N LSL designation and to assess whether all or a portion of their facility's load should be eligible 
for preference power service. EWEB's primary role in this process has been to help facilitate the 
review and to work with BP A to ensure that information and perspective brought forward by 
Hynix oflicials would receive full and fair consideration. 

Until now, EWEB has not taken a strong position on the merits of this issue, choosing instead to 
balance our advocacy for Hynix as their serving util ity with appropriate regard for BP A 's 
authority and discretion in making NLSL detenninations. However, we too have carefully 
reviewed BP A's NLSL policies, the record with respect to the company's current designation, 
and the historical facts and circumstances concerning construction and startup of the Hynix 
facility. We are therefore compelled to offer EWEB's own assessment and proposal concerning 
disposition of this matter. 

In brief, we propose that BPA designate February 5, 1997, the clearly evidenced date of facility 
energization, as the appropriate start date for purposes of determining preference eligibi lity for 
the Hynix load. This recommended star1 date does not change Hynix's underlying NLSL 
designation. However, application of this date in the context ofBP/\'s published policy would 
establish prospective eligibility for 4.0 aMW of preference power at the BPA priority lim1 rate 
for partial service to the Hynix facility. 

EWEB's proposal, as described in detail in the attached document, represents a balanced and 
j ustified outcome for this review. Our proposal rel ies on readily available facts, a plain and literal 
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Mr. Paul Nonnan 
Page 2 
November 26, 2007 

reading of BPA 's applicable policy, and appropriate considerntion of the discretionary 
parameters contained therein. Accordingly, we believe ii provides an opportunity for final 
resolution in the spirit of a reasonable compromise that should be acceptable to all parties 
concerned. 

W c appreciate your willingness to consider our proposal, and look forward to discussing it 
further with you and other members of the BPA staff in the near future. 

~ 

(b)(6) 

• • - I - ~ 

Director, Power Resources Division 
Eugene Water & Electric Board 

Enclosure: EWEB Request Concerning Hynix Preference Eligibility 

cc: Randy Berggren, EWEB 
Mark Gendron, BPA 
Theresa Rockwood, BP A 
Greg Sladcik, Hynix 
Ken Cannon, Cannon & Hutton 
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REQUEST TO BONNEVILLE POWER ADMJNISTRA T ION 
REGARDING PREFERENCE POWER ELIGIBILITY FOR HYNIX 
SEMICONDUCTOR AMERICA'S l\lANUFACTURJNG FACILITY 

Submitted November 26, 2007 

By letter of August 25, 2006, the Eugene Water & Electric Board requested a review o f 
Bonneville Power Administration's New Large Single Load (NLSL) designation for 
Hynix Semiconductor America's manufacturing facility located in Eugene, Oregon. The 
purpose of this review was to consider, based on provisions of BP A's published NLSL 
Policy and an examination of available historical information, whether all or a portion of 
the Hynix facility's load should be eligible for Priority Firm service from BPA. 

Such a review has been undertaken by BP A over the past year, through initial phases of 
discovery and analysis in which EWEB and Hynix have been active participants. BPA is 
now in the determination phase of this process, having provided a preliminary written 
response on August 23, 2007 followed by a meeting with the parties on October 5 for 
further clarification and discussion. 

During this process, EWEB has completed its own assessment of the record and 
examination of BP A's NLSL policy as it applies to the Hynix designation. Based on our 
review, we offer the following analysis and justification for proposed partial preference 
power eligibility for the Hynix facility. We believe that a determination consistent with 
our proposed approach is appropriate, defensible, and well within BP A's discretion. 

Pertinent BPA Policy Provisions 

EWES relies on BP A's April 2001 New Large Single Load Policy as the basis for this 
request. BP A's policy outlines the process and criteria for making NLSL detenninations, 
and has been the subject of EWEB inquiry and BP A stalT guidance during the course of 
the current review. This document is a consolidation of previously established BPA 
policies and procedures that have been applied in the past and remain in effect to this day. 

BPA 's procedure for making NLSL determinations involves two distinct phases. The 
first is a planning phase (planning service, load monitoring, and billing) in which the 
serving uti lily notifies BP A of plans to serve a new customer whose load is expected to 
exceed 10 aMW. In this phase, projected information about the new customer and its 
estimated loads are provided to BPA. Based on this information, plans are made for 
service, with a preliminary NLSL designation applied as of an agreed-upon start date 
with suitable arrangements for load measurement and billing. 

Three alternatives are provided for detem1ining the applicable "start date", any one of 
which may be selected by the customer and serving utility with BPA concurrence. These 
options include the date of utility service, the date of facility energization, and the date of 
commercial operation. When officially designated by agreement of the parties, one of 
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these dates becomes the initial point from which load increases for a new facility are to 
be measured. 

The second and final phase of this process (formal NLSL determination) is accomplished 
after the load is served. BP A monitors the load in successive 12-month increments from 
the designated start date to ascertain if and when an increase of 10 aMW or more has 
occurred in any subsequent period. Once this threshold has been exceeded, BPA then 
makes its determination using available data as outlined in Section V(B)4 through V(B)7 
on pages 12 and 13 of the policy. Only then can BPA determine the facility's ultimate 
status and whether, by virtue of the pattern of power consumption exhibited, any portion 
of the facility's load is eligible for service at the preference (priority firm) rate. 

Our reading of the policy indicates that under normal circumstances, a facility does not 
actually become a NLSL until BPA makes this final retrospective detennination, which is 
to be communicated in writing along with a copy of a decision paper describing the basis 
for BP A's decision. 

Justification for Review and Reconsideration 

A review of the record in this matter indicates that Hynix's current NLSL status was 
simply designated on a prospective basis, talcing into account initial load projections and 
project schedules established prior to the time the facility was actually constructed and 
began operation. 

In mid-1995 when the project was announced, Hynix's plans called for rapid completion 
of an initial fabrication building and production line, with subsequent construction of a 
second fabrication buildi11g and production line anticipated over a short period oft.ime. 
As required under terms of its contract with BP A, EWEB gave notice of this planned new 
load with associated estimates of power requirements in the range of 40 aMW at build 
out. Due to the size of the projected Hynix load and the company's plans lo attain full 
operation on an accelerated schedule, all parties assumed that the facility would quickly 
exceed the 10 aMW threshold, with no viable opportunity for partial preference power 
eligibility or a managed "phase-in" to avoid NLSL status. 

Acting on this preliminary information, EWEB made plans to serve the facility with non
BPA resources, and BPA reflected these plans in a contract exhibit identifying the Hynix 
facility as a NLSL effective in October 1996, at the beginning of the operating year in 
which the facility was expected to commence operation. While this action seemed 
reasonable at the time and under the circumstances, it represents a substantial 
abbreviation of the determination procedures outlined in BPA's NLSL Policy. 

As a consequence, none of the available alternative start dates was ever officially 
designated, no monitoring of subsequent 12-month load increments was undertaken, and 
no final determination or documentation was provided to confirm the Hynix facility 's 
ultimate status and eligibili ty for power from BPA. These shortcomings in process, 
comb.ined with an actual load pattern that deviated significantly from original pla1:111ing 
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eslimates,justify the current review and reconsideration in order lo complete the record 
and make a proper final determination as to the NLSL status of the Hynix facility. 

This result can only be obtained by examining the record and available facts, applying 
BPA 's policy criteria with respect to available alternative start dates, assessing the loads 
that actually occurred, and affording Hynix reasonable consideration within the discretion 
that would have been originally available under BP A's policy had the full determination 
process been followed as proscribed. 

Date of Utility Service 

From the standpoint of a retail load serving entity, service to a new customer is 
customarily considered to commence when all utility-owned facilities necessary for 
delivery of power to the customer's facility have been installed and placed in service. 
This is the time at which electric service becomes available lo a new customer at the 
designated point(s) of delivery, and depending on circumstances may or may not 
correspond to the beginning of actual power consumption. 

EWEB contracted with Hynix to construct a utility-owned substation on the plant site fed 
by dual 115 kV transmission circuits extended from EWEB's existing Willow Creek 
Substation. The Hynix Substation was configured for permanent service to the 
company's new production complex, and was sized to accommodate anticipated future 
expansion. EWEB completed construction of these utility facilities during the summer of 
1996, and they were commissioned and placed in service on October 15 of that year. 
Electric service has remained continuously available to the Hynix facility since that time. 

EWEB therefore asserts that, to the extent applicable for purposes of a BPA NLSL 
determination, the initial Utility Service Date for the Hynix facility was October 15, 
1996. 

Date of Facility Energization 

fn simple tenns, based on both common sense and a reading ofBPA's policy, the Date of 
Facility Energization occurs when power, having been made available by the serving 
utility, actually begins to flow to a new facility as evidenced by electric consumption by a 
pem1anent installation owned by the consumer. 

In the case of the Hynix faci lity, this permanent installation would reasonably include the 
major structures, large anci llary items such as boilers, chillers, water treatment, and air 
handling equipment, as well as fabrication tools and machinery associated with the 
Company's manufacturing process. Electric loads and consumption associated with these 
elements of a new facility would be considered "pem,anent" because they persist beyond 
the construction phase of a project and become an integral part of the Company's 
subsequent production operation. 

3 
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As referenced in the general timeline provided during the course of this review, 
conslruction of lfynix's Central Vii lilies and Fabrication buildings was substantially 
complete by January 1997, having 1>rogr~sed lo a state that would accommodate 
installation, configuration, startup and testing of major pennanent equipment items 
associated with the Company's manufacturing process. Load side breakers in EWEB's 
substation were closed on January 21, 1997 in anticipation of facility energization, 
making power available to customer-owned bus gear for distribution within the plant. 

As shown by metering and billing records fumishcd by EWEB, actual energization of the 
Hynix facility occurred al 16:00 hours on February 5, 1997 with commencement of 
power flow and electric consurnplion by the Company's permanent structures and 
equipment. For purposes of applying BPA 's NLSL policy, it is therefore appropriate that 
this date and time be designated as the Facility Energization Date. 

Commencement of Commercial Operation 

LitUc guidance is given in BPA 's NLSL Policy concerning the establishment of a 
facility's Date of Commercial Operation or lhe specific criteria that would determine this 
date. However for the Hynix facility, in accordance with the timeline provided, this date 
would most logically be regarded as January I, 1998 when Hynix began to produce its 
first wafers on the pilot line. 

Proposed Start Date 

EWEB proposes that February 5, 1997, the Date of Facility Energization as outlined 
above, be designated as the appropriate start date for purposes of determining Hynix 
NLSL status and eligibility for preference power service in accordance with the 
provisions of BP A's NLSL policy. As stated, this is the date and time that power was 
first supplied by EWEB to the Hynix facility through ils main service facilities for 
purposes of startup, testing, and commissioning of the major equipment and processes 
necessary to establish a viable production environment so that manufacturing could 
commence. This was also the first point at which power consumption associated with the 
pem1anent installation is evidenced by EWEB's metering, billing and operating records. 

We assert that among available alternatives, this is the most logical point at which to 
begin measurement of the Hynix load. Although electric service first became available 
approximately 3 months earlier when EWEB's dedicated transmission and substation 
facilities to the point of delivery were placed in service, the associated power bus and 
distribution feeds within the plant had not yet been energized, so there was no power flow 
or consumption registered unti l early February. In EWEB's view, the o nly particular 
historical significance of the October dale is that it happens to correspond with the 
beginning of a new BPA contract year in which Hynix was expected to begin operation, 
and came at lhc lime when EWEB had planned 10 make service avai lable for plant startup 
based on Hynix 's original accelerated construction schedule. 

4 
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Similarly, we would not regard the date of commercial operation to be an appropriate 
marker in this case, since this date came well after the facility was actually energized and 
aner major compom:nts integral lo prodt1ction were commissioned and using power 
during startup. 1t is important to note that a substantial amount of the plant's electric load 
is associated not with the actual production tools which came on line closer to 
commercial operation, but with the auxiliary equipment that support the clean room 
environment in which these tools operate. 

Designation of the February Date of Energization is entirely within the discretion 
afforded under BP A's policy. It represents an observable "bright line", evidenced by the 
recorded manual operation of a breaker, and can therefore be reasonably chosen in 
retrospect without undue judgment or interpretation based on the plain language of 
BP A's policy. 

Construction and "Pre-Production" Load 

Pertinent provisions of BPA 's NLSL Policy provide that "Construction loads are not 
included in the first year of consumption, and do not establish the energization date. The 
e11ergization date must be based on cons11111ptio11 of power by a permanent 
insta/lation. •... owned by the consumer" (emphasis added). While little additional 
mention is made in BPA 's policy concerning the definition of construction load, the clear 
intent is that it comprises load of a temporary or transient nature associated with on-site 
construction activity, as distinguished from load related to equipment being installed, 
tested and commissioned by the customer as part of a permanent installation or load that 
will persist as part of the customer's process once commercial operation is attained. 

EWES observes that two separately metered temporary construction services, each rated 
at 150 kVa capacity, were provided and maintained throughout construction of the Hynix 
facility. These services and all related consumption and billings were the responsibility 
o f the company's general contractor, Meisner & Wurst. Use of these temporary services 
occurred before, during, and after energization of the facility until they were removed at 
the end of construction. The existence of these services demonstrates that any significant 
construction load was provided separately, whereas power consumed initially and 
subsequently though the Hynix substation was for uses associated with "a permanent 
installation". 

We acknowledge that there may have been minor incidental uses of power for 
construction-related activity within the Hynix structures following facility energization. 
T hese activities were generally limited to occasional operation o f portable plug-in power 
tools, in a manner consistent with incidental construction uses that continue to this day as 
the manufacturing process evolves. However these uses, to the extent they occurred at 
final stages of the construction process, would have been minimal and certainly 
inconsequential for purposes of this detem1ination. 

In recent discussions and correspondence concerning this matter, BPA has used the tem1 
"pre-production" load as similar to "construction" load, inferring that all such load is to 
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be excluded from consideration in dclermining NLSL status and preference power 
eligibi lity. The term "pre-production load'' docs nol appear anywhere in the BPA policy 
as a consideration for these dctcm1ina1ions. Even ifit did, exclusion of all load occurring 
prior to first production or commercial operation would be in direct conflict with 
provisions that permit selection of utility service or facility energization dates for initial 
measurement of consumption. These alternative dates always precede facility 
production, and their identification and application would be meaningless in the context 
ofBPA's policy if intervening "pre-production" load were excluded. 

Eligibility for Priority Firm Service 

Taking February 5, 1997 (Facility Energization) as the designated "start date" for 
purposes of measuring load accumulation in subsequent twelve month increments results 
in the calculation of consumption values shown in Attachment 1 to this document. 
Monthly values are drawn from documented metering and billing data furnished to BPA 
as part of this review, and have been adjusted using available 15-minute interval data to 
reconcile for the difference between calendar month billings and the February 5 
energization date. 

Aggregate consumption for the 12-month initial service period (or "test" year) beginning 
February 5, 1997 amounted to 34.83 million kilowatt-hours, or 4.0 average megawatts, 
which is well below the IO average megawatt threshold for triggering NLSL status. In 
accordance with procedures outlined in BPA 's policy (see Section 11.B beginning on page 
6), load increases for each subsequent 12-monlh measuring period were then calculated 
as the difference between consumption registered in each successive period and 
consumption for the immediately preceding period. 

Applying this method, values shown in the attached table indicate that the NLSL 
threshold was exceeded in late December of the second 12-month period ending at 16:00 
hours on February 5, 1999. By applicalion of BP A 's policy, Hynix is thus properly 
designated as a New Large Single load at the beginning of the second measuring period, 
or on February 5, 1998. Accordingly, all load accumulating from that date foiward is 
properly considered as part of the facility's NLSL status and excluded from preference 
consideralion. However, load established during the first 12-month measurement period 
following Facility Energization is eligible for preference service. 

Therefore, if the Date of Energization proposed by EWEB is used to determine the 
designated start date, EWEB and Hynix are entit led to receive 4.0 average megawatts of 
BPA power annually at the preference priority firm rate for service to the faci lity. 

Reyuesl for P rospective Adjustment to PF F.ntillemeot 

EWED requests that an adjustmenl be made to its BPA power purchase entitlement lo 
reflect the above change in Hynix 's NLSL status. Specifically, we requesl that there be 
corresponding revisions made to EWEB's contract exhibits to evidence 4.0 average 
megawatts of additional annual priority finn entitlement associated with the I lynii,: load. 

6 
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It is intended that this adjustment be prospective in nature, applying only to future 
periods following this review and the effective date ofBPA's final related dctennination. 
For reasons discussed below, this change will have no anticipated impact on the actual 
amount of BPA preference power delivered to EWEB between now and September 30, 
201 1 (the end of the current subscription contract term). 

Implementation Unde r Current BPA Power Sales Agreement 

EWEB obtains power from BPA under tem1s ofa standard S)jce/Block Subscription 
Contract, which became effective on October 1, 2000 and extends through September 30, 
201 1 . Delivery of preference power under this contract is structured in fixed amounts 
over the ten-year term. 

In compliance with the contract provisions, annual adjustments to EWEB 's contract 
exhibits for eligible load and dedicated resources are routinely applied to maintain a 
balance between forecasted preference-eligible loads and BPA's fixed annual firm power 
deliveries. Because EWEB experienced significant load losses in 2001 and 2004, the 
utility's purchase of power for preference-eligible loads currently exceeds its annual net 
requirement. Trus means that EWED is currently surplus, with corresponding reductions 
made to its firm resource declarations to account for the difference. 

Implementation of the proposed change simply requires offsetting revisions to EWEB's 
current contract exhibits. Specifically, those exhibits pertaining to EWEB's Total Load, 
Firm Resources, and Net Requirements would be adjusted to incorporate the additional 
amount of power associated with the 4 .0 aMW change in entitlement for partial service to 
the Hynix facility. Hynix would remain designated as a New Large Single Load, and the 
facility's net load above this 4.0 aMW preference-eligible threshold (currently a residual 
of about 21.0 aMW) would remain served on a planning basis with specified non-BP A 
power resomces, as is currently the case. 

Thus for the remainder of the current contract term, it is expected that the requested 4.0 
aMW increase for Hynjx will be covered by EWEB's firm surplus with no net change in 
the amount of power actually supplied by BP A. 

Impact on Post-20ll T ier 1 Preference Entitlement 

BPA is presently working with its publicly owned utility customers and other regional 
stakeholders to define the parameters for post-2011 power sales contracts and to resolve 
related issues so that new contracts for future service can be executed well before the 
current contracts expire. 

According to tem1s outlined in BPA 's July 2007 Regional Dialogue Policy Record of 
Decision. the agency intends to assign future entitlements to existing low-cost preference 
power based on projections of each utility's eligible loads, dedicated firm resources, and 
net requirements for the year 2010. The resulting allocation will define the maximum 
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amount of Tier I preference power that each utility can receive during the ensuing 15-
year contract period. Utility load in excess of this Tier I entitlement is to be served with 
higher-cost Tier 2 resources acquired by BPA, or by resources secured independently by 
utilities themselves. 

Although the proposed change in Hynix preference eligibil ity is not likely to result in 
additional BPA power deliveries to EWEB before the end of the current contract, it is 
expected that the resulting 4 .0 aMW increase in entitlement would be reflected in BP A's 
post-201 I allocation and establishment of EWEB's Tier 1 "high water mark". This 
would occur naturally under BP A's proposed allocation formula, because the proposed 
4.0 aMW increment of eligible load associated with Hynix would be included as 
described above in EWEB's 2010 load and resource figures used in the allocation. 

We note that the amount of power associated with this change is quite small in relation to 
the anticipated 7,300 aMW allocation of the total BPA system, and ofa magnitude 
comparable to other utility load and resource adjustments being considered by BP A in the 
context of Regional Dialogue. 

Summary & Conclusion ' 

EWEB tenders this request in good faith to resolve legitimate outstanding issues 
concerning the Hynix Facility's NLSL status, and to remedy apparent deficiencies in the 
process by which the original NLSL determination was made. Our proposal is fairly 
conservative, in that it is based on verifiable historical facts and a straightforward, literal 
application of BP A's established NLSL policy. As such, it represents an appropriate 
compromise between the company's articulated position and BPA's preliminary 
response. 

EWEB believes that this proposed outcome should be acceptable to all parties concerned, 
as it is fully justified, imminently defensible, and well within BP A's discretion to 
implement. We remain available to discuss this request, and to provide supplemental 
information as needed to secure BPA's consideration and concurrence so that this matter 
can be brought to a reasonable and timely conclusion. 
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Attachment 1 

Request to Bonneville Power Administration 
Regarding Preference Power Eligibility for 

Hynix Semiconductor Manufacturing America 

Consumption From Date of Facility Energization 

Month & 

I 
Consumption 

I 
Month & I Consumption 

Year (kWh/ month) Year (kWh/month) 

Feb 1997 (1) I 
I 52,000 I Feb 1998 (3) I 7,1 91,888 

Mar 1997 I 123,000 I Mar 1998 I 9,353,900 

Apr 1997 I 194,150 I Apr 1998 I 9,813,500 

May 1997 I 665,000 I May 1998 I 10,4 14,050 

Jun 1997 I 1,486,500 ·1 Jun 1998 I 10,61 1,650 

Jul 1997 I 2,191,450 I Jul 1998 I 11,599,600 

Aug 1997 I 3,558,400 I Aug 1998 I 12,093,350 

I Sep 1997 I 3,542,550 I Sep 1998 I 12,498,800 

Oct 1997 I 4,538,000 I Oct 1998 I 13,284,400 

Nov 1997 I 4,723,100 I Nov 1998 I 13,273,000 

Dec 1997 I 5,298,700 I Dec 1998 I 13,81 1,500 

Jan 1998 I 7,260,900 I Jan 1999 I 14,112,700 

Feb 1998 (2) I 1,193,250 I Feb 1999 (4) I 2,093,750 

Annual Total I -
34,827,000 -, Annual Total I 140,152,088 

aMW I -4.0-I aMW I 16.0 

Notes: 
(1) Febmary 5, 1997@ 16:00 hrs. was the date and time Hynix energized their 

facility 
(2) Consumption represe111s usage from Februa1y 1, /998@00:00 hrs. thru 

February 5. 1998 @ I 5:45 hrs. 
(3) Consumption shown is the net momhly co11s11mption (total co11s11111pcion mi1111s 

energy consumedf,-0111 Februaiy I , 1998 @ 00:00 hrs to Feb111ary 5, 1998 @ 
15:45 hrs. 

(4) Consumption represents usage from Februa1J• I, 1999 @ 00:00 hrs. thru 
February 5, / 999 @ 15:45 hrs. 
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Jun-97 ,, Marking the cleanroom floor for tool placement 
~ 120 process tools in Fab 
.:. 216 Manufacturing personnel onsite 
❖ Manufacturing Technicians. Equipment Technicians, and Process T echnicians on shift work. 

.,. Chemical Ready Requirement and Checklist issued by City of Eugene (COE) Fire Marshal - will cause delay 
in bringing chemicals onsite. 

-i, Begin laminarity checks of Fan Filter Units (FFUs). 
-:. CUB Checkout for turnover begins (6/13) 
-i, Start up Chiller #8 on temporary feed (6/14). Will go back down for main feed wiring rework/repairs. 
-.. Chillers back on normal feed in early July 97 . 
~ Start up chilled water system to Fab. 
❖ Vendor start up of several Make Up Air Units (MUA's) and Tower Fans 
~ Completed particle and laminarity checks on Zone 1 Fan Filter Units 
❖ Completed electrical to house scrubbers and General Exhaust Fans (GEFs) . 

Not needed yet - no tool exhaust hooked up. 
.. Construction Completion Status 

CUB Substantially Complete 
Fab ~90% 
Admin ~75% 

Jul-97 ❖ Permit for Tool Hook Up issued by City of Eugene - allows energization of process tools. 
,, Continue to monitor particles, temperature and humidity. Greater importance now that steppers are in the fab. 
v Fifth group of Manufacturing Technicians complete orientation 
-;, Facility Technicians to 24/7 coverage 
-:• Operal ing on house chillers 
,.. Start Up Zone 1 Fan Fil ter Units 
-:- Begin establishing Class 1 Environment 

❖ Expect Chem Ready by 8/25 

<> Expect to start Pilot Line 9/1 
<· Construction Completion Status 

CUB Substantially Complete 
Fab ~95% 
Adm in ~90% 

Aug-97 ,.. 574 employees on board 

Start Up of Fab 
Environment and 
Facility 

Confidential btform1tioa/ 
P?oprlewy-Do Not D!xlo, 

-;, Environmental is ''taking actions to move from construction to operation" permit wise. 
<· Issues with City of Eugene (Chem Ready) slowing completion 
.. Energized first 1 o production tools 
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Chen Ready Sigr-Off 12/19/97 
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\,;UB 
Fab 
Adrnin 

Substantially Complete 
- 98% 
-95% Sep-97 ❖ Pilot line tool install will complete in Oc\ober 97. 

<- Final clean in Fab begins 
.. General contractor schedule now has a 10/17 completion date for Fab 

~ Continuing to tum on power to process tools. 

oct-97 • p ;101 Tool electrical hook up completed. 

,, Completed start up of Solvent Fume Scrubber 

,, Received Budget p\an for 1998 
<- Reviewing Phase 2 Tool lnvestmen\ p\an based on 3rd and 4th Generation 64 meg technology 

❖ Overall pilot line \oo\ nook Up status: Diffusion 
78% Thin Films 46% Photo 

78% Etch 
49% 

Dec-97 ,, Chem Ready sign off received (12/21) 

.. Chemicals brought on site and bulk chemical systems are flushed and 

prepared for high purity chemical distribution 
Jan-98 .. Begin firs1 production runs {Pilot Line) 

Conftdentig) 1.c..-
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FACILITY START UP TIMELINE: 

Apr-96 ❖ Foundation Permits Issued. Completion is expected by June 97. 
❖ Lane Regional Air Pollution Authority (LRAPA) permit expected by 5/24/96 - Allows steel construction to begin 

Jul-96 ,.. US employee headcount at 15 

Oct-96 ❖ Review of Tool install vendors completed. 

Dec-96 "' Central Utility Building (CUB) and Fab look to complete in time to begin production in July 97. 

Jan-97 ❖ Tool install vendor selected 

Feb-97 -~ Major equipment deliveries are on schedule 

Mar-97 ❖ Construction completion date is slipping 

Apr-97 ❖ Tools on order and in transit 
-~ Selecting Rigging Contractor 
❖ Test and Teach Wafers for new tool quals and training are 
❖ being prepared for tool quals at Fab 7 in Korea 
❖ Construction Completion Status 

CUB ~80% 
Fab ~50% 
Ad min ~50% 

May-97 ❖ Facility construction completion projected in July 1997. 
._. Process Tool deliveries and installation begin 
❖ Six truckloads per day - six days per week. 
❖ Problems with clean room contamination issues 
,., Tower Fans started. Will need to go down to allow completion of insulation and coating (June/July). 

,:, Have temp chillers onsite for environmental control 
❖ Refrigerant monitoring system installed in CUB. 

Able to run on installed chillers (previously no Freon allowed by Fire Marshal) 
❖ Begin monitoring Fab environment for particles, temperature and humidity. 
,.. All Fab Subs energized. 1 and 5 carrying small load. 
❖ Construction Completion Status 

CUB ~95% 
Fab ~75% 
Ad min ~60% 

C0!1fidenttai Informatloll/ 
Proprietnry-Do Not Dltcblc 
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EWEB 
October I, 2007 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 East 4" Avenue I Post Ollice Box 10148 
Euge,,e, Olegon 97440-2148 
541~84-2411 Fax541-48A-3762 

Mr. Paul Norman, Senior Vice President - Power Services 
Bonneville Power Admini~tration 
P.O. Box 14428 
Portland, OR 97293-4428 

Dear Paul, 

RE: PSW-6 Hynix New Large Single Load Designation 

This is in reply to BPA 's letter of August 23 outlining your preliminary findings concerning review 
of Hynix Semiconductor's status as a New Large Single Load (NL.SL). We appreciate this 
opportunity to once again emphasize the importance of this issue, and to share our observations and 
response to BPA's initial conclusions. 

As you know, EWEB sought !his BPA review in order to reloolve questions posed by Hynix 
management about the company's NL.SL status during our2006 retail service contract negotiations. 
As a fundamental consideration in the supply and pricing of power to om; of EWEB's largest 
customers, and particularly given the rather broad language of BPA 's related policies, it is natural 
that we would turn to you for assistance with !his most important matter. 

EWEB and Hynix have engaged BPA staff over the past year in several meetings c.levoted to this 
topic, an extensive tour of the HyniK facility, and provision of substan1ial information for your 
consideration. From the onset, it has been our cKpectation that this matter would receive the 
agency's full and thoughtful auention, and that this review would result in a responsive, well 
documented, and definitive determination consistent with a clear interpretation and appropriate 
application of BPA's NL.SL Policy. 

In the weeks leading up to the August 6th meeting of your decision team, we were told that BPA's 
response would include review of pertinent historical information and policy conteKt, the agency's 
analysis of the data and perspectives offered by HyniK, an evaluation of the various options 
considered, and clarification of the key policy parameters that would support findings and a 
determination specific to the facts in this case. 

While recognizing that BPA's August 23n1 letter is preliminary in nature, and perhaps intended 
simpJy to convey staffs formative thinking, we had anticipated that it would provide a much more 
detailed articulation of the agency's assessment. Instead, although clearly communicating BP A's 
view that no change in the company's status appears warranted, the letter offers characterizations 
that seem inconsistent with known facts, introduces some new terms and concepts, and draws 
conclusions without a full and adequate explanation. 

• 
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Letter to Paul Norman 
October I, 2007 
Page 2 

As examples, BPA's leuer states tJiat EWES and Hynix "actively sought" NLSL status in 1996 
when initial service was provided, and that the Hynix load "quickly grew" 10 over 25 aMW. The record shows that EWEB simply notified BPA of an anticipated new load with installed service 
capacity of 10 MVa or more as required by the terms of our power sales contract, and that BPA 
made its prospective determination on the basis of projections while the facility was under 
construction. ll is also clear that no formal determination or retrospective verification was 
undertaken. and that the company's actual load grew to its current level of less than 25 aMW over a considerable period of time. 

Hynix has provided information regarding i:onstruction, startup and initial operation of their 
manufacturing facility, which they maintain suppons a July 1997 start date and a reversal of their 
NLSL designation. This is a critical matter for Hynix that affects the long-term viability and 
competitiveness of their Eugene facility. Identification of the proper start date is key to this determination, and absent better definition and a clearer policy interpretation by S PA, it is 
reasonable that Hynix would continue to assert their position. 

We appreciate that you and Mark Gendron have offered to meet with us again on October 5th to 
discuss this matter further, and to shnre SPA 's current thinking and analysis in greater detail. 
EWE8's objective throughout has been lo seek a fair and equitable review, provide an opportunity for Hynix to advance pertinent information in support of the company's perspective, and 10 obtain a 
clear and justifiable determination from BPA that comports with its NLSL policy and reflects the 
Adminis trator's discretion shown previously in NLSL matters. 

It remains our desire to work constructively with SPA and Hynix to bring questions concerning 
Hynix Semiconductor's NLSL status to a timely, appropriate, and amicable resolution. 

cc: Randy Berggren. EWEB 
Mark Gendron, BPA 
Theresa Rockwood, SPA 
Greg Sladcik, Hynix 
Ken Canon, Canon & Hutton 
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PE1'ER A DEFAZIO 
4rH0tsTRIICT,0Rt:GOt1 

TAANSPOOTATION AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

SVBCOMl.tOlUS, 
HIGHWAYS ANO TRANSIT 

CHMII_MNI 

AVIATION 

IWLROAOS 

HOMELAND SECIJRITY 
SUICOMt.4mFfS• 

TRANSPORT A. TION SECURITY AND 
IN'FAAS1RUCTURE PROUC'l"ION 

M.\NACEMENT INVESTIGATION, ANO OVE:RSICHT 

NATURAL RESOURCES 
S~OMVIITUi: 

NATIONAL PARKS. FOAE.STS. AND 
PUBLIC I.ANOS 

~oust of l\cprcsentati\Jcs 
December 21 , 2007 

Stephen J. Wright, /\dministrator 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 
905 NB 11th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97232 

Dear Mr. Wright: 

PLEASE RESPONO TO 

• 2134\~=:;:.Vo~ f;;'~~~,.o 

[!} 

D 

12021226 641S 

40S b .Sl ~ AVENUE, ,t2030 
E~r-.'t, OR97401 

154H46s-6732 
J--800--9,l4""96Q3 

125 CCNtllJ\I. A.~VE, fl50 
Coos B,,.,v. 0A 9?420 

(Sd1l 2GS.-1609 

• a,1:st=.;:;;~~6" 
RECEIVED BY BPA ". " 
ADMINiSTR~lOR'S doloz,o.hous .gov 

OFC-LOG #: 01-0/5 "f
RECEIPT DATE: 

1;;,,;)b-Or 
DUE DATE: 

1-10-0~ 
Assign: DKR-7 

cc: F03, DKN/DC, L-7, 
P-6, PS- 6 , Rockwood 
PS'.~- 6 

Please note my interest in the status of the Hynix Semidconductor 
Manufacturing America Inc . New Large Single Load (NLSL} designation . I 
know BPA denied the original request from Hynix to have all or a portion 
of its load eligible for preference power service and is opposed to the 
current NLSL designation. I understand Hynix based the request for a new 
designation on their actual power usage rather than the power usage 
projected when the company original ly construcLed the plant in Eugene . 

After the denial , the serving utility, the Eugene Water and 
Electric Board (EWEB}, developed a second proposal . I have enclosed a 
copy of the EWEB proposal. Please note EWEB's "strong" support for a new 
designation that would clarify Hynix's start date as February 5, 1997, 
and would prospectively make 4 . 0 aMW available for preference power, noL 
the 25 . 0 aMW of t he origi_nal 'proposal. 

I urge you to give the EWEB proposal full and fair review and 
consideration . My aide, Karmen Fore, is available if you have questions . 

PAD :knf 
enclosure 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

PETER DeFAZIO 
Member of Congress 

1'HlS STATIO\IERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS 
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EWEB 
( )clober I, 2007 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 Ea$C. 4• Avent.1e / Pos1 Offloe Box 1:)148 
Eugene, Oregon 97440-2146 
541-484-2411 Fax 541-48•-3762 

Mr. Paul Nonnan. enior Vice President - Power Services 
Bonneville Po,,cr Adminis1ra1ion 
P.O. 13ox 14428 
Portland. OR 97293-4-128 

Dear Paul, 

RE: PS\V-6 Hymx cw Large Single Load Designation 

This is in reply to BPA ·s lcncr of August 23 oulliningyour preliminary findings concerning review 
of Hynix Semiconductor's slatus as a New Large Single Load (NLSL). We appreciate 1his opportunily to once again emphasize the importance of this issue. and 10 share ourobservations and response 10 BPA's inilial conclusions. 

As you know, EWl·.ll sought this BPA review in order 10 resolve questions posed by Hynix 111.inagcmcnt about 1he company· s NLSL status during our 2006 retail service contract negotiations. 
As a fundamental consideration in the supply and pricing of power to one of EWEB's larges, 
cuslomcrs, and par1icularly given 1he rather broad language of 13P A· s related policies, it is natural 
that we would turn to you for assistance with this most important matter. 

rWEB and I lynix have engaged BPA staff over the pa~t year in several meetings devoted to this topic, an extensive tour of the Hynix facility. and provision of substan1ial information for your 
consideration. From the onsc1, it has been our expecl:llion that this mailer would recei vc the agency's full and thoughtful attention, and that this review would result in a responsive, well 
documented, and definitive detennination consistent with a clear interpretation and appropriate application of BP A's NLSL Policy. 

In the weeks leading up to the Augusl 6th meeting of your decision team. \\e were told that BPA's response would include review of pertinent historical infomialion and policy context, the agency's 
analysis of the data and perspectives offered by Hynix, an evalualion of the various options considered, and clarification of the key policy parameters that would support findings and a 
dctcnnination spccilic to the facts in this case. 

While recognizing that 13P A's August 23rd leucr is preliminary in nature, and perhaps intended simply lo convey sta!T's forrnati\'c thinking. we had anticipa1ed thal it would provide a much more 
dc1ailed articulation oflhe agency's assessment. Instead, although clearly commu11iea1ing BPA' s 
view 1hat no change in the company's status appears wammted. the letter ofTcrs charac1erizations that seem inconsistent with known facts, introduces some new terms and conccpls, and draws 
conclusions wi1hou1 a full and adequate explanation. 
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Leuer to Paul "Jormun 
October I. 20117 
Page 2 

As cxamrle~. Ol'A"s l<!t!cr states that IJWE13 and llyni .-. "activt' ly ~ought" NLSL s1otu~ i11 1996 
when i1111ial service wn~ prO\·ided. nnd that the ll)lli~ luad •·quickly grew" 10 ove1· 25 ul\lW. ll1e 
rct.ord ,how~ thdt EWEB simpl) notilicJ 13PA of nn .1nuupated nc" loa<l ,,i1h in~talleJ service 
cupacit) oi" 10 }.JVa or more os requin:d by the tlrms of our rower sales co11lrnc.:l, ,md that BPA 
made 11 ~ prn. pecltw dctennina11011 on 1111:: basi, oi' projectio1\S while the facility 1v-.is under 
co11stnactiun. It 1s al~n clear thot 110 i'ormal clelcrn1i11ntioo or re1rospec1ive vl.'rilicntion was 
underlllken, and that th~ company's acrunl lold gruw lo its current lclcl ufless than 25 :iMW ov.:ra 
cunsid.:rablc p.:riod of time. 

Hynix hus provided information regarding co11~1tucLion, stam1p and initial upcrJuon of their 
manufocluring focility, which they nwintoin suppnns 11 .July 1997 slai1 dnte and a 1cvurs;1 l of I.heir 
NLSI. dc~1gnatfon Chis is a crillcol moller for I lyn1x that o!Ic~L'l the long,-lcr,n viubility and 
competitiven~s.s of llleir l·.ugene facility ldentilicntlon of the prnper start d:itt' i~ kt!) tu this 
detenninntion. and ahi:cnt better definition nnJ a dearer policy interpretation by BPr\1 1t 1, 
re.asonnblc that Hynix would continue to assert their position. 

We appreciate that you lmd Miirk Gendron have offered to med with us again 0 11 October 5•h 10 
discuss this llUIUer l\1rtlwr, and 10 shnrt BPA"s current thinki ng illld analysis in g1en1c1 di:luil. 
E \\'I• B's objecti~e throughout has been to seek a fair nnd equitable r,, IC\\. provide nn opponunity 
tor I Jynix to advam:cp~r1inent infom1.11ion in supportofthccomp,111y's persp°"tivc, Md lo obtain n 
clear unc.l justitia\Jle dcte1111ina1ion from IWA that comporu with i1s NLSL policy ond rcllccts lhe 
A.lr11i11htmlor·s discretion shown 11r·..:v1ously in NLSI. matters. 

[t remnins our dc~i1c 111 wori.. consu·uui1cly \\lib BPA and Hynix to l>ring questions concerning 
H)nix Semiconductor·~ J\1.SL status to a timely. appropriate. :ind J111i~ubll- n:.oluti110. 

cc· Rnndy Berggren, E\VrR 
Mruk Gendron. BPA 
TI1c1·cstt Ru\:kwood, BP,\ 
Greg Sloddk, Hyni" 
Ken Cunon. Cnt'IOn & J lunon 
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Leller to Puul Normno 
October I, 2007 
Page 2 

/\s <.'XflnljJle~. Hl1 1\ '~ l~ller stalllS that FWf:13 anc.l Hynix "actively sought'' NLSL status in 1996 
when i111tial service was pro, idrcl. and 1ha1 1he I lynix loail "qt,tcldy grew'' to over 25 nMW. The 
rr:..:ord shows rhat EWEB sim]JIY 11ot1flcd BPA 1>f an Mticipoted new lfl~d wi\h insmlled service 
<;anaciry of I ii MV:t or mllre as require<.] by the terms of our power saJes c1,ntmct, ond that Bl' A 
made its pro~p1:c tive detcrm1,11ttion 11n the basi~ ur project.ions whllc the facil ity was under 
Co11otrnctio11 . It is also clear that no fomml deten11ination ur rctmspcctive verilicntion was 
11ndertakeJ1, and that the company's nctu.il load grew to its current level of less than 25 aMW over a 
considerable period Clftime. 

Hynix hu.s. prov[dell lriformaliun ri::gardi11g cons1ructio11, swm.1p and initial operation of their 
maaufa1:turi11g fncility. which they maintain suppor1s 1:1 July [997 ~tan dntc and a reversal of thei r 
NLSL designation. This 1s a criucal 111atte,r l0T Hynix Uiat alTccls rhe l011g-tenn viability and 
compe1iliveness of their Eugene foc ill1 y. idcnfrfication vf the proper start date is ke~ to thb 
dete1miualion, and absent b~ller delioi1ion nnJ a clearer policy interpretation by BPA, it i~ 
reasonable that I lynix would conti11ur tu ass~11 their positlou. 

We appreciare th;it you 11nd Mork <iendron have ,,tTercd to meel with us again OLl October 5'11 tu 
dlscuss this matter funher. UJJd tn share OPA's cummt 1h111ki11g and ~nalysis in ~'Tt!&ter detail. 
DW13Fl's objective tliniughoul has been ro seek a fait and equi wble review, provide an opportunity 
for I lynix to .idv<111ce pertinent in tbrmntion in ~upport of1hc company's perspective, and 10 obtain a 
clear and justifiable deten11inu1ion from BPA tho.t comports with its NLS.L 110l i.:y and reflects the 
Administrator's discretion shown previously in NL8L 111atters. 

ft remains our desire to work constructively with BPA and I lynix to bring questions conceraing. 
Ll)'nlx s~111ico11duc1or•s NLSL status rn a timely. appropri,1te. aad run icnblc resolution, 

Director. Power Resou ces Division 
Eugene Wat.:r & Electric Bonrcl 

..:c: Randy Berggren, EWtlU 
Mark Gendmn. 13PA 
Theresa Ro<.'kwoud, DPA 
Oreg Sladcik. Hynix 
Ken Canon. L':111011 & 111111011 
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1n1•1>1.,,.,., o , PKL 

To Interested Parties: 

Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208 

MAY 2 3 1986 

This letter is to familiarize you wHh the Bonneville Power Administrat fou·_, (BPA) New Large Single Load (NLSL ) practices currently in use, particularly the recent discussion on serving new l arge l oads with surplus firm pow~r and/or nonfirm energy. 

Section 3(13) of the Northwest Power Act, P.L. 96-501 (Act ) defines a NLSI., ir, part, to be any load associated with a new facility, an existing facility, or an expansion of an existi ng faci lity which causes the power requirements of the servicing utility to increase by 10 average megawatts (MWa) or more in any consecutive 12-month period. The uti lity power sales contract offered by BPA in response to the Act provides a working definition which focuses on the energy consumption at the facility itself. The contract defines any new lo?.~ or expansion of an existing load at a single facility to be a NLSL if its energy consumption in any consecutive 12-month period exceeds by 10 MWa or more its energy consumption during the immediately preceeding 12-month period. 
The contract speci fi es that power purchased from BPA to serve NLSLs must be at the section 7(f) new resource rate. Power fs available from BPA at the 7(b) priority finn rate for non-NLSL fi rm l oads of preference customers. 

Since passage of the Act and subsequent execution of the contracts, BPA has worked with its customers to develop reasonable, workable practices for providing service to new large toads. The enclosed discussion paper outl i nes the NLSL practices which BPA and its customers are currently using. 

Recently, interested parties asked BPA to explore addftfonal ways of serving new large loads, especially fn light of the current power surplus. In response to the requests, BPA expl ored the possfbi l itfes of using a combination of priority firm power (PF) and surplus firm power (SP) and/or nonfinn energy (NF) to bring new large loads on li ne. Under this "SP/NF Phase-In concept" , a new large preference-customer load would receive a 9.9 MWa base level of PF service t he first 12 months. Incremental power needs above this base l evel would be met with SP and/or NF, whenever they were available. Additional 9.9 MWa blocks of PF would be phased-in each subsequent year. In thfs way, the entire load could ul t imately be served totally with PF 
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as long as the SP or NF had been ava i lable in sufficient quantities to allow 
the PF phase- in process to proceed. 

Although the SP/NF Phase-In concept never became a formal BPA proposal, BPA 
staff informally discussed it with several BPA customers and representatives 
of the Public Power Council, the InterCompany Pool, industrial concerns, state 
government officials, the Northwest Congressional delegation, and other 
i nterested members of the public, 

The concept received mixed reviews. Parties favoring it pointed out it might 
help BPA dispose of a portion of its surplus and help stimulate regional 
economic development. Those who opposed it believed i t would result in unfair 
competition and foster l oad shifting between utilities. Many commenters 
encouraged additional study of the concept before any official policy was 
developed. 

In addition, many comments on this and other NLSL issues have been received 
during BPA's scoping process for the environmental impact statement (EIS} 
being prepared on the power sales contracts offered in response to the Act. 
Since BPA will be evaluating NLSL issues in this EIS, the analysis of the 
implications of the SP/NF Phase-In concept wi ll also be performed during that 
process, 

Because the EIS process is already underway and considering the wide spectrum 
of views on the SP/NF Phase-In concept, BPA believes the concept should be 
addressed in the following manner: 

1. 

2. 

BPA wil l not consider the SP/NF Phase-In concept for existing l oads 
(BPA's current practice} to avoid facilitating load shifts from one 
utility to another, 

BPA will study the implications of using the SP/NF Phase-In concept 
for new loacls"or ex~ansfons of existing loads in the power sales 
contract EIS curren ly under development. 

Copies of the draft power sales contract EIS Implementation Plan and schedule 
will be made available to you. The draft Impl ementation Plan should be ready 
this summer. Update letters will announce specific public involvement 
opportunities throughout the EIS process. In the meantime, BPA wfll continue 
to operate under existing NLSL practices whi ch do not allow use of the SP/NF 
Phase-In concept. A final decision on using SP/NF Phase-In for new loads or 
expansions of existing loads will be made after the power sales contract EIS 
is completed, 

If you have questions about BPA's approach on these NLSL matters, I encourage 
you to contact Sue Hickey, Deputy Power Manager for Marketing, at 
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(503) 230-4265, or John Pyrch, Assistant Director, D1vfs1on of customer 
Service. at (503 ) 230-4153. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 
(b) (6) 

Walter f. Pollock, 
Assistant Power ~anager 

for Marice ting 

3 
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NEW LARGE SINGLE LOAD PRACTICES CURRENTLY USED 
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINlstRAtloN 

The utility power sales contract offered by the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) in response to the Northwest Power Act (Act) defines a 
New Large Single Load (NLSL) to be any new load or expansion of an existing 
load at a single facility whose power requirements increase by 10 MWa or more 
in any consecutive 12-month period as compared to its consumption during the 
immediately preceeding 12-month period. 

The contract specifies that power purchased from BPA to serve NLSLs must be at 
the section 7(f) new resource rate. Power is available from BPA at the 7(b) 
priority firm rate for non-NLSL firm loads of preference customers . 

In providing service to new large l oads, BPA has used the following practices. 

RESPONSIBLE 
PARTY* SERVICE PRACTICE 

Facility Phased-In Load (section S(b), power sales contract) 

Faci 1 i ty/ 
Utility/ 

BPA 

Utfl ity/ 
BPA 

A load can be served with power purchased by a preference 
customer at the 7(b) rate if the increase in load in any 
consecutive 12-month period does not reach 10 MWa as compared to 
the previous 12-month period. Any increase of 10 MWa or more 
occurring fn any consecutive 12-month period causes the load to 
become a NLSL; the increase and any future increases are to be 
served at the 7(fl rate. 

CF/CT Detenn1nation (section S(b), power sales contract; section 
3(l3)( B), Act) 

A new load of 10 MWa or more may be served with power purchased 
by a preference customer at the 7(b) rate if ft was "contracted 
for, or committed to" (CF/CT) by the utility prior to 
September 1, 1979. CF/CT status assures the load an agreed-upon 
base level of service at the 7(b) rate for the l ife of the 
facility. Any load above the CF/CT level which equals or 
exceeds 10 MIia fn any consecutive 12-month period as compared to 
the previous 12-month period fs considered a NLSL to be served 
at the 7(f) rate. Once this occurs, any subsequent increment of 
l oad is also considered a NLSL to be served at the 7(f) rate. 

Facility Determination (section S(a), power sales contract) 

A preference customer's new l oad may be served with power 
purchased at the 7(b) rate if it consists of two or more 
distinct loads which meet each of the following criteria: 

- are separately metered; 
- experience annual load growth under 10 MWa; 
- involve different manufacturing processes or products; 
- are Independent of one another; 
- are contracted-for and customarily billed as 

separate l oads; and 
- are treated consistently with simi lar fact situations. 
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Facility/ 
8PA 

Utility 

Facility/ 
Util i ty 

Start-Up Date (section B(d), power sales contract) 

Either the date of initial energization of a faci l ity (for 
testing or start-up) or the conrnencement of commercial operation ma_y be selected, with BPA's concurrence, to define the start of the consecutive 12-mont h periods . Depending on the anticipated f irst -year usage pattern of the load, selection of one date over the other may enable a load to receive power purchased by a preference customer at the 7(b) rate. 

Resource Dedication (section 8(e) , power sales contract) 

A NLSL need not be served with power' purchased from SPA. All or a portion of a customer-owned resource which is not included in the utility's Finn Resources Exhibit (FRE) in its power sales contract or which has been withdrawn from the FRE may be dedi cated to serving a NLSL. However, if the resource cannot supply the total requirements of the NLSL , SPA may serve the difference at the 7( f l rate with appropriate notice. Firm power at the 7(b) rate can be made available to any preference customer to serve any residual (non-NLSL) Actual Firm Load as defined in the power sales contract formerly served by a resource removed from the customer's FRE for this purpose. 

Change in Utility (section Sib) , power sales contract) 
A load is not a NLSL if it moves from one location to another within the serving utility's service territory. A load which changes utilities becomes a IILSL if fts energy consumption 
during the f irst 12-month period comencing on the date it becomes served by the new utility is 10 MWa or more. 

* Thi s column identifies the entity (or entities) principally responsible for implementin~ the specific NLSL practice. For exampl e , under the "Phased-In Load' practice , the facility determines the rate at which a load is phased into service. 

(WP-PKLD-8673b) 
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August 23, 2007 

In reply refer to: PSW-6 

Mr. Richard Helgesen 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-362 1 

POWER SEkVICES 

Director. Power Resources Division 
Eugene Wate r & Electric Board 
PO Box 10148 
Eugene, OR 97401 

Dear Mr. Helgesen: 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has concluded your requested review of the New 
Large Single Load (NLSL) determination for Hynix. First, we want 10 acknowledge how 
important the Hynix facility and the jobs it provides arc to the economic well being of Eugene 
and r ,ane County. Because of this and because the issue is of such importance to EWEB, we 
have invested cons iderable effort in reviewing the facts and history surrounding the Hynix NLSL 
determination. We appreciate the detailed information provided and the opportunity to tour the 
facility 10 assist us in our review. 

As you arc aware, BPA is required by sections 3(13) and 7 of the Northwest Power Act, P.L. 96-
501 tO make de te rminations of the NLSL status of our customer' s large industrial and otber loads 
in the Northwest. We must be thorough and evenhancled in applying 1he cleterminalions. There 
arc po1e111ially hundreds of MWs of commercial and industrial loads that would like to access PF 
power, particularly at this lime when market prices are well above the PF rate. 

lo 1996, E WEB and Hynix actively sought NLSL status when market prices were below PF. As 
anticipated then, the Hynix load quickly grew to over 25 aMW - well over the 10 aMW NLSL 
threshold. As documented in our Power Sales Contracts, 13PA and EWEB have treated the 
Hynix load as a NLSL for the entire period from Oc.;tober 1996 until the present. There is only 
one case in which BPA reviewed a prior NLSL decision aud concluded the load was not a NLSL. 
The facts in that situarion were significantly different than the Hynix case. Most importantly, the 
load at no time in its histo ry met 1he 10 aMW threshold. This load was clearly not a NLSL. 

BPA measures production load at a consumer's facility for 12 consecutive months of 
consumption. BPA does not include pre-production load. Our analysis of Hynix focused on the 
start date for measurement against the 10 aMW standard, because the st.u1 date is critical to the 
Nl-'>L de termination. Historically, we have used three definitions of s tai1 dare: 

1) The date of the original !\LSL determination based on then-expec ted load growth. For 
Ilynix this date is October 1996. which is the <late of the o riginal determination after 
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EWEU 11otil'ied BPA thal 1he loa<l would be gJcatcrt tian JO aMW ~nd BPA agrei:cl 1\1 
nrnke thc- determination b11~ccl (./fl that i11run11atio11, 

2 

2) The dute of ~ctua l ,nit[~! c 11crgii<1t ic,n of produl'.lion t·q_uipmcnt. ror Hynix this is Aug11~t 
19()7. 

31 The rt111e th:1t production :1ctually started. As Mated hy Hyni~ this i\aJanuary 1998. 

Under auy uf th~se 1hree prodt11.:tlon loud Stan date definitions, the entire Hynix Jc,atl is NLSL 
Hynix has argued fur c1 Ju ly 1997 st;m date because Uii.s is whc.:n the air h:mllling l:l4u ipment 
hecamr operrn iona.J. We r~gcctf ully conclude' that U1e date 011 which nJr handling cq1Hpmcnl 
be1;ame operation.- is not un appropriate date to determine NLSL sta.tu~ becau~e production ditl 
not commence at Lhu1 time :ind it is not consistent w itb any nf the rbrce dc(initions of s1art da.1.es 
lhat we have used for ruea-;urlng production load at aconsumc(s faci lity in making NUii. 
dcicrminauon~. Th~ nir Jm11tlling equipment was necessary hu1 om sufficic.:nt to the pro<Juction ul' 
s ilicon chips. 

Based on the ahove. BPA does not find a ha.sis fon1ny or Hynjll 's load qualifying for PP rate 
service. Our analy~is of the tnforu1~11on provided indicates lllal the ong:imll Ut:toher 1990 agreed 
upon dute a5 the IJcginnlng o( Ryni.>t'5 NLSL term should nm be changed or if changed, would 
be clwngcd to a production load start dute of January J 998. As such. the stalUs of tl1is ltJatl is 
rcaffinn~d. We arc will i11g to shw·e our ,111alysis with you in. grea.tcrdclail nnd Lo <li,cus) our 
findings with yon ff you have any other infnnnatJnn which ;,ugg_ests Mn ermr. we are willing lo 
considertha1· in our a~scssmenL Ahsrm 1h111 ourcooc lu~ion is s tated :.ibovc:. 

Sincerely. 

(b)(6) 

Theresa R.01,;l wood 
Account tllccutivc 

cc: 
SCOlt Spend, bWEB 
Sl\:VC Mllllgllfl, EWEB 
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bee: 
T. Millcr- LP-7 
P. Norman - P-6 
M. Gendron - PS-6 
R. Anderson - PSS-6 
S. Coe- PSW-6 
Official Fi le - PSW-6 (PM-11-12) 
Cr.~.._, -4 Hq·\l ,u,t\c.cl tci-, 
(\\\PSW',,V,.1_\J\E_Ro,.k-.'OOd\Cu"'-CW_EWEO\ll)nu,\?001 ll)nh.de\rnnin.uio1 ld.1er.doc) 

3 
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EWEB & Hynix 
NLSL Issue 

ln 1995 EWEB notified BPA that Hyundai USA wo uld be building a chip fabrication 
plant in Eugene and that the load at the plant would make it a NLSL. BPA made a 
prospective NLSL determination accordingly and declared the load a NLSL on EWEB 
effective I Oct 96. In August 2006 Hynix (Hyundai's successor in interest) asked 
through EWEB, that BPA reopen the question of the plant's NLSL s tatus. Mark 
Gendron, Theresa Rockwood and Roben Anderson visi ted EWEB to begin discussions io 
January 2007. Staff had several subsequent meetings with EWEB and Hynix including 
site visit to the plant on 7 Feb 2()()7. EWEB and Hynix submitted a great deal of 
infomiation on the growth oftbe load at the plant including meter readings, billing 
records and Hyundai's records of the construction of the plant. 

After a careful and lengthy review of the submittals staff concluded that the most likely 
date to start measuring load growth at the facility under BPA's NLSL Policy was August 
1997 and if that date was used the load would have become a NLSL in its first yearof 
operation. Alternative dates from which to begin ro measure load growth were suggested 
by EWEB and Hynix; none were in accord with BPA's NLSL Policy. 

On October 5 , 2007 EWEB and Hynix came to Penland to meet with Paul No rman for a 
last discussion of the issue. The burden of Paul's remarks was that under the NLSL 
Policy and in light of che facts presented, EWEB and Hynix had failed to present a 
compelling reason for BPA to reopen Lhe question of Hynix's NLSL stacus. 

The letter from Dick Helgeson dated November 29, 2007 (attached) tries to make the 
ca~e for staning to measure the load growth starting February 1997 (the month in which 
EWEB first energized the Substation at Hynix), such a finding would g ive the Hynix load 
an eligibility for service with up to 4 aMw of power purchased at PF vice NR. All the 
Panies agreed that construction was still going on at the s ite after February 1997; a 
constant of BPA 's NLSL Policy from 1981 to date is that BPA will not consider for 
measurement for NLSL determination purposes, load that includes construction load. II 
is for this reason that staff rejected the February 1997 stan date for measurement 
purposes when it was first suggested. Using February 1997 as a stan date for measuring 
load growth would strike at a fundamental principle o f BPA 's NLSL Policy, thac only 
production related load is measured for NLSL determinatio n purposes. 

RAA:41511 SI: EWEB___Hyni"-26NOV07_LTR.do<· 
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Commlnlonors 
Do,oM,y f\rldenon 
~, ... ciy,,, 
SaM f!Mdni:knl 
,iQtf 0..,.-1,a 

"'S\lsa,1 s,n,rn 

Oenettt ,-,.1oegc, 

FbMr L ll>'1)g<<" 

December 22, 1995 

Mr. John P. Lcbens 
Accounr .Executive 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

SOOE3SI •111-.... 
Pos, OH,co Bo. 101"6 
Eugone, O"IIQ(' 97~40-2148 503• 484 • 2411 

Bonneville Power Administration 
703 Broadway, Suite 100 
Vancouver, WA 98660 

Dear Mr. Lebens: 

Jn accordance EWBB's power sales conLract with BPA, J would l ike to Worm you that 
EWEB anticipales providing electric service to a new customer whose connected load ¢ill 
exceed 10 MV A. The Hyundai Corporation !us received pennits to coruttucl a facility 
in west Eugene, and bas asked EWEB lo provide utility services to their new facility. 
The energy load elf this facility is expectetl tu exceed 10 aMW on an annual has is . 

EWEB does oot plan to purchase power for this facility from BPA as a "new large single 
load." We also understand lbat BWEll will not receive ao entiOemen t to '' priority firm" 
power for this increment of load under the terms of our power sales contract wi!l1 BPA. 
As rucb, we are planning to iodependenUy acquire power and energy necessary to serve 
this facility . 

Please let me know if I can provide more infommtion to you in lhls regard 

Sincerely. 

(b) (6) 

Scott C. Spettel 
Resm,1rcc Planning Manager 

cc: Carol S. Fleischman - BPA 
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@ 
February 28, 1996 

Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 

Eugene Customer Service Center 
1600 Valley River Drive, Suite 230 

Eugene, Oregon 97401-2129 

Mr. Garry Kunkel, Director, Electric Division 
Eugene Water & Electric 13oard 
P. 0. Box 10148 
Eugene, Oregon 97440-2148 

Dear Mr. Kunkel: 

I understand from discussions with you and your slAffthat Eugene Water & Electric Ronrd (EWED) will bt: the sole electric power supplier of the new Hyundai Corporation facility currently under construction in west flugenc. TIJ.is load is expected to exceed the 10 average megawatt threshold for being designated a New Large Single Load (NLSL) as defined in the Northwest Power Act and Contract No. DE-MS79-8 IBP90456 (Power Sales Contract) between EWEB and Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). 

Io general, U1e process of completing a NLSL determination may talce more than a year and will involve considerable discussion between BPA and EWES. We expect most of the workload will be BP A's, however, iliere are several items that I hope EWEB can provide quickly to help simplify and expedite this effort. 

I. Please provide us with tl1e expected size of tl1e Hyundai electric load, including any schedules of how the load is ex:pected to develop over time and when EWEB anticipates the load will exceed the NLSL threshold. 

2. Please let us know (a) the date of energization, and (b) the date of first commercial operation at the Hyundai facility. Either oftl1ese dotes may be used as iliestarting date for the 12-month period during which the Hyundai load will be measured. BP A will evaluate U1e effects of using each oftbe t\.vo dates for the 12-month load measurement period. 

You have indicated that EWEB plans to serve all or part offue Hyundai load with resources other than Fin11 Resources, as permitted wider section 8(e) of the Power Sales Contract. I would like to discuss EWEB "s ·options as quickly as possible so that appropriate contract actions can be completed, scheduling arrangements are in place, and billing procedures are established before the Hyundai load becomes a NLSL. 
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We will need to meet soon to discuss options and implications for dedicating resources to the 
NLSL, outline a schedult.: fur completing the NLSL proce~, and share information. I' ll call you 
wl1en we are ready to schedule a time. As always, feel free to call me at 465-6804 if you have 
an.y. q ue,qtions, 

Sincerely, 

cc: 
Scott Spettel - EWEB 

2 
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0ctober29, 1996 

Department of Energy 
BonnevWle PoY/er Administration 

Eugene Customer Service Center 
1600 Valley River Drive, Suite 230 

Eugene, Oregon 97401-2129 

Randy L. Berggren, General Manager 
Eugene Water and OINb'ic Board 
500 Em 4th Avenu" 
Eugene, OR 9744 I 

Oo:,r Rlll1dy· 

Bonneville Power Administrotion (OPA) aclcnowllldges receipt of your notice pursu11nl to se~tion 8(c) of y<>ur utility Power Sales Contract, No. DE-MS79-8 t BP90456 (PSC) thal Hyundai Electronics Amerie1t, Inc. (llyuodal) constifl.ltes a New Large Siugle Load (NlSL) on Eugene Wntcr 11T1d Cllectric Dolll1l's (EWED) system. Hyuntlai 's load increaSes L!.Wl$'s resource responsibilities by JS aMW oo or a,ound Octobt:r I, 1997. 

We have prepared thu attached Table I to Exhibit K ofG.WGB's PSC liSting Hyundai as a NLSL 11S of October I , 1997 

BPA has tie.in informed by tWEB that it plnm to serve the H>~•nd:ii load with a combintttion of its owu re!iOurces (that ore not cuucn11y dedic11Led in its Finn Resources Bxhlbit (J7R£) to serving is Actunl Firm Load), aontroct acquisitions nnd possibly some spot mW'ket purchases. An amendrnent ofEV.'EB's FRE will oeed to be ma,1c 10 reO~ct cWEB's resource choices to serve 1his NT.SL, 

Since EWED has elected to serve t11is NLSL as other than a requiremenis losd, BPA is undcf oo ----obhlligation to 1novidC"TCq'Uin:orentS"Scrviootowcfr1trnlt1bn lnrrermtlil1iig lOrtflofEW"'E.,,B.,,...'s""u"'l"1h"'(y,,...,PS"''"C,----untll the notice provisions of section 9 ofBWEB's utility PSC have been met. 

Should EWEB at any lime expP.rience an u1ability lo provide adequate rcsoum:s tu serve Hyundai, ofter CQmplying with the notice pro11ision5 of section 9 of EWEB's utility l'SC, DPA 1111\Y provide requirements pow.:i at its New Resources R11te (NR-R.atG) to serve all or any such Increment of the Hyundai load. 

Enclosure 
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Revision l 
Exhibit K. Table I, Page I of I 
Contract No, DE-MS79-8113P90~S6 
City of Bu gene (Eugene Water & 
eteotl'ic Bo11rd) 
Effective at 2400 hours on 

September 30, 1997 

111/s Ri!vision I, E¥hibit K, Table 1 add• the lly1111dai Electronics America load a.v a New LarJ(e single 
Load. 

NEW I ,ARGE SINGl,E LOAD PETEBl\1JNATJONS EXRIBIT 

3 

(This eid1ibit is for infonno.tion purposes only ond shall not control 1my detenn inations made pursWIJII to 
Section B of this contract or Section 3(13) of P.L. 96-S0I.) 

TABLE l 

LISIQf PURCHASER'S LOADS WHICH ARE NEW LARGE SINGLE LOADS 

DescriptJOO oi Fadlity 

Hyundai Electru,1i1.>s Americo 

Locnlion 

Eugene, OR 

UNITED STA TES OJ~ AMEIUCA 
Department of Energy 
Bonneville Powa- Administration 

Date; Octobor 29, 1996 
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EWEB 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

S00 Eas1 •lh """"'• I Poot Off,ce 8co< 10148 
Eugene, o ,egon 97440-2t46 

R~CEIVED BY BPA 
A0MINISTRAT,il 'S /\/ /J ~ 
OFC-LOG #: U1 · V/~_,/ 

RECEIPT DATE; 
ti ;s .(jp 541-484-2411 Fax S41-484-3762 

August 25, 2006 

Mr. Steve Wright - BPA Administrator 
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMrNISTRAT101'' 
P. 0. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

Dear Mr. Wright: 

RE: New Large Single Lorul Dctcnnination 

DUE DATE: 
q. 'g'. (J{o 

ASSIGN: John Lebens-PSW-6 
cc: F03, DKN/Wash, L-7, P-6, PS-6, 
PSW-6 (Rockwood, Anderson) 

I am writing to fonnally request a review by BPA of the "New Large Single Load" status 
of one of EWES 's major industrial customers, Hyundai Electronics America. 

Oy letter dated October 29, 1996, DoMeville attributed New Large Single I .oad status to 
H)'llndai (now Hynix Semiconductor America) effective on or about October I, 1997. 
This determination was made during the original construction and startup of the Hynix 
facility, and was based on prospective information that the company provided to EWES 
regarding anticipated electrical loads and that we then provided to BPA. 

During recent retail contract negotiations, Hynix officials asked us to provide information 
co11ceming this designation, including copies of BPA's past and present New Large 
Single Load Policy. In reviewing the policy and actual metered load data for theit facility, 
company representatives have raised questions about how the SPA policy is interpreted 
and applied, and whether some or nil of their load should be eligible for service with BPA 
Priority Firm power. 

Subsequenl eonve.rsations between EWEB and SPA staff indieale that a review of this 
designation is appropriate given the questions miscd and data now available. This matter 
is a major consideration in EWED's power supply and retail pricing relalionship with 
Hynix. We do not want any confusion, misinterpretation, or lack of clarity concerning 
this designation to persist as we complete negotiations on renewal of their current serYice 
agreement that expires on September 30, 2006. 

EWEB understands that precedent exists for re-examination of a New Large Single Load 
designation. In 2002, a rolling mill located within the service territory of Cowlitz PUD 
requested and received such a review, resulting in a reversal of ils New Large Single 
Load status. We ask that BPA unden.ake a similar review, talcing into account the 
supplementary information that we will be providing soon through our BPA Account 
Executive Theresa Rockwood. 
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Mr. Steve Wright 
Hynix NLSL Determination 
August 25, 2006 
Page 2 

We look fonvard to timely consideration of our request, and will be pleased to provide 
any additional infonnation required to support your review and related detem1inations. 

cc: Mr. Paul Nonnan, BPA 
Mr. John Lebens, BPA 
Ms. Theresa Rockwood, BPA 
Mr. Robert J\nderson, BP A 
Mr. ChanKey Ho, Hynix 
MI. Greg Sladcik, Hynix 
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OCT I O 2006 

In reply refer to: PSW-6 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 
500 Ea5t Fourth A venue 
Eugene, OR 97440 

Dear Mr. Berggren: 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

EXECUTIVE OFFlCE 

We are responding to your August 25, 2006, request for an examination of the ew Large Single 
Load (NLSL) status for your retail customer Hynix Scmiconduc10r America. Allhough there is 
no requirement in our NLSL policy for a review LO years a fter the 0onneville Power 
Administration (BPA) made a determination that a load was a New Large Single Load. we have 
reviewed the infonnation provided and the history of this load. 

Under the power sales contract in effect, Eugene Water & Electric Board (EWES) had a duty to 
report the Hyundai load to BPA as a potential NLSL and after discussions between I lyundai, 
8PA and EWEO, a date for the ex pected commercial operation of the load was agreed upon. 
By a teller dated October 29, 1996. 13PA determined that at commercial operation, the Hyundai 
load would be a NL.SL. Thi~ designation was made based on infom1ation from EWEB that the 
upcoming load would be greater than 10 aMW in the first year of operation. A later July 21 , 
1998, Jetter from Hyundai to EWES state~. "Recently. the site has made a transition from 
a constmction to a production mode." 

Although the NL.SL determination was mude some 10 years ago and the panics have relied upon 
the date of commercial operation for the focili1y and have raised no questions uni.i i your letter of 
August 25, we understand EWEB's concerns. We are willing to meet with EWEB aml the 
consumer for a consµltalion to review the procedures in determining a NLSL. 
At that time we are prepared to: 

• explain relevant NLSL Policy, including the legislative context and objectives, 
• outline how a LSL determination is made, 
• discuss the three methods of setting a "Stan Date" for load growth measurement, 
• discuss the special case o f a prospective NLSL determination and 
• request any additional data and documentation needed lo perfonn the review. 

We will then review the infom,ation provided by EWBB and Hynix and schedule a site visit to 
the H ynix plant. After our site visit, analysis and determination process, we wi ll present our 
findings in a determination letter at a final meeting with EWEB and Hynix. 
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BPA understands !bat this examination of the NLSL is of critical interest to EWEB and lo its 
customer Hynix . We plan to move forward wilh complet ion of this review as thoroughly anti 
quickly as possible. There.-:a Rockwood, Account Executive, will be contacting you to set tip 
11 meeting 111 your convenience. 

Sincerely, 

(b) (6) 

p 0 

Administrator and Chief Eitet:utive Officc.r 

Cc: 
Mr. Chan.Key Ho, Hynix 
Mr. Greg Sladcik. Hynix 

2 
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August 23, 2007 

In reply refer lo: PSW-6 

Mr. Richard Helgesen 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland. Oregon 97208-3621 

POWER SERVICES 

Director, Power Resources Division 
Eugene Water & Electric Board 
PO Box 10148 
Eugene, OR 9740 1 

Dear Mr. Helgesen: 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) bas concluded your requested review of the New 
Large Single Load (NLSL) determination for Hynix. First, we want lo acknowledge how 
important the Ilyni" faci lity and the jobs it provides arc to the economic well being of Eugene 
and Lane County. B ecause of this and because the issue is of such importance to EWEI3, we 
have invested considerable effort in reviewing the facts and history surrounding the H ynix NLSL 
determination. We appreciate the detailed infom1ation provided and the opportunity to tour the 
facility to assist us in our review. 

As you are aware, BPA is required by sections 3(13) and 7 of the Northwest Power Act, P.L. 96-
501 to make determinations of the NLSL status of our customer's large industrial and other loads 
in the Northwest. We must be thorough and evenhanded in applying the determinations. There 
are potentially hundreds of MWs of commercial and industrial loads that would like to access PF 
power, particularly at this time when market prices are well above the PF rate. 

In 1996, EWEB and Hynix actively sought NLSL status when market prices were below PF. As 
anticipated then, the Hynix load quickly grew to over 25 aMW - well over !he 10 aMW NLSL 
threshold. As documented in our Power Sales Contracts, BPA and EWEB have treated the 
Hynix load as a NLSL for the entire period from October 1996 until !he present. There is only 
one case in which BPA reviewed a prior NLSL decision and concluded the load was 1101 a NLSL. 
The facts in that situation were significantly different than the Hynix case. Most importantly, the 
load at no time in its history met the 10 aMW threshold. This load was clearly not a NLSL. 

BPA measures production load at a consumer's facility for 12 consecutive months of 
consumption. BPA does not include pre-production load. Our analysis o f Hynix focused on the 
srnrt date for measurement against the 10 aMW standard, because the start date is critical 10 the 
NLSL detem1inatio11. Historically, we have used three definitions of start date: 

1) The date of the orig inal NLSL determination based on then-expected load growth. For 
Hynix this date is October J 996, which is the date o f the original determination after 
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EWEB notified 13PA that the lo.1cl would be greater Lhan JO aMW anrl BPA ~greed tu 
rna.ke the dctcrmlnation based on that infnrmatiou. 

2 

2) The date of acLual initial cnergiiatioo or procluctio11 tiquirmenL For I Iyo ix th ts is J\ugllSt 
1997 

3) The cJate lliat production actually sl!lrtcd. Ai- q:ucrt by Hynix thi~ is fanuary 1998. 

Under any of tliese three production load sr::ut date definitions, th1: entire Hymx loarl 1s NLSL. 
Hyni,. has argued for a July 1997 start tlate because tliis is when the air handling equipment 
became opcrntional. We respl:ctfuJly conclude thut tht' dme on whicb air handling equipment 
became operations is not an appropriate date t.o detc1 mine NLSL status because production JiJ 
not comm6ncc at that time and it is 11ol consistent with any of (he three deCinitic;ms of start dates 
that we have used for measuring production load al a consumer's facility in making NLSL 
detem1inatio11s. The air handling equipment was nooessary but not sufficient to the production of 
sihcon chips. 

Based on the above. BPA does not find a basis for any of Hynix•~ load qualifying for PP rate 
service. Our analysis of the inform~tion provided indicntes u,at the original Octol~r I 996 agreed 
upo1t tlale as L11e beginning of Hyni1.'s NLSL term should nt>I be changec1 or if clrnnged, wou ld 
be c:har,getl to a production l0;1<l start dnte of January 1998. As such, the stutus ofU1is lond is 
reaffirmed. We are willing to share our analysis with you fo greater detail And to discuss our 
findings with you. If you have 11ny other infon11a.Lio11 which suggests an error, we are willing to 
con~ider that in our assessment. Absent that our cvnclusion is sca1ed above. 

Sincerely, 

(b) (6) 

Theresa Rockwood 
Account Executive 

cc: 
Scoll Spettel, EWED 
Steve M~ugnn . EWED 
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bee: 
T. Miller - LP-7 
P. Norman - P-6 
M. Gendron - PS-6 
R. Anderson - PSS-6 
S. Coe - PSW-6 
Official File- PSW-6 (PM-1 1-12) 
C..C:.r:. ~ -4 AL.1-l-h~,ti cc..:l I&'\ 
(W:\PS\~\PM ... ~octwOO<flCv,u!W ... EWEBUlym, 12007 ll~nv, dctcnnln:uion letter.doc) 

3 
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EWEB 
October I , 2007 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 Easl 4~ Avenue / Posl Office Box 10148 
EU!)GM, Oregon 9744~2148 
541·"34•2411 Fax541•48•-3762 

Mr. Paul Norman, Senior Vice President - Power Services 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 14428 
Portland, OR 97293-4428 

Dear Paul, 

RE: PSW-6 Hynix New Large Single Load Designation 

This is in reply lo BPA's leller of August 23 outlining your preliminary findings concerning review 
of Hynix Semiconductor's status as a New Large Single Load (NLSL). We appreciate this 
opportunity to once again emphasize the importance of this issue, and to share our observations and 
response to BPA's initial conclusions. 

As you know, EWEB sought this BPA review in order to resolve questions posed by Hynix 
management about the company's NLSL status during our 2006 retail service contract negotiations. 
As a fundamental consideration in the supply and pricing of power to one of EWEB's largest 
customers, and particularly given the rather broad language of B PA' s related policies, it is natural 
that we would Lum to you for assistance with this most important matter. 

EWEB and Hynix have engaged BPA staff over the past year in several meetings devoted to th.is 
topic, an extensive tour of the Hynix facility, and provision of substantial infonnation for your 
consideration. From the onset, it has been our expectation that this mailer would receive the 
agency's full and thoughtful auention, and that this review would result in a responsive, well 
documented, and definitive determination consistent with a clear interpretation and appropriate 
application of BPA's NLSL Policy. 

In the weeks leading up to the August 6lh meeting of your decision team, we were told that BPA 's 
response would include review of pertinent historical information and policy context , the agency's 
analysis of the data and perspectives offered by Hynix, an evaluation of the various options 
considered, and clarification of the key policy parameters that would support findings and a 
determination specific lo the facts in this case. 

While recognizing that BPA's August 23rd teller is preliminary in nature, and perhaps intended 
simply to convey stafrs formative thinking, we had anticipated that ii would provide a much more 
detailed articulation of the agency's assessment. Instead, although clearly communicating BPA's 
view that no change in the company's status appears warranted, 1he letter offers characterizations 
that seem inconsistent with known facts, introduces some new terms and concepts, and draws 
conclusions without a full and adequate explanation. 
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Letter to Paul Norman 
Octo hei· I , 2007 
Page2 

As examples, BPA's Jetter stales that EWEB and Hynix "actively sought" NLSL status in 1996 
when initia l service was provided, and 1hu1. 1he Hynix lond "quic.kJy grew" to ovt:r 25 aMW. The 
record shows that EWEB simply notified BPA. of an anticipated new load with inslullcd service 
capacity o f 10 MVa or more as required by the tcnns of our power ~ales contJacl, and that BPA 
made 1ls prospective determination on lhc basis of projections while the facility was under 
cons1ruct1on. 11 is also cle:v 1h:11 no formal determination or relrospccti ve verilica1io11 was 
undeitaken. ttnd lhat the company's actual loud grew to il.'i current leveJ of less than 25 aMW over a 
considerable period of time, 

.Hyni x has pro\!ided informminn regarding conslC\lction, startup and init ial opemt.ion of tJn:ir 
manufacturing facility, which they maint11in supports a July 1997 start date and a revers~! of their 
NLSL designot inn. This is o critical maile r for Hynix lht11 affecL~ the long-term viability and 
competilivene.~s nf their Eugene facility. ldentifica1ion of the proper s tart date is key 10 this 
determinatio n, und absent belier definitioo and a clearer policy interpretation by BPA, it is 
reasonable that llynix would continue 10 assen their position. 

We apprecime lhal you ant.I Mark Gendrnn have offerc<l lo meet with us again on October 5ili to 
di6cuss this matter furtller, and to share BPA 's current thinking and analysis in greater detail. 
EWEB'~ objective throughout has been to seek;, fair and equitable review, provide an opponuniiy 
for Hynix to advance pet1inen1 infonnalion in support of the company's perspective, and to obtain a 
clear and justili:ible determinatio n from BPA that compons with its NL.SL policy and re0ects the 
AdministJ'lito r' :; discretion shown previously in NLSL rnilUers. 

II rcmaios our llesire to wotk constructively with RPA and Hynix to bring questions concerning 
Hyoi 11 Semiconductor's NLSL StJltus lo a timely. appropri:lle, and amicable resolution. 

1c e ges<>n 
Director, Power Rcsourc Division 
Eugene Water & Electric Board 

cc: Randy Berggren. EWEB 
Mark Gendron. BPA 
Theresu Rockwood, BPA 
Greg S ludcik , Hyni,,; 
Ken Canon, Canon & Huuon 
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January 11, 2008 

ln reply refer h): DKR-7 

'l'be Honomble Peter A. Defazio 
Eugene District Or£irt' 
405 Ba~L 811

' Ave. 
Suite 2030 
Eugene, OR 9740 I 

Dear Repn:8eotativc DcFazio: 

Department of Energy 

Bonneville Powor Adm1nistration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97206-3621 

R'<lrC'I IT IVf Ol~<IC'T• 

Thank you for your letter of December 21, 2007. expressing your interest .in the request of the 
Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB) for a new evaluution of the New Lurgc Single Load 
(NLSL) status of E!WEB's power servi-ce lo the Hynix Semiconductor Manufacturing America 
Inc. EWEB asked Lhe Bonneville Power Ad.minii;tratioa (BPA) to review 1he power service to 
the Hynix facility lo detennine if a portion of lhal service is e ligible for /l preference power rare. 

BPA has received EWER'.~ request and its support i ng material. As a general policy, BPA does 
.11ot review 10-year-old NI~<;L delerminaUons. However, BPA is looking carefu lly at EWEB's 
tnfonliation. BPA' s policy for N LSL designation, and the requirements of the Northwest 
Power Act. We ex peel to make a decision soon. I appreciale your attention lo our n:view. 
1 i:!Ssure you that we are conducling a thorough evaluation, and Twill be sure tn infom1 you ot ,,ur 
ded~ion and LIit! nuionale for it when it is complete. 

Sincerely. 
(b)(6) 

Stepheu J, Wright 
Administrator and C hief Executive O fficer 
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March 27, 2007 

In i'C()ly refer to: PSW,6 

Mr. Scott Sp1:ttcl 
Power Man.ager 
Eugene Water & Electric Board 
PO Box 10 I -18 
Eugene, OR 97440 

DearSc-0ll. 

Department of Energy 

3onnevme Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

l'l)WSR S6RVlrl'.S 

Staff at the Bonneville Power Administration (BPAJ is contlnuing research into the hisroricnl 
construction and start of production at the llynix_ (Hyndai) load in Eugene during the 1996-1998 
period. As you recall. in November 2006, we requested documcnh1tion on Io,1d bisLOry, eleclrical 
pJ~n of service at the plant. corporme h:i~tory nf the pl.ant and review of the plant products. 

On Pebruary 7, after H tourof lhc 1-fyn,x facility. EWflB ~ml Hynix provided: 
I) A site 1nap and aerial phmo of !he manufar turlng faci lty. 
1) A ~i11g_lc-li11e diagram of the Hynix dediCllted subswtion 
3) Corporate background 
4) Business relationslup. inducling a copy of lhe Power Sutc.s agreement bclween tiWEB 

and Hynix 
5) Copies of retai l bailing invoices from Jan I 997 thrnugh Dec 2000 
6) Description of the production prQCe.ss for Semiconductors. 
7) A time line of the progress of lheconstruction of the Eugene J tyndai facility created 

from memos sent from the site to the corporate headqullrtcrs in Korea. 

We have found the t1meline very nset'u11n undemanding events during lh:-it period. Primary 
document:ltion is a requirement of ull loud dctermin.atfoas BPA ninkcs. Please submit the 
1m:mos used LO create the timeline provided 1n February. 

(b) (6) 
I 

-el 

Theresa Rockwood 
Account E,'<:ecuti vc 
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hcc: 
R. Amh:r~on - PSS-6 
R. Boling- PSS-6 
M. Gendron - PS-6 
S. Coe - PGK-:5 
A. Quinata- PSS-6 
P, Norm.in - P-6 
CCIS-KSC-5 
Ollicial File- PSW 

lkotk.,()(\d'ph 57J~·,l/21/2007 (W:-PSW, W \l'M J'OWl!R M,\RKETIN(l\AE Roc:kwoooN"11<1 EW EWF."lr.l'NEll,ll 
(' ORltiiSMNf}l'NC'BEwd> Myuid_l l. 07 d,.,, 

2 
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EWEB 
April 30, 2009 

Theresa Rockwood 
Account Executive 

Eugene Water & Electric Board 

500 Eas1 4th Avenue1Pos1 Olf,ce Box 10148 
Eugene Oregon 97440-2148 
(5-: 1 / 484·241 t 
www e\, eo org 

Bonneville Power Administration 
905 NE 11 th Ave. 
Ponland OR 97236 

Dear Theresa, 

MAY O 6 2009 

Pursuant to our discussion on March 12, 2009, I have reconstructed the planning assumptions 
going into the 2009 Bonneville fiscal year as they pe1iain to the planned use of the Stone Creek 
and EWEB's share of the International Paper (fonnerly Weyerhaeuser) resources. In addition, 
we have pulled the actual meter reading data for Hynix for July, August and September of 2008 
and have attached that information. 

The current power sales agreement with BP A notes that on a planning basis the Stone Creek and 
EWEB's share of the International Paper resources are committed to covering Hynix and that if 
the Hynix load is not sufficient then EWEB will dispose of these resources on a planning basis in 
a manner enumerated in the contract. The Stone Creek resource is about 7 aMW and EWEB's 
share of the IP resource is about 11 aMW on a planning basis (as set fonh in the current 
contract). 

By September of 2008, Hynix had infolTiled EWEB that it expected to operate at about IO a MW 
for the foreseeable future and EWEB and Hynix executed an amendment to our power sales 
agreement consistent with that expectation. T his constituted our planned use of Stone Creek plus 
3 aMW ofthc IP resource. 

For the remaining 8 aMW of the IP resource, EWEB had consummated a number of sales which 
we were pennissible under the Power Sales Agreement. By September of 2008, EWEB had 
executed a sale to Bonneville for 25 MW of on-peak power for November and December 2008 
(the equivalent of2.25 aMW on an annual basis). EWEB had also executed a sale for January. 
February, and March of2009 with Snohomish PUD for 25 MW of on-peak power (rhe 
equivalent of3.5 aMW on an annual basis). In early September, EWEB sold 25 MW of on-peak 
power for September 2009 to Grant PUD (the equivalent of 1.4 aMW on an annual basis). And 
EWEB had been selling up to 25 MW per month of power 10 Cowlitz PUD to serve Cowlitz ew 
Large Single Load. As of September, EWEB had executed the sale for October and expected 
that sale to continue (the equivalent of2. I aMW just for October 2008 on an annual basis). 
Subsequent to this, EWEB has continued these sales to Cowlitz through the present time. 
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As you can see from the above. EWEB h11d on a planni1Jg basis complied with the pmv1s1om of 
the Power Sales Agn:ement. 

Between now and tho end of September 200Q, EWES will b.: constructing an operating plan for 
the ensuing Bmmeville fiscal year which will deal with the planned output of the Stntie Creek 
and IP resources. Once thaJ pion is c~mstructcd, we will be happy to share 11 with you. 

Siacerelv. 
(b) (6) 

Richard Varner 
Power Management and Planning Manager 
Athu;lum:nts (4) 
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Interim Amendment to Hynix Power Sales Agreement 

Whereas, Hynix Semicondm.:tor America, Inc. (Hynix) and the Eugene Water & Electric 
Board (EWEB) entered into a power sales agn:ement efft:ctive October 1, 2006 for the 
period ending September 30, 20 I I ; 

Whereas, Hynix notified EWED on July 31, 2008 that production was being shut down 
and that Hynix intended to tcnninatc the power sales agreement; 

Whereas, Hynix has subsequently infom1ed EWEB that it intends to maintain its clean 
room environment and related utility operations while it pursues a potential sale of the 
facility with an anticipated interim electric use of approximately IO average megawatts; 
and, 

Whereas, the parties believe it is in their mutual interest to continue the existing power 
sales agreement under modified tenns for a period of time to determine the ultimate 
disposition of the facility. 

J. Term of the Amendment. The tenns of this amendment will be effective from 
October I, 2008 through March 31, 2009. This amendment may be extended by 
mutual agreement of the patties. It is anticipated that the amendment will be 
extended or otherwise kept in effect until such a time as either 1-lynix·s interim 
business circumstances substantially change or a final decision regarding Hynix·s 
business in Eugene is rendered. 

2. Delivery Charge. The delivery charge will be $3.50 per kW per month of 
demand. The demand will be the highest hourly usage during the month. 

3. Power Supply Charge. The Power Supply Charge will be $44.76 per MWh for 
all energy usage during a month. 

4. Conservation Charge. The Conservation Charge each month will be $22,800. 

S. Conservation Credit. The Conservation Credit each month will be $20.100. 

6. Conservation True-up. Hynix conservation obligation for the period ending 
September 30, 2008 is 1,312,500 kWh. Hynix conservation verified as of that 
date has a balance of 2,186,300 kWh. Hynix conservation obligation during the 
tem1 of this agreement will be 58,250 kWh per month. Hynix obligation for the 
Conservation True-up will the conservation obligation as of September 30, 2008 
plus the monthly conservation obligation from October I, 2008 through March 
3 1, 2009 less the conservation verified as of September 30, 2008. 

7. Other Charges in Section IV. T he other charges speci tied in Section IV of the 
Power Sales Agreement will stay in place. 
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8. Assignment. This amendment is not assignable by either party without the other 
party's prior written consent. 

9. St ay of Termination of t he Power Sales Agreement. So long as this 
amendment or extension thereto is in place, the termination of the Power Sales 
Agreement will be held in abeyance. The pa11ies agree to examine the te11n of the 
amendment prior to its termination, and further agree not to cancel the tenn of this 
amendment without mutual agreement or adequate notification. Should this 
amendment be terminated or expire without an assignment of the Power Sales 
Agreement to another patty. the Power Sales Agreement will be terminated 90 
days after that date. 

EUGENE WATER & ELECTRIC BOARD 

By: ___________ _ 

Randy Berggren 
General Manager 

IIYN!X SEMICONDUCTOR 

By: ________ _ 

D.G. Kim 
President and CEO 
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Customer ID Date Channel Units 0:15 0:30 0:45 1:00 1:15 
E000022 0710112006 Total kWh kWl1 5700 5750 5800 5750 5850 
E000022 07102/2008 Total kWh kWh 5850 5800 5750 5700 5800 
E000022 07/03/.!008 fetal kWh kWh 5800 5800 5750 5700 5800 
C:000022 07/04/2008 Totctl kWh I\Wh 5750 5850 5750 5150 5750 
E000022 07/05/2008 Total kWh kWh 5750 5800 5750 5700 5800 
E000022 07106/2008 Total kWh kWh 5900 5850 5060 5850 5800 
E000022 0710712008 Total kWh kWh 5750 5750 5750 5800 5750 
E000022 07/08/2008 Total kWh kWh 5800 5850 5850 5850 5850 
E000022 07/0912008 Total kWh kWh 5850 5850 5850 5900 5850 
E000022 07/10/2008 Total kWh kWh 5800 5750 5750 5800 5800 
E000022 07/1 1/2008 Total kWh kWh 5550 5550 5500 5550 5500 
E000022 07 /1212008 Total kWh kWh 5650 5600 5750 5550 5550 
Eoooo22 0 7113/2008 Total kWh kWh 5750 5700 5750 5700 5800 
E000022 07/14/2008 Tot;il kWh kWh 5800 5800 5750 5750 5750 
E000022 07115/2008 Total kWh kWh 5700 5750 5750 5800 5750 
E000022 07/16/2008 Total kWh kWh 5700 5650 5000 5600 5550 
E000022 07/1712008 Total kWh kWh 5650 5550 5550 5600 5500 
E000022 07/16/2008 Total kWh kWh 5550 5600 5500 5600 5450 
EOOD022 07/1912008 Total kWl1 kWh 5550 5550 5500 5500 5500 
E000022 07/2012008 Total kWh kWh 5600 5550 5650 5550 5650 
E000022 07121/2008 Total kWh kWh 5700 5750 5650 5650 5600 
E000022 07122/2008 Total kWh kWh 5600 5550 5500 5600 5550 
E000022 07/23/2008 Total kWh kWh 5450 5400 5300 5350 5350 
E000022 07/24/2008 Total kWh kWh 5300 5300 5350 5300 5350 
E000022 07/25/2008 Total kWh kWh 5350 5300 5300 5300 5350 
E000022 07/26/2008 Total kWh kWh 5300 5250 5250 5200 5250 
E000022 07/2712008 Total kWh kWh 5400 5350 5350 5450 5450 
E000022 07/28/2008 Total kWh kWh 5300 5200 5250 5250 5150 
E00002l 07/291200f\ Total kWh kWh 5050 5050 4950 5000 5000 
E000022 07/30/2008 Total kWh kWh 5150 5150 5000 5050 5050 
E000022 07/31/2008 Total kWh kWh 4850 4800 4800 4800 4850 
This table is actual data downloaded from the meter recorders. 

1:30 1:45 2:00 2:15 
5750 5650 5650 5700 
5750 5800 5750 5750 
5800 5750 5650 5700 
5800 5750 5750 5850 
5800 5700 5800 5850 
5850 5050 5800 5800 
5700 5800 5700 5750 
5850 5850 5900 5800 
5900 5850 5850 5900 
5700 5800 5750 5700 
5400 5550 5500 5550 
5550 5600 5550 5600 
5700 5600 5650 5700 
5800 5900 5750 5850 
5750 5750 5800 5850 
5550 5550 5550 5500 
5600 5500 5600 5550 
5550 5450 5450 5400 
5450 5450 5450 5600 
5600 5500 5500 5450 
5600 5550 5550 5600 
5550 5550 5500 5600 
5250 5350 5:JOU !,300 
5300 5350 5300 5300 
5300 5300 5200 5300 
5250 5250 5250 5250 
5350 5450 5350 5250 
5300 5200 5200 5250 
5050 5100 5000 5000 
5000 5000 5050 5050 
4750 4750 4800 4850 

2:30 2:45 
5600 5650 
5650 5800 
5650 5600 
5800 5800 
5700 5800 
5800 5700 
5700 5700 
5900 5750 
5900 5900 
5750 5600 
5550 5450 
5600 5600 
5750 5700 
5800 5800 
5750 5700 
5500 5400 
5600 5550 
5500 5350 
5550 5500 
5450 5450 
5600 5500 
5550 5550 
5350 5350 
5350 5300 
5250 5250 
5150 5300 
5350 5300 
5200 5150 
5000 4950 
5050 5000 
4800 4900 

3:00 
5700 
5700 
5650 
5750 
5850 
5650 
5700 
5800 
5800 
5700 
5450 
5700 
5700 
5800 
5700 
5500 
5550 
5450 
5500 
5550 
5000 
5450 
5300 
5300 
5250 
5300 
5400 
5200 
5000 
4950 
4800 

3:15 
5600 
5100 
5650 
5900 
5700 
5750 
5700 
5800 
5850 
5600 
5400 
5500 
5700 
5750 
5650 
5600 
5450 
5500 
5500 
5500 
5550 
5550 
5350 
5350 
5250 
5250 
5300 
5150 
5000 
5050 
4800 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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3:30 3:45 4:00 4:15 4:30 4:45 5:00 5:15 5:30 5:45 
5700 5600 5600 5600 5550 5600 5550 5650 5600 5600 
5800 5750 5750 5650 5700 5650 5750 5650 5650 5700 
5700 5750 5700 5650 5600 5600 5650 5600 5600 5650 
5750 5700 5850 5800 5800 5750 5750 5800 5800 5750 
5800 5750 5750 5850 5850 5750 5750 5750 5800 5800 
5800 5700 5800 5750 5800 5750 5700 5750 5800 5700 
5750 5650 5650 5550 5600 5700 5650 5650 5650 5650 
5800 5750 5800 5850 5650 5800 5750 5800 5850 5800 
5900 5850 5850 5850 5850 5750 5700 5750 5700 5750 
5600 5550 5650 5600 5600 5650 5650 5650 5550 5500 
5450 5450 5450 !>450 5500 5350 5500 5500 5350 5400 
5600 5500 5550 5550 5550 5500 5500 5500 5450 5500 
5700 5600 5700 5650 5600 5650 5600 5600 5600 5650 
5750 5750 5700 5650 5700 5700 5700 5700 5650 5650 
5700 5750 5700 5650 5650 5650 5650 5600 5650 5650 
5550 5550 5500 5500 5500 5500 5500 5450 5400 5500 
5550 5600 5550 5500 5550 5550 5450 5500 5450 5450 
5500 5450 5500 5450 5450 5400 5500 5400 5450 5450 
5450 5500 5300 5500 5450 5400 t>400 5400 5450 5400 
5500 5450 5450 5500 5500 5450 5450 5500 5500 5550 
5600 5550 5500 5500 5500 5550 5500 5500 5450 5500 
5550 5500 5550 5450 5500 5500 5500 5450 5450 5500 
5350 5400 5400 5350 5400 5350 5350 5300 5300 5250 
5300 5250 5250 5300 5250 5300 5300 5350 5250 5300 
5250 5350 5250 5300 5250 5250 5150 5300 5300 5250 
5250 5250 5150 5150 5200 5150 5150 5150 5150 5100 
5350 5250 5300 5250 5250 5250 5250 5300 5300 5250 
5200 5200 5200 5200 5250 5200 5150 5150 5150 5100 
4950 4950 4900 4950 5000 4900 5000 4950 4950 4900 
5000 5050 t>OOO 5050 5050 5000 5050 5050 5000 5000 
4850 4750 4800 4800 4800 4800 4800 4750 4800 4750 

6!00 6:15 6:30 6:45 7:00 
5600 5650 5600 5600 5600 
5600 5700 5700 5700 5750 
5600 5700 5650 5750 5750 
5750 5750 5800 5750 5750 
5750 5850 5850 5800 5800 
5750 5750 5800 5650 5700 
5600 5650 5600 5650 5600 
5750 5700 5750 5750 5700 
5750 5650 5700 5800 5750 
5550 5650 5600 5600 5600 
5400 5400 54S0 S450 5500 
5450 5400 5450 5500 55!:>0 
5550 5550 5550 5550 5600 
5650 5600 5650 5600 5700 
5650 5650 5600 5650 5500 
5450 5450 5450 5450 5500 
5550 5450 5500 5550 5500 
5250 5400 5350 5400 5400 
5400 5450 5400 5450 5450 
5400 5400 5450 5400 5450 
5400 5450 5450 5500 5550 
5500 5500 5450 5450 5450 
5250 5300 5:100 5WO 5200 
5300 5250 5350 5300 5300 
5350 5200 5200 5250 5250 
S150 5050 5150 5300 5200 
5300 5300 5150 5250 5200 
5250 5150 5200 5150 5150 
5000 4900 5000 5000 4900 
5000 5000 4950 4950 4950 
4750 4800 4800 4850 4800 

7:15 7:30 
5600 5500 
5650 5700 
5700 5700 
5850 5700 
5800 5750 
5650 5750 
5700 5650 
5650 5800 
5800 5800 
5550 5550 
5400 5400 
5600 5500 
5650 5700 
5700 5650 
5500 5600 
5500 5550 
5500 5450 
5400 5450 
5450 5450 
5450 5500 
5500 5550 
5450 5450 
5250 5250 
5350 5250 
5250 5300 
5200 5250 
5250 5150 
5200 5150 
4900 4900 
4950 4900 
4800 4750 

7:45 
5600 
5800 
5800 
5850 
5850 
5750 
5600 
5750 
5800 
5600 
5400 
5600 
5750 
5750 
5650 
5500 
5450 
5450 
5400 
5600 
5650 
5450 
5200 
5300 
5250 
5250 
5200 
5250 
5000 
4900 
4750 

8:00 
5550 
5750 
5650 
5800 
t>ft>O 
5750 
5750 
5650 
5800 
5550 
5450 
5600 
5700 
5650 
5600 
5550 
5400 
5500 
5500 
5500 
5600 
5350 
5300 
5200 
5250 
5250 
5150 
5200 
5000 
4950 
4800 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 



BPA-2023-00499-F 000633

8:15 8:30 8:45 9:00 9:15 9:30 9:45 10:00 
5650 5700 5600 5550 5650 5700 5650 5750 
5750 5000 5750 5750 5800 5750 5850 5900 
5650 5700 5800 5700 5750 5750 5750 5800 
5750 5800 5850 5850 5900 5900 5900 5900 
5800 5850 5900 5800 5900 5900 5800 5900 
5650 5750 5650 5750 5750 5700 5700 5650 
5750 5600 5700 5700 5700 5750 5750 5800 
57oO 5800 !:)/50 5800 5750 5700 5750 5800 
5000 5950 5800 5850 5850 5800 5850 5800 
5600 5650 5650 5650 5600 5750 5650 5700 
5450 5500 5500 5500 5500 5450 5500 5600 
5600 5550 55!:>0 5600 5600 5650 5550 5550 
5750 5800 5750 5850 5750 5800 5900 5800 
5750 5750 5700 5750 5700 5800 5750 5750 
5600 5700 5650 5650 5700 5700 5800 5750 
5600 5550 5600 5600 5600 5450 5550 6500 
5500 5550 5550 5550 5500 5650 5550 5000 
5400 5450 5550 5450 5600 5500 5550 5500 
b45U 5450 5400 5450 5450 5450 5400 5500 
5500 5550 5500 5550 5450 5550 5600 5550 
5600 5500 5600 5550 5550 5550 5550 5500 
5450 5400 5450 5450 5400 5450 5500 5460 
b30lJ b3UU 5300 5350 5300 5350 5300 5300 
5300 5300 5400 5400 5300 5400 5350 5400 
5350 5300 5250 5300 5350 5350 5450 5400 
5400 5250 5300 5350 5350 5300 5450 5450 
5200 5200 !:>300 5300 5250 5350 5350 5400 
5250 5300 5250 5150 5200 5200 5200 5200 
4950 4950 5000 4950 4950 5000 4900 5050 
4850 4950 4900 4950 4850 4900 4900 4900 
4700 4900 4850 4750 48b0 4tl50 4tl00 4800 

10:15 10:30 10:45 11 :00 
5750 5750 5750 5750 
5850 5800 5850 5900 
5800 5900 6000 6000 
5900 5850 5850 5850 
5850 5800 5900 5950 
5700 5700 5650 5700 
5750 5700 5750 5900 
5Rfi0 5800 5800 5900 
5800 5850 5900 6050 
5700 5650 5700 5700 
5450 5500 5600 5500 
5600 5650 5650 5700 
5750 5750 5750 5850 
5750 5850 5850 5700 
5850 5750 5850 5850 
5600 5550 5650 5600 
5650 5650 5700 5700 
5600 5550 5550 5600 
5500 5500 5500 5550 
5600 5700 5700 5650 
5600 5650 5550 5600 
5500 5500 5450 5500 
5300 5350 5400 5350 
5300 5400 5400 5350 
5300 5400 5300 5400 
5350 5300 5400 5500 
5300 5400 5350 5350 
5150 5250 5300 5300 
5050 5000 5050 5050 
4650 4900 4900 4950 
4850 4800 4800 4850 

11 :15 11 :30 
5800 5800 
5900 5900 
5850 5950 
5850 5900 
5850 5900 
5700 5800 
5900 5900 
5900 5900 
5950 6000 
5650 5700 
5550 5650 
5750 5750 
5850 5800 
5800 5800 
5800 5750 
5650 5650 
5700 5750 
5550 5650 
5600 5600 
5750 5650 
5550 5600 
5450 5500 
5450 5400 
5350 5450 
5300 5400 
5400 5500 
5300 5400 
5250 5250 
5050 5100 
4950 4950 
4900 4800 

11:45 
5750 
5950 
5900 
5900 
5900 
5800 
5900 
5900 
6000 
5650 
5700 
5750 
!:>800 
5850 
5800 
5600 
5700 
5700 
5500 
5600 
5650 
5500 
5350 
5450 
5350 
5500 
5350 
5300 
5050 
5000 
4800 

12:00 
5850 
5950 
5800 
5850 
5950 
5800 
5850 
5850 
6000 
5700 
5650 
5800 
5800 
5800 
5750 
5700 
5700 
5650 
5550 
5600 
5750 
5450 
5450 
5400 
5450 
5500 
5350 
5400 
5100 
4950 
4900 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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12:15 12:30 12: 45 13:00 13:15 
5950 5900 5900 5850 5800 
6050 6050 6050 6000 6050 
5900 5950 5950 5900 5950 
5850 5800 5900 5950 5900 
5950 6000 5950 5900 5900 
5900 5850 5950 5850 5900 
5900 5850 5850 5850 5850 
6000 5850 5900 5900 5900 
6000 6000 6050 6000 6050 
5750 5750 5700 5700 5650 
5600 5700 5650 5700 5700 
5800 5800 5750 5800 5800 
5850 5850 5900 5950 5800 
5950 5900 5850 5850 5800 
5850 5800 5850 5850 5800 
5650 5750 5750 5750 5700 
5750 5800 5900 5750 5850 
5650 5650 5650 5600 5750 
!l!l!:>U 5500 5500 5500 5550 
5650 5700 5700 5750 5750 
5700 5700 5750 5800 5800 
5500 5600 5550 5600 5550 
5400 5400 5450 5400 5450 
5500 5450 5450 5500 5400 
5450 5500 5450 5500 5500 
5500 5700 5500 5500 5500 
5350 5300 5350 5350 5350 
5400 6350 5350 5350 5400 
5050 5000 5050 5050 5100 
4950 5050 5000 5000 5000 
4950 4850 4850 4850 4950 

13:30 13:45 14:00 14:15 14:30 14:45 15:00 15:15 15:30 15:45 16:00 16:15 16:30 16:45 17:00 
5850 5900 6000 6000 6000 6050 6000 5950 5900 6000 6000 6050 6050 6100 6050 
6100 6000 6050 6050 6100 6100 6150 6200 6050 6100 6100 6150 6050 6200 6150 
6000 5950 5950 6000 5950 6050 6100 6000 6100 6000 6050 6100 6050 6050 6050 
5950 5900 5850 5850 6000 5900 5950 5900 5950 6000 5900 5950 5900 5850 5900 
6000 6000 6000 5850 6000 5900 5900 5950 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 
5900 5900 5900 5900 5950 5850 5900 5850 5850 6000 5800 5850 5900 5900 6000 
5850 5900 5850 5850 5900 5900 5800 5900 5950 5850 5900 5900 5950 5950 5850 
5950 5900 5900 6050 6000 6050 6050 6000 6100 6000 6050 6000 6100 6000 6000 
6000 6050 6050 6000 0050 0050 6050 6000 6000 5950 6000 5950 6000 6050 6050 
5750 5750 5750 5800 5750 5700 5850 5800 5800 5800 5750 5800 5800 5800 5850 
5800 5750 5800 5750 5800 5800 5900 5800 5900 5800 5800 5800 5850 5850 5850 
5800 5900 5800 5800 5800 5850 5900 5900 5900 5950 5900 5900 5950 !:>900 !:>850 
5950 5950 5950 5950 5900 5900 5900 5850 5900 5850 5900 5900 5900 5900 5950 
5900 5850 5850 5800 5850 6850 5800 5050 5700 5850 5800 5900 5900 5950 5000 
5800 5850 5850 5900 5950 5850 5950 5950 5850 5900 5850 5850 5900 5900 5950 
5700 5750 5750 5600 5700 5750 5700 5800 5700 5800 5650 5850 5750 5850 5850 
5750 5800 5600 5000 5900 5850 5800 5600 5800 5700 5750 5800 5750 5800 5750 
5700 5750 5700 5750 5700 5650 5650 5650 5650 5650 5700 5600 5700 5650 5750 
5600 5550 5600 5600 5600 5500 5600 5550 5550 5600 5550 5650 5650 5600 5600 
5750 5800 5800 5750 5800 5750 5700 5800 5750 5800 5800 5800 5800 5750 5800 
6850 5700 5800 5650 5700 5650 5750 5700 5800 5700 5800 5700 5700 5750 5800 
5500 5600 5550 5450 5500 5450 5600 5400 5450 5400 5400 5400 5450 5300 5400 
5450 5500 5500 5500 5400 53!:>0 MOU 5400 5400 5450 5450 5450 5400 5450 5450 
5500 5550 5500 5550 5500 5550 5450 5550 5550 5600 5550 5600 5600 5500 5500 
5550 5550 5550 5650 5600 5550 5600 5600 5500 5500 5600 5500 5450 5500 5500 
5500 5550 5550 5500 5500 5550 5550 5600 5550 5600 5650 5600 5600 5650 5650 
5400 5350 5400 5400 5400 5400 5450 5300 5400 5450 5350 5400 5350 5350 5450 
5400 5400 5250 5250 5350 5350 5500 5450 5400 5350 5450 5400 5400 5550 5500 
5050 5100 5050 5050 4950 5050 5050 5100 5100 5100 5150 5100 5150 5150 5250 
4950 5000 4900 5000 5000 4950 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5050 5050 5050 5100 
4950 4850 4900 4900 4900 4900 4850 4950 4850 4900 4950 4800 4900 4950 5000 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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17:15 17:30 17:45 18:00 18:15 18:30 18:45 19:00 19:15 19:30 19:45 
6050 6100 6050 6100 6050 6150 6100 6150 6050 6000 6050 
6150 6100 6100 6050 6050 6050 5950 5950 5950 5950 5950 
6000 6050 6000 61 00 6000 6000 5950 5850 5950 5900 6000 
5900 !:>950 5900 5800 5950 5900 5950 5900 5950 5850 5850 
5950 5950 6000 5950 6000 6050 5950 5950 5900 6000 5850 
5000 5000 5900 5850 6000 5950 5950 5950 5900 5950 5950 
5950 5950 5900 5900 5900 5800 5950 5900 6000 6000 6000 
6000 6100 6000 6050 6000 6050 6050 6000 6000 6050 6050 
0000 0100 0000 6050 5950 6050 6000 6100 6050 6100 6000 
5800 5750 5800 5800 5750 5800 5800 5750 5800 5750 5800 
5850 5950 5900 5850 5800 5900 5800 5750 5750 5800 5750 
5900 5900 5850 5900 5850 5850 5900 5850 5900 5850 5800 
5950 5850 5900 5900 5900 5900 5900 5900 5950 5900 5900 
5950 5950 5950 5900 5850 5900 5900 5750 5900 5800 5850 
6000 5950 6000 5950 6000 6000 5950 5950 5900 5900 5900 
5800 5800 5850 5750 5850 5850 5800 5750 5800 5800 5850 
5850 5800 5800 5750 5800 5800 5750 5750 5750 5800 5800 
5650 5700 5700 5650 5650 5700 5650 5800 5900 5700 5750 
5650 5600 5600 5650 5600 5650 5700 5850 5700 5750 5650 
5800 5750 5700 5650 5750 5750 5800 5800 5750 5700 5800 
5700 5750 5750 5800 5750 5800 5800 5850 5850 5850 5800 
5400 5400 5400 5350 5350 5300 5400 5400 5400 5500 5500 
5500 5400 5350 5400 5400 5450 5300 5400 5450 5400 5400 
5500 5500 5500 5600 5550 5550 5600 5600 5550 5650 5550 
5550 5550 5500 5500 5450 5500 5500 5450 5450 5500 5350 
5650 5600 5600 5550 5600 5650 5600 5600 5600 5600 5550 
5400 5450 5350 5400 5450 5450 5350 5450 5400 5400 5400 
5450 5500 5350 5400 5350 5300 5350 5250 5200 5250 5200 
5150 5150 5150 5100 5150 5150 5100 5100 5100 5150 5200 
!>USU !>100 50!>0 5100 5100 4950 5000 5050 5050 5000 5000 
5000 4950 4900 4950 4850 4900 4750 4800 4750 4600 4800 

20:00 20:15 20:30 20:45 21 :00 21:15 21:30 21 :45 22:00 22:15 22:30 
6050 6100 6000 5950 5950 5950 5850 5850 5850 5800 5900 
6000 6000 5900 5950 5900 5950 5900 5800 5800 5800 5850 
5850 5750 5850 5800 5750 5750 5850 5750 5800 5700 5800 
5900 5900 5850 5800 5850 5900 5800 5850 5850 5750 5900 
5900 5950 5900 5900 5850 5850 5850 5850 5800 5850 5850 
5900 5850 5850 5950 5850 5800 5750 5850 5800 5850 5950 
5900 5950 6000 5900 5950 5900 5850 5850 5850 5800 5900 
6000 6050 5950 5950 5950 6000 5900 5950 5850 5900 5950 
6100 6000 5950 5950 5950 5850 5850 5850 5800 5800 5850 
5900 5750 5750 5700 5700 5750 5700 5650 5600 5550 5600 
5800 5 750 5750 5750 5750 5700 5700 5700 5750 5750 5650 
5900 5850 5800 5850 5750 5800 5750 5700 5750 5700 5700 
5900 6000 5900 5900 5050 5950 5800 5900 5750 5800 5850 
5850 5900 5850 5900 5850 5900 5800 5800 5850 5800 5800 
5900 5850 5850 5800 5750 5800 5700 5750 5700 5750 5800 
5800 5750 5800 5750 5750 5750 5800 5750 5750 5750 5750 
5900 5900 5750 5750 5700 5700 5650 5700 5650 5750 5600 
5750 5700 5800 5700 5650 5650 5650 5700 5700 5750 5700 
5100 51:SSO 5700 5650 St:150 5700 5550 5BOO 5000 5600 5550 
5750 5800 5750 5750 5750 5700 5800 5800 5750 5850 5800 
5800 5700 5750 5750 5650 5750 5650 5700 5600 5600 5600 
5500 5400 5450 5400 5500 5400 5450 5500 5400 5400 5400 
5300 5450 5350 5350 5300 5350 5400 5350 5350 5400 5300 
5600 5500 5500 5450 5450 5500 5400 5400 5350 5450 5350 
5350 5400 5400 5400 5300 5350 5300 5400 5350 5400 5200 
5550 5600 5550 5500 5550 5550 5500 5550 5500 5500 5450 
5400 5300 5300 5250 5350 5350 5350 5250 5300 5300 5250 
5200 5200 5150 5100 5150 5150 5150 5050 5050 5050 5050 
5250 5200 5200 5150 5150 5250 5150 5150 5100 5050 5050 
4950 4950 4950 4950 4900 5000 4950 4950 4950 4850 4950 
4650 4750 4800 4750 4750 4750 4700 4700 4700 4700 4650 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 



BPA-2023-00499-F 000636

22:45 23:00 23:15 23:30 23:45 24:00:00 
5850 5900 5800 5850 5950 5850 
5750 5750 5900 5850 5800 5800 
5700 0100 5100 5000 5850 5800 
5750 5800 5750 5750 5750 5800 
5850 5850 5950 5900 5750 5850 
5900 5800 5800 5750 5750 5750 
5850 5850 5850 5800 5800 5800 
5850 5900 5950 5900 5850 5900 
5850 5850 5900 5750 5800 5800 
5650 5600 5550 5550 5650 5550 
5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5750 
5750 5700 5750 5800 5700 5700 
5800 5850 5850 5900 5850 5900 
5800 5800 5750 5ROO 5750 5800 
5700 5750 5700 5650 5750 5700 
5650 5650 5700 5600 5650 5650 
5700 5600 5600 5600 5550 5650 
5600 5600 5600 5600 5600 5550 
5650 5600 5600 5600 5600 5550 
5700 5800 5700 5700 5700 5650 
5600 5600 5650 5600 5700 5600 
5450 5350 5450 5450 5500 5400 
5350 5400 5300 5300 5400 5250 
5300 5300 5400 5350 5300 5350 
5300 5300 5350 5250 5250 5300 
5500 5450 5550 !:>450 5450 5400 
5300 5300 5300 5250 5300 5200 
5050 5100 5000 4050 5000 5000 
5100 5050 5050 5100 5150 5150 
4950 4800 4850 4850 4800 4850 
4650 4700 4000 4600 4750 4650 

Max Interval 
Day Light Savings Adjustment 

558550 
564350 
559250 
560800 
563550 
558350 
556900 
565100 
566950 
546550 
540350 
547500 
556600 
556450 
554550 
542450 
543050 
536050 
532000 
541700 
541850 
524950 
514650 
519000 
515800 
519550 
511700 
503100 
484850 
477950 
462250 

16,626,700 
6200 

0 
16,626,700 

6150 
6200 
6100 
6000 
6050 
6000 
6000 
6100 
6100 
5900 
5950 
5950 
6000 
5950 
6000 
5850 
5900 
5900 
5850 
5850 
5850 
5600 
5500 
5650 
5650 
5700 
5450 
5550 
5250 
5150 
5000 

24800 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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hynix 07: 07/01 /08 Tuesday 

kW,kVAR 

20000 

15000 

10000 

!>000 

0 
711 713 715 717 719 

-- -~----"-
7111 7/13 7115 7117 7/19 7/21 

Time (days) 

Cus1omer 10 Date Channel Units 

07101/08 Total kWh kW 
07101108 Total kVarh kVAR 

.,... -
/ ~ _,_ 

7/23 7125 7127 7129 7131 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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kW,kVAR 

20000 

16000 

I 

12000 

8000 

4000 , 

J 
811 

hynix 07: 08/01/08 Friday 

-- r 7 
~L . ..,__ ~----...-L ~~-

8/3 8/5 817 8/9 8/11 

mer ID Date Channel Units 

08101108 Total k'Ml kW 
08/01/08 Total kVam kVAR 

8/13 8/15 8/17 8/19 

Time (days} 
8/21 8123 8/25 8127 8/29 8131 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,... 
r-,... 
N 
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hynix 07: 09/01 /08 Monday 

kW,kVAR 

1 

8000 

6000 

4000 

2000 

0 
911 

-=--=-- .Z.~~-=-- ./___ __z_ __ _ 
9/3 915 917 919 9/11 9/13 9/15 9/17 9/19 9/21 9/23 9/25 9/27 9129 

Time (days) 

Customer 10 Date Channel Unils 

09/01/08 Total k""-" kW 
1 09/01/08 Total kV8rh WAR 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
r-,.. 
r-,.. 
N 
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s ~"'? L..C,Q) 8 
Stotistics This Slide: 15 Minutes per Interval 

:Jc,J ~ Z..008 
Statistics This Slide: 15 Minutes per Interval 

0) 
N 
0 
0 
<D 
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27760037 

.... . • t • f -:1,-_ 

i'• ··1·. t, \, ,· . ,_. , 
•,,. ·,; ._}: 
"~j~~ 

Department of Energy 
Donnevillc Power Adm1ni~trat1on 
P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, Ortgon 97208 

Ir, u:t,,11 t<I~, lo p K J 

:1r. Kenneth Cr,yl e, 1-lanager 
Ferry County PUD tlo. 1 
P. 0. Box 324 
Republic, WA 99166 

Dear Mr. Coyle: 

OFl Ill· (JI I Hf -.UMllll';T l<AT(JII 

NOV 1 7 1983 

On October 6, 1983, the Bonneville Povte r Administration (BPA), after consultation with representatives of each of BPA's customer groups, agreed to apply a 100 percent load factor to all Regional Act, section 3(13)(A) 
contracted for, or committed to determinations involving contract demand contracts . Previously, as part of a negotiated agreement with the Public Power Council, BPA had applied a 100 percent load factor to consumers of public agency customers with contract demand contracts. This action reflects recognit ion of changed conditions since passage of the Regional Act and BPA's desire to play a positive role in the economic recovery of the region. This criteria change will allo1~ a consumer's facility which had a contract or commitment, prior to September 1, 1979, to achieve the maximum contracted for, or committed to 1 oad floor with out triggering the New Large Single Load consequences of the Regional Act. SPA ~Jill retroact i vely apply a 100 percent load factor to all past detenninations with contract demand contracts or commitments. 

Enclosed i s a revised signed and dated Exhibit K, Table 2, reflecting the increase in your previous contracted for, or conmitted to detennination. The increase results from application of a 100 percent 1 oad factor to the 1 oad BPA detennined-was contracted for, or committed to prior to September 1, 1979. This amended Exhibit should he attached to your utility power sales contract. 
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.-

' 

27760037 

Your existing Exhibit K, Table 2, may be discarded. Should you have any 
questions regarding this exhibit revision please contact your BPA Area or 
District office. 

Enclosure 

2 
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~ I 
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') 
, ·· 

Your ex1st1ng Exhibit K, Table 2, may be discarded. Should you hive any 
questions regarding t.~1s exhibit rev1s1on pl~a~ cont~ct your BPh Area or 
Ofstr1ct office. 

Enclosure 

IQloxnP.ss:ch (WP-PKI-3627b) 

cc: 
P. Johnson - P 
J. J. Jura - A 
H. P. Spfgal - AP 
J. Jones - PE 
T. M. !Joquchi - PK 
T. Mi 11 er - AP 

Sincerely, 

(Sgd.J PETER T. JOHNSON 

Administrator 

R. E. Ratcliffe - A 
R. L. Eiguren - A 
E.W. Sienkiewicz - P 
J. W. McLennan - PG 
o. J. Anderson - PKI 

Area Power Manaqers - OKC, OPC, osc, owe 
District Managers - OKK, OKN, OPG, O\-/I, OWL 
K. Moxness - PKI 
Official File - PKI 

2 
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Revision IJo. l 
Exhibit K 
Table 2, Page 1 of 1 
Cont1·act IJo. UE-MS7Y-8lUPS049b 
Ferry County Public Utility 

District llo. l 
Effective on the date of the above 

power sales contract 

Contracted For, Cc:,rr,mitted to Determinations Exhibit 

(This exhibit reflects deterrainations made pursuant to section 3(13) of 
P.L. ~b-501 and section B of this contract as of the effective date set forth 
above.) 

TABLE 2 

LI Si GF PURCHASER'S LOADS AIID AMOUNTS ~/HICH WERE 
CO IJTRACTED FOR, OP. COMMITTED TO, PRIOR 

De script ion of facili ty 

Colville Confederated 
Tribes Mt. Tol~an Mining 
Project 

(WP-PKI-3b27b) 

TO SEPTEMBER 1 , 1979 

Location 

Mt. Tol r.ian 
(near Keller) 
Ferry County, WA 

Amount of Finn 
Energy Contracted for 

or Corn.itted to 
as of 9/1/79 

(Ave. Ml/) 

75 
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PKI 

~,... Kenneth Coyle, ...,_nagE:r 
rerry Councy Pllr. ~o. l 
P.C. Box 324 
r-epublfc. \IA 99166 

teer •~. Coyle: 

JUL 2 8 1982 

Ferry County PtlO (Ferr~) r~cuested 1n ftt letter ot J~ly ,~. 1982, a 
c!etel"lll1netion by the O:>nr:cv111£- Po~r l.dt:1r.htret1cn (BPil) thct th lctd et 
thr: tit. To1Nn ll1r.fns fac111ty was net a new lortr. s1r.gle load unaer s~t1on 
~(13)(Al of tt:e Pec1f1c t'.crttiwe,t PcM•r Plllnr;fr,g .!Ina Conservetfcn kt. ferry 
o5l.cG for the deur;;1natfon tasE:d on the feet u,et the at-en 1 oad lillS 
cciwittec! to u of ~pte1rhr 1, 1HS. 

Jn r,,ch1ng IIY detenr1nttfon, I htve cons1c!rn:c the foll<Nfr.~ f~ctors. Ir. the 
1e~h1et1Ye history of the f:es1onal Act I note<! tt.ot tt:, tiOt:St' Conter~r.ct- , 
Con.1tte-e repcrt referre~ to the ~t. Tol~ar. project os a •ca.rnftte<! to• le.id. 
Ir: addft1on, fn • letter c:ated rebruary 12, lPF.l, th kt11'l5i Mi::fnhtrotor ct 
fiPil conf1"1ed to Ferry that the '-t. To1Nn project 1oed of the Co1v111e 
C0nfederated Tribes ~s a 1ooc: corn1tted tc i;.rlcr tc, septent,er 1, 1979. 
t:avfng found there -,u a ccm-i111tud to 104d, 1t then becODie oecesuey to 
esttbl htl th sfze of the load ccmn1tted to as of Septe=er 1, 197g. l have 
deter1111ned th1t the Bear CnK H1n1r.g ~any e,t1mat<!d a load factor 1t the 
t:t. Tolun lll1n1n11 fac111t.Y of 87 percent prfcr to 197P. Sever.ty-fhe peek 
r..-egewotts were requested in 1979 fro1:1 ePA by Ferey for the project. ln 
arrh1ng at the cosr.r:rttted to size cf the load, I ll~•pl1ed Uie 1011~ factc,r of e7 
percent to Ule 75 peak gegr.att, -,hfch eq~aled ,~.25 averese mega~atts. 
Therefore, ttie s1u of t:2:~ cor.lllftted to load entc-reG 1n the enc1osed 
rxhfbft ~. Table 2 tc 65.ZS average 11te94'1atts. Please ettiich the enclosed 
e~hfb1t to yeur ut111ty power sales contract catet August ,6, 1981. 

Should you tine on,y ®estfcns concerning th1s dcten.,1not1on pleue r,1ve Ile t. 
eel 1. 

S1nccrely, 

lSC.O) pmll. 1. JOHNSON 

Mc:fnfstretc.r 
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hhtb1t t:. 
letle 2, Pagel of 1 
C(lr:tnc t ~<i. tf_-f,\S79-81 U>SC4!1<i 
rwr,> totir:ty Put-He Ut111ty 

P.1str1ct I.Jo, 1 
Cffecthe c,r. tl:c effect1~e 

c;ate of tt.t 5 ar.er.d,.ent 

tor.tract~<'. f<'r. Co11.1i1ttt>o tc retcr1rir,et1ons rxt,11:1t 

(n,is exh1b1t reflects Geterr:>fn!tfcns r.ace pcrscart to section 3(13) of 
P.L. st-501 end sP.ct1on 8 cf H;h ccntract is cf the eftecth,e <lete set fcrtti 
obove.) 

T~BLE ~ 

LI!.T U- Pl•f:Cl{A~Er' '$ LCJOS >.f.'f; J.:'Clf!'TS WHI CJ, \..H.E 
CCt<Tr.ACTfl' f(lF. • Of< Cctt:l TTH TC PF ICF 

rcscr1pt1on of racfl 1 ty 

Co1Yf11e Confederotcd 
lrfbes Mt. Tol~.an ~fr:fng 
ProjE'ct 

lC' !:rPTF"1PH l • l ~7~ 

h .,o,mt of r1 nr. 
rncrQI contrect(·d tor 

or Corrr.;1 tteo to 
lccoticr as of 9/1/7E 

<.Ave. 1-i;) 

f,:t, Tolv~n E5.,~ 
(r.t;or hllc-r) 
Ff<rr. Crunt,>·, 1<> 
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f,!r. Al AubH"t1n 
Cht1f'1!lan, Ce1v111e Business Council 
to1v111e C:Onfederat~d Trft~s 
P.O. eox 150 
liespele;i, \.:1. ~S15~ 

r,eer Cha1n,an ~l:fft1n: 

JUL 2 8 1982 

It gfvts ~e o greot deal of ple~sure tc fnfonu ycc that Bonneville PCl"'er 
.Mcfnfstret1on (BPft) hes lifldt the detcmnatfcr that the Colvf11e Cor.federot~d 
'Tribe's Mt. Tolcan 1111n1n, project 1s e •con:1fttl'G to• 1otd of Fercy Ccunty 
Pl..'O, tinc'.cr sectfor. ~(13)(A) cf the P.icfffc t;crthM!St Pc...cr Plcnnfng an<I 
Conser-etfcn Act. tr. e~c1t1on. 1t ~as c~tenrintt that the s1:e of the 
co11·dttec to load as of Se~uct.er- 1, 1f7S. ,-,-as 75 peak n?gnretts at an S7 
percent locd factor or {~.25 GVcregc ~tso~ctts ct Bonnev111c's lower Prfcr1t,y 
ff~ Po~r bte. Th1s block of lc-ad, cortfncd wf th tt,e S.9 oerage DEge\.atts 
of p0'ter at the Prfor1ty F1nii Pc.,er 11.ate that car, l-.e 11dded 1n e~ct, consec.uthe 
1::'-G"Onth per1oc, should he a strong e:ccnor.fc tn<:Licei:er.t to the future 
ceve1 cpr.ent of the Ht. Toltioo proJe-ct. 

PP~ has followed the developRr.nt of tt.c ~. 1ol~an ~1r.fr.g project over tt-,e 
y"ars 1,1th a gren deal of fntcrest, and, as l'OU knOlt', has 1111:Ge o consfoeratle 
fr.vestnnt 1n tronsDfsafon fac111tfes to serve tt,e 1oad. Oc-sp1te tt.E 
~ncerto1nt1es of current r.artet cordftfor.s, J eP.: corv1nc:ed U:at thfs va1uab1e 
Tribal rEsource .,fll 1n t11:lE' be developed to 1ts fullest potential fer the 
t-t'nC?ff t ef thct Colvf lle Trf he and the pcopl e of the- region. It f s throust, 
1.oe11•phnried developlll!nt of tf,e Pacfftc Ncrth-c:.t's atunoant reso11rces that tie 

can ess~re a better future for all. 

J lo~t forvard to contfnufng GCOd relotfoos 1>11th the C.oh111e lrfbes. You 
hne rcy t.est w1sties for contfnued Sl.Ccess anci r-rosress fn th future. 

Sfnccrely, 

(~CJ) .:-,L:Z 1. J::>HNSON 

hl1'1r,istre.tcr 

[rclo,ur-e 
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DRAFT U2 - 7-iJ-82 

TMi ller: eb: las 

kDoc. 8377B 

DECISION PAPEK 

REQUEST OF FERRY COUNTY PUD THAT THE ADMINISTHATOR DETERMINE THE MT. 1'01.kAN 

PROJECT IS NOT A NEW LARGE SINGLE LOAD ANU Tilt SIZE OF TliE MT. l'iJLMAN LuAD 

FOR PURPOSt S OF EXHIBIT K, TABLE 2. 

ISSUE : Wa s the load at ht. '!'olman Project committed as of September 1979 

and, if s o, what is the size of the load? 

Based on the representations of the spons ors of tne Regional Act and their 

inter pr e tation of section 3(13) regarding New Large Single Loads, the 

Acting Administrator of BPA, by letter dated February 12, 1981, confirmed 

to Ferry County PUD the Administrator's determination that the Mt. Tolman 

Project load of the <.:olville Confederated Tribes was a load committed to 

prior to September 1, 1979. Specifically, Congressman Dingell, a 

co-sponsor of the bill in the House, in discussing the final version of 

section 3 definition stated: 

"For the most part there are no significant changei in the 

definition except in the case of the definition of "new 

large single load" • 
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"In the case of "new large single load" the definition has 

been moditied at the urging of tne Interior Co1D1Dittee, to 

eliminate the distinction in the Commerce Committee version 

between customers with industrial loads and those witn 

other than industrial loads. ln addition, the date of 

September l, 1979 is applied to both types of loads and the 

term investor-owned utility has been added to the list of 

Federal agency customers referred to in this provision. 

With tnis change, the Mt. Tolman Project which is reterred 

to in the. Commerce. Committee report (page 52) would qualify 

as a committed load .•.• " Cong, Rec. Nov. 17, 1980 at 

10681. 

The House Commerce Co=ittee report regarding section 3llJ) determinations 

of loads committed to by a utility prior to the dates specified in tne Act 

stated: 

The Co1D1Dittee understands that while in some cases actual 

written contracts do not exist to support such claims [of a 

facility not being a new large single load], there 

otherwise is a clear history to support the ·claim. One 

large single load, the Mount Tolman Project, which includes 

mining activities cooperatively carried out with Indian and 

private interests, located on the Colville lndian 

Reservation, which would be served by the Ferry County 

P.U.O., has such a history. The project was initiated in 

2 
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1964 and is of special significance in the region. The 

Collllllittee believes, on the basis of information provided to 

it, chat this large single load would qualify as a 

committed load. H.R. Kept 96-976, Pai:t I (l ~HlO) P• 52." 

J 

Following the congressional considerations of this load and the Congress' · 

interpretation under 3(13) that the Mt. Tolman Project would be a committed 

to load, BPA confirmed with Ferry County PUD and the Colville Tribe that 

the Mt. Tolman Project was "collllllitted to" prior to September l, 1979. 

Regarding the size ot the load, the Colville Tribe and Ferry County PUD 

originally estimated some 27 average megawatts at 87 percent load factor 

for the increase in power requirements of Ferry County resulting from tne 

development of the Mt. Tolman Project. This estimate was based upon 

comparisons with other mines which were thought to have similar ore bodies 

and production. The estimates from Bear Creek Mining Co. explorations were 

included in the joint BPA-Ferry County PUD load study in July 1977. 

Following the failure of the Bear Creek Mining Co. and the Colville Tribe 

to reach an adjustment on the royalty agreement tor the project, the 

Colville Tribe by bid selected the Amax Exploration Co. to further develop 

the project. By a June 3, 1~79 letter, Ferry County PUD proceeded to 

secure a power supply from BPA for the project based upon new estimates ot 

production and a request of 75 M~ of load in June 1981. BPA took this 

request to mean 75 MW of peak demand and replied that 35,000 kW would be 

available for operating year 1980, an additional 35,000 kW would be 
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available for operating year 1981, and 5,000 kW would be available in 

operating year 1982. On July 3, 1979, Ferry County informed the Colville 

Tribe of its request and asked for support in having BPA affirm service to 

the load. 

4 

The Colville Tribe apparently did contact BPA regarding service to the load 

for the Mt. Tolman Project because in December 1979 BPA replied by letter 

transmitting an Analysis of Alternatives with Respect to Electric Power 

Supply. The Analysis which is fairly close in time to the requests of 

Ferry County PUU and the Colville Tribe also estimates the Mt. Tolman 

Project's average energy requirement to be between 60 and 70 average 

megawatts, These estimations of the size of the load in average megawatts 

are confirmed by a 1981 engineering statement on Power Requirements of 

Mt. Tolman engineers which states total a size of load of 88.30 peak 

megawatts at a 76 percent load factor, or b7.17 average MW by 1989. 

Recommendation: 

The Colville Confederated Tribe's Mount Tolman Project load was recognized 

by the Congress as being a load "committed to" by Ferry County PUD prior to 

September l, 1979. BPA understands that there was a previous change of 

mine operator-developer when the Tribe and Bear Creek Mining Co, could not 

reach agreement on a royalty arrangement. lbis change in 

operator-developer or any subsequent change should not affect Congress' or 

BPA's determination that tne Tribe's Mt. Tolman Project was "committed 

to," BPA expects that the Tribe's interest in development of this project 
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would continue and that the Tribe as before would seek a new bidder as 

operator. 

Regarding the size of the load committed to, the original estimate was 

26.47 MW at 87 percent load factor based on Bear Creek Mining Co. estimates 

of production. This estimate was refined by Ferry County with Amax 

Expl oration~ Inc. The load requested by Ferry County PUD in its joint 

forecasts and its letter to BPA was 75 MW. It is unknown whether this . 
figure was for peak or average megawatts. However, BPA based on 

information provided to BPA by Ferry County PUD, estimated a size of load 

in the 60-70 average megawatt range, This size of load is confirmed by the 

Project's engineers in Table l of their memorandum of 1981, which stated an 

estimated load of 67.17 average megawatts. Applying the 1977 estimated 

load factor of 87 percent and assuming the 75 MW requested in 1979 were 

peak and not average, the size of load would be some 65.25 average HW of 

energy. Although the 87 percent load factor used by Ferry County PUD was 

bas~d on Bear Creek Mining Co. estimates, and refinements were made in 

estimating the size of the ore body and production by Amax Explo r ation, 

Inc., resulting in the 67.17 average MW estimated by Amax in 1981. Based 

on data prior to September 1, 1979, BPA should find that the size of the 

load committed to by Ferry County PUD was 65.25 average MW based upon a 

peak demand of 75.00 megawatts and a load factor of 87 percent. 

BPA should enter the size of load in Exhibit K, Table 2, to Ferry County 

l'UD'e power aalea contract as 65,25 average KW. 
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First Steps 

ABSTRACT 
Flathead/Plum Creek Lumber Company 

Facility Determination and NLSL Determination 

In late 2000 Flathead Electric Coop (FEC) approached BPA through their AE, C.T. Beede, about 

expected load growth at a wood products firm Plum Creek Timber (PCT) who were planning the 

construction of a thin board 1 manufacturing plant expected to operate at 14 aMw. The Thin 

Board (TB) plant was projected to be built adjacent to the existing Medium Density Fiber Board 

(MDF)2. 

FEC had annexed the Columbia Falls facility as part of a "friendly annexation" effort from 

Pacific Power & Light (PAC) in 1998. 

The FEC management was aware of the possible New Large Single Load issues raised by the 

construction of a plant operating above 10 MW of demand requested a briefing by BPA on how 

PCT could manage load growth at the TB plant to avoid NLSL status. After a few months of 

discussions by phone and e-mail I traveled to Kalispell, MT on 20 JAN 2001 to brief FEC and 

PCT staff on the intricacies of BP A ' s NLSL Policy as it applies to new construction the next day. 

Since we had the afternoon to ourselves C.T. and I made a tour by car of the area ad visited the 

Columbia Falls site. When we passed the on-site Substation, FEC' s Tamarack Sub, C.T. stopped 

the car and got out to get a closer look at the transformation used to serve the MDF plant. C.T. 

was instantly concerned about the amount of transformation available to serve the MDF plant. 

We returned to his office and C.T. called FEC to ask the power manager for load information for 

the MDF plant. The FEC Power Manager told us the MDF plant consistently drew 16 MW 

month in and month out. Since FEC had annexed the load from PAC and the MDF plant 

represented load growth on FEC of 16 MW the MDF plant constitutes an NLSL on FEC's 

system from the day FEC stated serving that load. 

At our first meeting the next day C.T. had to inform Warren McKonky (FEC General Manager) 

that due to the annexation FEC already had an NLSL and had done so since the date of 

1 
Thin board is a wood fiber composite consisting of wood fibers ground to a specific size and mixed with a resin formula, run 

through a pressing machine to create a thin hard board used primarily for the backs of speaker cabinets, automobile door 

panels and similar applications. 

2 
Medium density Fiber Board is a wood fiber composite consisting of wood fibers ground to a specific size and mixed with a 

resin formula, run through a pressing machine to create a composite board of varying thicknesses used primarily for moldings, 
picture frames and similar uses. 

Page 11 
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annexation and BPA would be back-billing FEC for the difference between service at PF and 
service at NR for the 16 MW MDF load from the date of annexation; the meeting did not go 
well. 

FEC' s annexation from PAC totaled about 54 MW of load and included a tied sale of power 
from PAC to FEC for the first five years after the annexation at an escalated rate of about 
$50/m Wh. This rate was about twice BP A' s PF rate. While FEC informed BP A of the 
annexation FEC failed to follow the requirements of section 8 of its power sales contract and tell 
BPA it had annexed a load of 10 or more aMw; the first information about the size of the MDF 
load came to BPA on 20 JAN 2001. Meetings with FEC and PCT on 21 JAN 2001 were focused 
on dealing with the MDF plant NLSL and the TB plant was discussed at a later meeting. 

FEC was under considerable financial distress at that time and it was feared that FEC might 
actually go bankrupt without some rate relief. The 54 MW purchase from PAC at double the PF 
rate3 was a major contributing factor to the dire financial situation. BP A approached PAC about 
reducing its price to FEC in the tied sale. After some negotiation PAC agreed to reduce the rate 
it charged FEC but only if BPA stood between it and FEC and assumed the risk of FEC' s 
default. PAC said it was worried about the risk of FEC going bankrupt and defaulting on its 
obligations to PAC. PAC characterized its rate to FEC as including a "risk premium". 
Ultimately BPA "sleeved" the FEC purchase from PAC, i.e. BPA purchased the power from 
PAC at the reduced rate and passed the power and the cost through to FEC, thereby assuming 
PAC's risk due to FEC's poor finances . The sale of 16 MW to serve the MDF NLSL remained 
direct between FEC and PAC. 

Planning for Thin Board 

When BPA, FEC and PCT finally met to discuss bringing the proposed TB plant on line without 
breaching the NLSL barrier I explained how an NLSL determination was dependent on the rate 
of load growth at the plant and also pointed out that in the present case BP A would need to do a 
Facility Determination to establish the TB plant as a separate facility for NLSL purposes from 
the MDF plant. By doing so FEC would ensure that the TB plant's load growth would be 
separately monitored for NLSL purposes during the critical first measurement period. 

The Political Dimension 

3 
At the time BPA's New Resources Rate was higher than the rate PAC was charging under the tied sale. FEC needed a resource 

to serve its NLSL and elected to dedicate 16 MW of the PAC purchase to the MDF plant load as a "dedicated NLSL Resource" . 

Page I 2 
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At the time the PCT plant site was the second largest employer in the county, since the closure of 
the Columbia Falls Aluminum Company it is now the largest employer in the county. The 
actions of BPA, a Federal Agency, in respect to PCT a large local employer, were of great 
interest to Montana's congressional delegation who were not shy in expressing their concern to 
Steve Wright, then BPA Administrator. 

The Facility Determination 

FEC and PCT were informed of the factors BP A considers when doing a Facility Determination: 

1. Whether the plants were electrically separate and metered separately? 
2. Whether the plants were owned by the same entity? 
3. Whether the plants were served under separate power sales contracts and separately 

billed? 
4. Whether the plant's production served the same market? 
5. Whether the plants operated independent! y of each other? 
6. Whether there were any precedents under BPA' s NLSL Policy applicable to the current 

case? 
7. Whether there were any other relevant factors? 

The burden of PCT's representations was that while the plants are co-located, owned by the same 
company and produce similar wood fiber products; they were also completely electrically 

separate, contracted with and billed separately, served separate markets and the operation of one 
plant was in no way dependent on the operation or output of the other. 

BP A found that in this case the preponderance of the evidence supported a finding of two 
separate facilities for NLSL monitoring purposes. The way was clear for PCT to bring on the TB 
plant, always assuming the first year's load growth did not exceed 87,600,000 kWh. 

In the event the TB load only grew by 6 aMw in the first Measurement Period. It turned out that 
part way through the year PCT discovered a flaw in the foundation of the TB machine which 
necessitated dismantling half the machine to access the flaw and correct it. This repair episode 
put back load growth at the facility substantially. 

After the close of the Measurement Period BP A met with FEC to review the meter readings - at 
that time BPA did not have direct access to the meters at the TB Plant - and found that the 14 
MW load of the TB plant had only grown by 6 aMw and had therefor not tripped the NLSL 
barrier in the first Measurement Period. BPA congratulated FEC and PCT on successfully 
avoiding creating a second NLSL on FEC's system and went back to Portland. 

The Next Chapter 

Page I 3 
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Approximately 26 months later I called C.T. and asked how the two loads were fairing at the 

Columbia Falls site. C.T. said he had not been getting regular load reports from FEC and would 

have to get back to me. When C.T. called back he told me the TB plant was operating as 

expected at a little less than 14 aMw but the MDF plant showed a consistent load of 17 .5 aMw. 

He could not account for the fact that we had apparently set the size of the Dedicated NLSL 

resource at 1.5 MW less than the actual load. 

After a certain amount of internal recriminations on how we could have miscalculated the size of 

the dedicated NLSL resource err. and I knew we had to get to the bottom of the situation since 

in the interim FEC had been serving the NLSL with 1.5 MW of power purchased at PF (the 

difference between the size of the dedicated NLSL resource and the MDF plant's actual load) 

which left FEC open to back billing for the overage for the past 26 months. C.T. and I reviewed 

all the documents and interviewed BPA staff involved and no one and no document explained 

why the dedicated NLSL resource was 1.5 MW smaller than the NLSL load. When in doubt, do 

a site visit is an axiom of administering NLSL Policy. A site visit was duly scheduled and I flew 

out to Kalispell with the customer service engineer for FEC and met with C.T. 

It should be borne in mind that at that time BPA was relying on FEC to report the load data 

required under the NLSL Policy and that once the TB plant got through its first year without 

tripping the NLSL barrier FEC had stopped reviewing loads at the site on a monthly basis. Load 

data was recorded and preserved but BP A had no real time access to the data. At the time BPA 

was content to rely on its customer to monitor activities at the NLSL, as required under FEC's 

1981 power sales contract. 

When we arrived at the Columbia Falls site we went directly to the Tamarack Substation to 

review the plan of electrical service for the TB and MDF plants. Power to serve the TB and 

MDF plant enters Tamarack Sub passes through a transformer and a meter and from the meter 

flows into one of five switch boxes which form the beginning of five feeders consisting of 

multiple cables flowing into the TB and MDF plants. All the switch boxes are close to the 

Substation fence and the labels for each cable flowing from the switch box may be easily read 

from outside the fence. Switch boxes number one and two are dedicated to serve the TB plant 

while switch boxes 3, 4, and 5 are meant to serve the MDF plant. All the feeder cables are in 

underground conduit. 

Switch boxes 1 & 2 were marked with four TBs, indicating that each of the cables making up the 

two feeders was dedicated to the Thin Board plant. Switch boxes 3 &4 were also marked with 

four MDFs indicating that all the cables in these two feeders are dedicated to the MDF plant. 

Switch box number five however, was different, it had three cables marked with MDF and one 

Page I 4 
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cable marked TB. When asked why there was a TB marking on an MDF switch box the PCT 
representative told us it was because that cable fed the TB plant. 

The bottom line was that PCT in order to make sure the TB plant did not become an NLSL 
arranged for approximately 1.5 aMw of TB load to pass through an MDF feeder and meter so 
that 1.5 aMw of TB load appeared to be MDF load. The result was that BPA was selling FEC 
1.5 aMw of federal power for the NLSL each month priced at PF. 

The Result 

FEC and PCT were looking at an UAI for the period of approximately $3.25 million. PCT's 
power sales contract with FEC specified that PCT would be charged no more than any other 
coop member for power, effectively spreading the costs of the UAI across all the Coop members. 
BPA and FEC compromised on FEC paying BPA the difference between the NR and PF rates for 
the power consumed which came to about $750.000. As part of the agreement FEC agreed to 
BPA installing its own revenue quality meters in the substation and plant, BPA reads these 
meters directly. 

This arrangement became the model for load monitoring under the NLSL Policy and is reflected 
in section 23.3.4 of the Regional Dialogue Power Sales Agreement. 

22 JAN 2001 -FEC request for NLSL determination and package 

14 FEB 2001 -Plum Creek MDF load data 

13 MAR 2001 - BPA findings on Evergreen site 

20 APR 2001 -PAC letter to Tom Beck Montana State Senate on resource sale to Flathead 

2 MAY 2001 - BP A findings on Columbia Falls site 

30 MAY 2001 - BPA internal Plum Creek NLSL issue paper 

31 MAY 2001 - List of travel and meetings on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

31 MAY 2001 - Graph showing altemati ve resource stacks for Plum Creek 

25 MAY 2001 - Draft Facility Determination letter from Plum Creek 

25 MAY 2001 - Internal BP A legal memo on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

29 MAY 2001 - Internal BPA e-mail string on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

Page I 5 
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28 MAY 2001 - FEC letter to BP A on the power supply issue 

30 MAY 2001 - Outline of physical exchange as part of power supply issue 

18 JUN 2001 -FAX'D editorials on the issue 

26 JUN 2001 - Letter from Plum Creek to Flathead on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

28 JUN 2001 - E-mail string on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

3 JUL 2001 -Travel itinerary to meeting on the Flathead/Plum Creek issues 

3 JUL 2001 - List of Plum Creek staff at meeting 

23 MAR 2001 - Back ground information from Flatbed and Plum Creek on Evergreen 

Page I 6 
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FLATHEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

January 22, 2001 

Mr. C. T. Beede 
Bonn~ille Power Administration 
800 Kensington, Suite 204 
Mis!IOula, MT S980l ·S631 

DearC.T.: 

Subsequent to the visit by Robert A.odenon ~d you to review ,tie potential new large 
single load being built by Plum Creek Lwnber C.Ompany, as their new MDF Plant, you 
raited the concern about the entiie Plum Creek load that was added at the time FEC 
acquired the service tcrritocy/customer base from PacifiCorp on November S, 1998. 

Pursuant to Contract No. DE-MS79•11BP90534, Section 8 (~). we ere hereby requesting 
that BPA make a detem1inati0n of the new, large, suiele losd status of the various loads 
that comprise the Plum Creek load. This load was added to FEC on November 5, 1998, 
and first served in pan by BPA on March 1, 1999. 

The total Flathead Val~y load acquired from PacifiCorp by FEC and ENI was 
approxim.ately 110 aMW and 220 MW peak. The load was served by a 70 MW, 100% 
load factor PacifiCorp contnsct; a 2 a.°t\iW Biafork. Hydroelectric PacifiCorp wntract; and 
two BPA req1&iremcnts contracts, PF for FEC and FPS for ENI. Therefore, the 
PacifiCorp/BP A ratio for serving FEC and 6NI loads acquired was 72/1 IO (PacifiCorp)= 
65.45%; and 38/110 (SPA) "" 34.55%. 

------- ··--- ·--·-
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The allocation of the 72 MW P~ifiCorp-cootnKt.-wet--eppro>1itnate!y~rfor-fEC-end--· - --·· - -
20% for ENI. So, the FEC allocation of 57.6 MW serves larse and small loads in the 
oSo/o to 35% ratio. Therefore, even if the 1999 historical Plwn Creek Joad were totaUy 
added for all sites at both Columbia Falls mid Evergrccu, the total BPA load share would 
be 9 .8 aMW and the Paci fl Corp ICSOun:e share would be 18.2 aMW. 

I have attached tb.e ..b.istorical 1998, 1999 and 2o:9Q. load.data available for th* Plura,:-:·, 6 .. 

Creek loads as well as a geographkal layout and elcctricaf one~line diagram for ~ ···
ffl'\lice portions of our distribution system. This information should provide basic 
documentation for trus site load determination. 

Sincecely, 

(b)(6) 
,.!. ··~- . 

. . . 
\ .. : . . . : -~· -· ... . :· 

,, .1 - " . t ar W" 

General Manager 
y ; -.. 

' .. , ....... 

... - : . 

2510 HwY 2 EAST. KAUSPELL, MT 59901 PHONE406-751-4483/FAX 406-756-6617 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Fred Wright 

From: John Eisinger 

Date: March 14, 2001 

FEC 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Hwy 2 East 
Kalisoell MT 59901-2397 

Subject: Tamarack & Tea Kettle Substations - Plum Creek Loading 

Tea Kettle Substation located near the Plum Creek plywood mill and saw mill in Columbia 
Falls -is a single bank, one feeder substation. The transformer nameplate is 7.5/9.35 MYA. 

The single feeder, .SF74, is dedicated to Plum Creek's plywood mill load and Plum Creek's 
sawmill load. Basically, we have one feeder serving two distinct Plum Creek operations. The 
peak load on 5F74 is approximately 8 MW. 

Tamarack Substation located near the Plum Creek MDF mill in Columbia Falls is currently a 3 
bank. 3 feeder substation. The transformer nameplate on each unit is 10/12.5 MVA. 

The three feeders , 5Fl40, SF141 and 5Fl48 are dedicated to the Plum Creek's MDF mill load. 
The non-coincidental peaks for the: individual feeders are approximately 6.4 MW for 5F140, 
8.9 MW for 5Fl41 and 7 .2 MW for 5F148. The totalized coincidental demand is 
approximately 21.6 MW with a monthly average ranging from 14 tol6 MW. 

We are currently in the process of adding two additional 10/ 12.5 MVA transformer bays and 
two feeder positions. Al this point we have no historical loading infotmation. 

If you require additional information, please let me know. 

John 
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BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 
800 KENSINGTON, SUITE 204 • MISSOULA MONTANA 59801 • PHONE: (406) 329~3060 •FAX (406) 329•3250 

FAX: 

FROM: c_,, T ~ ft:lJl:--OATE: 

RE: r-r:-c.. / /J c__ PAGES: 
• 

0 Urgent 0 Please Confirm 

Notes: 
~ ~Frt:~ yol/'l/1:'-- ,1 l--vit:- (..(../t:.f--7() 

/ c i) {,, It<. t: 7 0 1;:) 1 > C t..f .J > JA- /( (--..S/7tJN.!' (_,,: 

--
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Mr. C. T. Beede 
Account Executive 
Bonneville Power Administration 
800 Kensington, Suite 204 
Missoula, MT 59801-5631 

DearC.T: 

April 10, 2001 

Enclosed you will find a lencr written to Warren by Plum Creek. This letter discusses a start up schedule and phase in plan tor Plum Creek·s n~w Thinboard Plant. As we have rliscussed in th~ pai-1 ,rnd as Plum Creek·~ letter ~tates the ultima~e co:1!'."..!r.tption (lf ~he new facility is expected to be about 15 aMW. Therefore. it is critical for Plum Creek to properly phase in the plant to avoid Bonneville's New Large Single Load designation. 

Included in Plum Creek's letter is an outline of their scheduled cnergiution events. Flathead Electric is prepared electrically to be able to meet the needs of the facility. This facility will be separately metered and therefore easy to track from the other Plum Creek facilit ies located within the same vicinity In addition. Flathead has installed two new transformers. regulators, breakers and associated equipmenr to serve this new facility. 

Mr. Jostrom has requested that Bonneville confirm that the measuring criteria to be used in determining the status of the plant will conform to the 1991 NLSL Guide. i.e. the fixed year phase-in approach. This criteria appears to be differ~nt than the rolling 12-month approal:h that could be interpreted from FEC's Power Sales Contract. 

Flathead Electric requests that Bonneville consider the scht:dulcd events contained in the ~nclosed letter and provide Flathead with a date Bonneville will except for a "start date .. to begin the process of measuring for the New Large Single Load determination. Given the scheduled events outlined in th~ Plum Creek letter. Flathead Electric is in concurrence v.-ith Plum Crc~k that the start date be on or around April 26. 2001 . Please note that flathead is scheduled to read aJI of Plum Creek· s meters on Apri! 25th
. 

' Thank you for your consideration. Please don·t hesitate to call me it- you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerelv. 

(b)(6) 

. '" -g 
Manager. Power Supply and 
Business Relations 

POWER SUPPLY & BUSINESS RELATIONS 2510 HWY 2 EAS~, KALISPELL, MT 59901 PHONE 406-751-4483/FAX 406-7S6-6617 

27760110 
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1/4/01 with Flathead Electric and Plum Creek personnel. Toe Power Sales Contract 
between BPA and FEC could be interpreted to require a rolling 12-month approach., so 
written concurrence on the fi~ed year approach is important. In practice. the arithmetic docs 
not work out significantly <tifferently. but the fixed year approach seems much more 
practicable and allows us to know exactly where we stand during phase-in. 

As you can see. Warren, we are quickly approaching these start-up dates, so your efforts at 
obtaining timely written concurrence from BPA on start-up and phase-in are very much 
appreciated. Please let me know if you need addition.al information. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

Mike Jostrom 

cc: Dennis Robinson 
Dave Pierce 

Page j of 3 

' ' \ 
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April 9 , 2001 

Warren McConkey, General Manager 
Aathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Highway 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 5990 l 

Re: New Thjnboard Plant Start-up and Phase-in 

Dear Warren: 

PlumCreek 

As you know. Plum Creek is nearing completion of its new TIIinboard manufacturing facility and is. therefore, nearly ready to start it up. We recognize that BPA will need to make a Facility Determination to identify that the Thinboard Plant is a separate facility from the MDF Plant. However. it is not realistic to assume that the BPA will conclude such a detennination by the planned start-up date of the new facility. Since the ultimate consumption of the new facility is e:itpected to be about 15 aMW, it is critical that rhe startup be managed carefully to avoid triggering the conditions that would allow for an Nl.SL determination. 

The BPA Guide to New Large Single Load Determinations (NLSL Guide), March 1991, specifies a process for new facilities that may be followed to ensure that the new facility does not exceed a 10 aMW load increase in any 12 month period and therefore exceed the NLSL threshold. The pwpose of this letter is to ask that you request concurrence from BPA on two items so that we can confidently initiate the start-up of the Thinboard facility: I . Start-up 
2. Phase-in 

1. Start-up 

The NLSL Guide specifies that the utility can choose from among 3 start date alternatives and that BPA concurrence is required. We propose that the "date o(encrgization" be used as the start date alternative and that April 26, 2001 be used as the start date itself. This proposal is based upon the following: 

The new Thinboard Plant is the compilation of 15 major machine centers that each requires separate start-up, testing and commissioning processes. All of these are related to the commercial operation of the plant but make it difficult, if not impossible, to establish a discrete "date of first commercial operation," the second of three start-date alternatives. The third alternative applies only to CF/CT loads, which does not apply in this case. 

To date. the separate metering system for the 1binboard Plant has not been activated. All cons truction related electrical consumption has been run through 1he MDF Plant meter5 and 

Page l of 3 
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there is no intent to use electrical consumption related to construction as a criterion for 
energization. During the month of April, several machine centers will be initiated for testing 
and training. These are listed below. We propose that the lbinboard meters be started up on 
April 26, 2001 and all of the Thinboard related systems that are being operated be shifted to 
the Thinboard circuits on that day. This will give us a discrete date to use to measure load 
growth which cotTeSponds with the scheduled billing cycle, as rccommcnd.ed by the NI.SL 
Guide. 'This will allow us to place the 1binboard equipment entirely on its own energy 
system on the date of enerzigation. Some preliminary testing of Thinboard equipment at 
low consumption rates will have been initiated during the month prior the date of 
energization. 

Energization events: 

• Energize the Refining System PlugFeeder for testing and commissioning. This begins 
at the beginning of April. The plug feeder will not draw a constant load but will be used 
intermittently until the fuJI startup in August. 

• Energize the Schelling Saw line for testing, training, and colll1lUssioning. 'This event is 
scheduled for April 15 and will involve 4 weeks for start-up and commissioning and 6 
weeks of training. 

• Energize the 14,000 HP motor for the Refining System for testing and commissioning. 
Starrup engineers from the equipment manufacturer arc scheduled to travel from 
Sweden on 4/30/01 for this activity and some fiber will actually be processed as part of 
the testing and commissioning. This event will also draw a somewhat intennittent load 
until August. 

• Energize the Lukki Overhead Crane System. This is scheduled to begin in mid-April. 

The period between May I and mid-August wilJ be a continual process of bringing 
additional systems up and· testing, training and commissioning them. 

l. Phase•in 
. 

The NLSL Guide indicates that the discrete start-up date is then ustc;S to begin measuring 
the first year of consumption. Our phase-in plan wiJl, therefore, be measured considering 
year 1 to be April 26, 2001 to April 25, 2002 and year two to be April 26, 2002 to April 25, 
2003. 

We estimate that year one will consume about 8 aMW and will manage our phase-in 
operations to ensure that it is between 6 aMW and 9.5 aMW. The second year will see the 
increase to fuJJ consumption at about 15 aMW and will be managed so that year 2 does not 
exceed 10 aMW more than year l . 

This fixed year phase-in approach is consistent with the NLSL Guide as well as with the 
phase-in guidance from BPA personnel (C. T. Beede and Robert Andersen) at a meeting on 

Page 2 of 3 
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1/4/01 with Flathead Electric and Plum Creek personnel. Tbe Power Sales Contract between BPA and FEC could be inlc[J>reted to require a rolling 12-month approach, so written concurrence on the fixed yeac approach is important. In practice. the arithmetic does not work out significantly differently, but the fixed year approach seems much more practicable and allows us 10 know exactly where we stand during phase•in. 

As you can see. Warren, we are quickly approaching these stait•up dates, so your efforts at obtaining timely written concurrence from BPA on start-up and phase-in are very much appreciated. Please let me know if you need additional information. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

Mike Jostrom 

cc: Dennis Robinson 
Dave Pierce 

Page 3 of 3 
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FLATHEAD ELECTRJ;C COOPERATIVE, INC. 

Mr. Clarence T. Beede 
Customer Account Executive 
BoMeville Power Administration 
800 Kensington, Suite 204 
Missoula, MT 59801 

RE: New Large Single Load 

Dear C.T: 

March 23, 200 l 

For some time we have been di~cussmg the new MDF plant that Plum Creek at C'olumbia 
Falls is installing. These discussions have primarily focused oo the NLSL issue. Both 
Plum Creek and Flathead Electric would like to clarify the methodology for the 
determination of NLSL. 

When you and Robert Anderson discussed the NLSL issue with Plum Creek we came 
away with thc-.understanding that to avoid the NLSL issue. Plum Creek would need to 
average less than io MW for a twelve-month period. Once that twelve-month period had 
passed. Plum Creek could add another Joad that averaged less than 10 MW. Since that 
meeting Plum Creek a.nd Flathead Electric have had several discussions that have left us 
unsure as to how the measuring actually takes place. We have been lead to understand 
that the calculation is based on a rolling twelve-month basis. If this is true, then it 
appec1rs to us that the second IO MW adder could possibly result in a NLSL 
determination. Maybt: we are saying the same thing, but we v.ould appreciate a detailed 
written explanation as to ~onneville·s methodology for determining NLSL before 
submitting a letter for consultation. 

Plum Creek believes that there may be sufficient reason to begin the necessary measuring 
of load arOWl<l the first of April. Therefore. if you could provide us with the re~r.tcd · 
information within the next week we can provide you the required notification and begin 
the process of reaching agreement on how such measuring can proceed. 

Thank you for your attention. please don't hesitate to call if you have any questions or 
concerns. 

• 1 

Ma!lager, Power Supply and Business Relations 

cc: M.D. Jostrom, Plum Creek 

POWER SUPPLY & BUSINESS RELATIONS 
251 0 HWY 2 E AST, KALISPELL, MT 59901 PHONE 406-75 )-4483/FAX 406-756-6617 

27760110 
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Why BPA Should Not Characterize Plum Creek's Facility as a NLSL 

Plum Creek's Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) facility began operating in 
1974 in Columbia Falls, Montana, with its electricity supplied by Pacific Power & Light 
(now PacifiCorp). The facility employs 200 people in a rural, economically 
disadvantaged area of Montana. In 1998, without notice to Plum Creek that the 
transaction would affect Plum Creek in any way, PacifiCorp sold its entire Montana 
service territory to Flathead Electric Cooperative (FEC), and FEC began to serve the 
MDF facility. BPA is now reviewing whether the MDF facility should be deemed a 
"New Large Single Load" (NLSL) under the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning 
and Conservation Act ("Northwest Power Act"). 16 U.S.C. § 839 et. seq .. If the MDF 
facility were deemed a NLSL, it would face very significant increases in electric rates 
that could force Plum Creek to curtail operations or close the facility. 

Pursuant to § 7(b)(4) of the Northwest Power Act, NLSLs are excluded from the 
"general requirements" of public agency customers served at BP A's lowest cost Priority 
Firm (PF) rate established pursuant to§ 7(b). Instead, BPA sells power for such loads at 
the New Resource (NR) rate pursuant to § 7(f) of the Act. Although the PF rate and the 
NR rate are the same through September 30, 200 I, as of October I si, the N R rate wil I be 
significantly higher than the PF rate. 

The language defining "NLSL" in the Northwest Power Act does not compel the 
conclusion that the MDF Facility is a NLSL. Specifically,§ 3(13) of the Northwes1 
Power Act provides: 

"'New large single load' means any load associated with a new faci lity, an exis ting 
facility, or an expansion of an existing facility-

"(A) which is not contracted for, or con1mitted to, as determined by the 
Administrator, by a public body, cooperative, investor-owned utility, or a 
federal agency customer prior to September I , 1979, and 

"(B) which will result in an increase in power requirements of such 
customer of ten average megawatts or more in any consecutive twelve 
month period." 16 U.S.C. § 839a(l3). 

ln order to be deemed a NLSL, the load must meet both components of the definition 
(§ 3(13)(A) and§ 3(13)(8 )). Because the MDF facil ity was "contracted for" by one of 
the designated types of entities (Pacific Power & Light, an investor-owned utility) prior 
to September l , 1979, it does not fall with in the scope of§ 3(13)(A) and should not be 
considered an NLSL. 

BPA has taken the position that the "such customer" language in § 3(13)(8) refers 
back to the same "customer" referred to in § 3(13 )(A). BPA argues that it thus must 
consider the contractual relationship in 1979, if any, between the facility and the utili1y 
customer currently serving it. This logic is flawed. 
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If in fact "such customer" in§ 3(13)(B) refers back literally only to a§ 3(13)(A) , ~~ utility customer that had "contracted for" the load prior to September I , 1979, then if the ~/r,i'I!> 

~ facility were transferred to a different utility, it would always avoid NLSL status no pl 1 

4 matter how much the load at the facility increased in the future. No subsequent increase ,,,,.,,._ ~ 
of a transferred load would increase the load on the original§ 3(13)(A) utility at all. We~~ 
believe that it is more reasonable to interpret § 3(13) as addressing changes in the load of~~ 
a facility than as addressing changes in the load of the original§ 3(13)(A) utility. Al no ~ .
time has the load at the MDF facility increased by ten average megawatts over the 1979 ~ 
"contracted for" amount in any subsequent consecutive twelve-month period. Therefore,~ 

27760110 

the MDF facility is not an NLSL. 6~~ 
Even if it were within BP A's discretion to consider the contractual relations~ ~ 

1979, if any, between the facility and the utility customer currently serving it, we believe 
the MDF facility should not be treated as a N LSL. For all practical purposes, FEC 
simply stepped into PacifiCorp's shoes and agreed with PacifiCorp to continue operating 
the Montana utility business formerly operated by PacifiCorp. Under these 
circumstances, BPA should treat the Montana utility business at issue as the same 
"cus tomer" for purposes of§ 3(13)(A) and§ 3(l3)(B). A mere change in ownership ur 
business structure has not in the past resulted in the determination that the serving utility 
is now a different "customer" for purposes of§ 3(13). Indeed, every investor-owned 
utility in the Region has been completely restructured, often more than once, since I 979, 
yet BPA has never des ignated their "contracted for" loads as NLSLs as a result. 

Nor is designating the MDF facility a N LSL necessary to carry out any of the 
purposes Congress expressly sought to promote through the NLSL definition. The 
legis lative history identifies three principal purposes. First, Congress wanted to ensure 
that the existing loads of industrial customers directly served by BPA would take new 
contracts with BPA offered pursuant to the Act, and thus deemed them N LS Ls (because 
they were not "contracted for" by any utility prior to September I , 1979) if they placed 
loads over ten average megawatts in any consecutive twelve month period with a 
provider other than BPA. H. Rep. No. 96-976, Pt. I., 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 51 (May 15, 
1980). That purpose is not relevant to the Plum Creek situation because Plum Creek has 
always been served by a utility. 

Second, Congress wanted to ensure that "enterprises new lo the Region will have 
to pay rates at least as high as rates charged for electric power in other regions". and thus 
singled out NLSLs for higher rates to be charged pursuant to § 7(f) of the Act. Id. The 
MDF facility is not, however, an "enterprise new to the Region". It is a member of a 
class of pre-existing enterprises Congress expressly sought to "grandfather" in 
§ 3(13)(A). 

Third, Congress noted that the definition "has application under the section 
5(c)(l) [residential] exchange", and required that the "'average system cost' of the power 
sold to the Administrator by investor-owned utilities pursuant to this section must 
exclude the cost of resources needed to serve a new large single load". H. Rep. No. 96-

2 
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976, Pt. I., 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 51 (May 15, 1980). That purpose is not relevant to the 
Plum Creek situation, as the MDF facility load is not now within the territory of an IO U 
exchanging utility. 

In interpreting the NLSL provisions, BPA has also articulated a policy of assuring 
a level playing field between private utilities and public utilities within the Region insofar 
as competition for large loads was concerned, and in particular a policy of not 
"provid[ing] an incentive for industrial and commercial load growth to shift from IOU 
service areas to preference customer service areas". 1981 Environmental Review, at 
3-18. Indeed, as BPA .has explained, the NLSL provisions "were also intended to 
equalize rates to new industries between BPA's preference utility customers and IOUs. 
This increased support for the Act from Northwest IO Us." 1991 Guide to BPA NLSL 
Determinations, at 2. 

Because large industrial customers have, in the past, been profitable customers to 
serve, the Region's IOUs have had continuing concerns over what they call "load 
pirating" of existing loads or "unfair advantages" in the competition for new enterprises. 
In particular, the decade following passage of the Northwest Power Act saw repeated 
attempts to form new preference utilities within the service territories of the IO Us, and 
such attempts were often encouraged or even initiated by industrial customers seeking 
lower power rates. Through its NLSL interpretation, BPA expressly sought to avoid 
"encourag[ing] the formation of preference utilities in the immediate vicinity of a large 
industrial plant, solely fo r the purpose of providing low-cost Federal power to that 
industry". 1981 Environmental Review, at 3-24. 

It was the prospective operation of a new preference utility in 1981 that provided 
BPA its first opportunity to consider the question ofNLSL status for large loads changing 
utility suppliers. Columbia River People's Utility District (CRPUD), a preference utility, 
sought to condemn a portion of the service territory of the IOU Portland General Electric 
(PGE) over the vigorous objections of PGE. Boise Cascade sought advice from the 
Administrator as to whether the transaction would render its St. Helens plant, which was 
located in the disputed territory, a NLSL. The Intcrcompany Pool, an association of 
IO Us, objected that "the cost of the exchange agreement would be impacted negatively if 
an existing industrial customer was served at the Priority Firm rate by a new preference 
customer". Letter, P. Johnson to J. Fery, at l (Oct. 6, 1981). 

In detennining that the St. Helens plant would constitute a NLSL if served by 
CRPUD, Administrator Johnson articulated a broader policy that large loads not 
previously determined to be NLSLs could become NLSLs if they were subsequently 
served by a different utility. He advised that § 3(13) "refers to the contractual 
relationship that existed on September 1, 1979, between a specific utility and specific 
customer", and declared that "once the consumer begins to receive service from a 
different utility, under a different contract, the contractual relationship with the new 
utility is no longer 'grandfathered' and the load becomes a new large single load". Letter. 
P. Johnson to J. Fery, at 2 (Oct. 6, 198 I). 

3 
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As noted above, such an interpretation is not compelled by the language of 
§ 3(13), which strongly suggests that Congress sought to grandfather particular facilities, 
not particular "contractual relationships". There is no evidence that Congress intended 
the NLSL status of a particular facility to depend upon the vagaries of contractual 
relationships among electric utilities, such that the voluntary relinquishment by a utility 
of its entire service territory within a state decades later could have an enormous impact 
on the economic viability of the facility. 

BPA should not consider Administrator Johnson's St. Helens determination as 
precedent for Plum Creek's MDF facility, because Plum Creek's situation does not 
implicate the underlying policies against "load pirating" that appear to have been part of 
the motivation for that decision. After all, the 1981 letter was issued only months after 
passage of the Northwest Power Act that was intended to prevent a "regional civil war" 
over power, H. Rep. No. 96-976, Pt. I., 96111 Cong., 2d Sess. 27 (May 15, 1980), and PG E 
was resisting what it believed to be a serious threat to its territorial integrity. Here, by 
contract, FEC was not attempting to take load away from PacifiCorp. Rather, PacifiCorp 
decided to streamline its operations by eliminating service in the State of Montana, and 
transferred its entire Montana service territory voluntarily to FEC. In a very real sense. 
F§C is a successor-in-interest to PacifiCorp and is simply operating PacifiCorp's utiln~ 
business in Montana under a different organizational form and name-just as PacifiCorp 
was a successor-in-interest with respect to Pacific Power & Light. 

Administrator Johnson also articulated a policy that industrial loads not 
previously served by the low-cost Federal Base System hydropower should be limited in 
their access to such power. This policy, though articulated in subsequent NLSL rulings 
(see, e.g., 1991 Guide to NLSL Determinations, at 2), is not a policy that BP A has 
consistently applied over the years. In the 1990s, when the price of Federal Base Systl!m 
power began to exceed the market price of power, BPA adopted aggressive measures to 
sell such power. 

Nor is a genera] policy of restricting industrial access to Federal Base System 
power well grounded in the Northwest Power Act, for Congress did not articulate such a 
general policy in the Act. As Congressman Dingell remarked, "there is no special 
treatment of any particular category of users within the Pacific Northwest. Industry is 
going to pay more to get a reliable supply of power, as will the citizens of the Pacific 
Northwest ... ". Congressional Record H 10680 (daily ed. Nov. 17, 1980). Rather, 
Congress limited access to Federal Base System power through express provisions 
designed to achieve that result where appropriate, as for example through the NLSL 
provisions to address rate treatment of "new enterprises" or faci lity expansions exceeding 
ten average megawatts in any consecutive twelve-month period. Neither the language of 
the Northwest Power Act nor its legislative history require that BPA discriminate against 
industrial load other than in accordance with the speci fie provisions of the Act. 

As neither the language of the Northwest Power Act nor its legislative history 
compel BPA to deem the MDF facility as NLSL, BPA can make a policy choice after full 
consideration of the circumstances and equities of Plum C reek's situation. This would be 

4 
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a very different case if Plum Creek had sought to change utility suppliers, and triggered 
the sort of divisive competition about which BPA and Congress were legitimately 
concerned. But Plum Creek had nothing to do with PacifiCorp's transfer of its territory to 
FEC, and was given no notice by either utility that the transaction could have potentially 
enormous effects on the viability of the facility. 

Indeed, because the NLSL issue only became apparent years after the transfer, 
Plum Creek did not even have an opportunity to phase in production after the transfer so 
as to avoid the ten average megawatt increase of§ 3(13)(B). As BPA knows, many 
other large customers of public utilities have used this strategy to avoid NLSL 
designations, and BP A has long recognized that the Northwest Power Act allowed such 
phased-in load growth. See, e.g., 1981 Environmental Review at 3-17. 

Yet here, an after-the-fact NLSL determination threatens to cause an immediate 
ate increase that would be very damaging to Plum Creek and could force it to curtail or 

cease operations at the MDF facility. That facility provides more than 200 jobs in an area 
where economic stability is elusive. Beyond the harm caused by direct reductions in the 
Plum Creek payroll, many area sawmills depend upon their ability to sell sawdust and 
shavings to Plum Creek, and a reduction or elimination of MDF manufacturing ""ill cuu::,c 
further economic d isruption in these and other businesses. 

BPA can and should declare that the Plum Creek MDF facility is not a NLSL. 
BPA should ground such a determination on the fact that FEC is a successor in interc::,1 Ill 
the PacifiCorp Montana utility operations through the voluntary transfer of service 
territory; that it was a full transfer of all retail operations within a state, and not a lim ited 
shift of selected customers intended to produce lower rates for such customers. Given 
such a rationale, BPA can alleviate potential concerns that its determination will threaten 
load losses for Regional IO Us, and assure continued implementation of BP A's long
standing policy against encouraging "load pirating". Moreover, the circumstances in this 
case are sufficiently unique that such a determination will not open up a floodgate of 
similar transactions, as IO Us generally are unlikely to choose voluntarily to turn their 
business over to neighboring public utilities. 

Declining to deem the MDF facility a NLSL will have no significant effect upon 
BPA, as the load is only about sixteen average megawatts. But a contrary determination, 
transforming the MDF facility into a NLSL, will have a profound effect upon Plum Creek 
and the Flathead Valley community that depends upon Plum Creek, and would be 
fundamentally unfair. 
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April 9, 2001 

Warren Mc Conkey, General Manager 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Highway 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 59901 

Re: New Thinboard Plant Start-up and Phase-in 

Dear Warren: 

As you know, Plum Creek is nearing completion of its new Thinboard manufacturing 
facility and is, therefore, nearly ready to start it up. We recognize that SPA will need to 
make a Facility Determination to identify that the Thinboard Plant is a separate facility from 
the MDF Plant. However. it is not realistic to assume that the BPA will conclude such .i 
determination by the planned start-up date of the new facility. Since the ultimate 
consumption of the new facility is expected to be about 15 aMW, it is critical that the start
up be managed carefully to avoid triggering the conditions that would allow for an NLSL 
determination. 

The BPA Guide to New Large Single Load Determinations (NLSL Guide), March 1991 , 
specifies a process for new facilities that may be followed to ensure that the new facility 
does not exceed a IO aMW load increase in any 12 month period and therefore exceed the 
NLSL threshold. The purpose of this letter is to ask that you request concurrence from 13 PA 
on two items so that we can confidently initiate the start-up of the Th inboard facility: 

I. Start-up 
2. Phase-in 

1. Start-up 

The NLSL Guide specifies that the utility can choose from among 3 start date alternatives 
and that BPA concurrence is required. We propose that the "date of energization" be used 
as the start date alternative and that April 26, 200 I be used as the start date itself. This 
proposal is based upon the following: 

The new Thinboard Plant is the compilation of 15 major machine centers that each requires 
separate start-up, testing and commissioning processes. All of these are re lated to the 
commercial operation of the plant but make it difficult, if not impossible, to establish a 
discrete "date of first commercial operation," the second of three start-date alternati ves. The 
third alternative applies only to CF/CT loads, which does not apply in this case. 

To date, the separate metering system for the Thinboard Plant has not been activated. /\II 
construction related electrical consumption has been run through the MDF Plant meters and 
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there is no intent to use electrical consumption related to construction as a criterion for 
energization. During the month of April, several machine centers will be initiated for testing 
and training. These are listed below. We propose that the Thinboard meters be started up on 
April 26, 2001 and all of the Thinboard related systems that are being operated be shifted to 
the Thinboard circuits on that day. This will g ive us a discrete date to use to measure load 
growth which corresponds with the scheduled billing cycle, as recommended by the N LS L 
Guide. This will allow us to place the Thinboard equipment entirely on its own energy 
system on the date of enerzigation. Some preliminary testing of Thinboard equipment at 
low consumption rates will have been initiated during the month prior the date of 
energization. 

Energization events: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Energize the Refining System PlugFeeder for testing and commissioning. This begins 
at the beginnin·g of April. The plug feeder will not draw a constant load but will be used 
intermittently until the full startup in August. 
Energize the Schelling Saw line for testing, training, and commissioning. This event is 
scheduled for April I 5 and will involve 4 weeks for start-up and commissioning and 6 
weeks of training. 
Energize the 14,000 HP motor for the Refining System for testing and commissioning 
Startup engineers from the equipment manufacturer are scheduled to travel from 
Sweden on 4/30/01 for this activity and some fiber will actually be processed as pan o f 
the testing and commissioning. This event will also draw a somewhat intermirtent load 
until August. 
Energize the Lukki Overhead Crane System. This is scheduled to begin in mid-April. 

The period between May 1 and mid-August will be a continual process of bringing 
additional systems up and testing, training and commissioning them. 

2. Phase-in 

The NLSL Guide indicates that the discrete start-up date is then used to begin measuring 
the first year of consumption. Our phase-in plan will, therefore, be measured considering 
year 1 to be April 26, 2001 to April 25, 2002 and year two to be April 26, 2002 to Apri l 25, 
2003. 

We estimate that year one will consume about 8 aMW and will manage our phase-in 
operations to ensure that it is between 6 aMW and 9.5 aMW. The second year will see the 
increase to full consumption at about 15 aMW and will be managed so that year 2 does not 
exceed 10 aMW more than year 1. 

This fixed year phase-in approach is consistent with the NLSL Guide as well as with the 
phase-in guidance from BPA personnel (C. T . Beede and Robert Andersen) at a meeting on 
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1/4/01 with Flathead Electric and Plum Creek personnel. The Power Sales Contract 
between BPA and FEC could be interpreted to require a rolling 12-month approach, so 
written concurrence on the fixed year approach is important. In practice, the arithmetic does 
not work out significantly differently, but the fixed year approach seems much more 
practicable and allows us to know exactly where we stand during phase-in. 

As you can see, Warren, we are quickly approaching these start-up dates, so your efforts at 
obtaining timely written concurrence from BPA on start-up and phase-in are very much 
appreciated. Please let me know if you need additional information. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Jostrom 

cc: Dennis Robinson 
Dave Pierce 

Page 3 of 3 
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Department of Energy 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

Official File Copy 

POWER BUSINESS LINE 

May 2, 2001 

In reply refer to: PBL 

Mr. Warren McConkey 
General Manager 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Hwy. 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 59901 

Dear Warren: 

This letter is to inform you of BP A's findings regarding new large single load issues relating to the Plum Creek Lumber facil ities located at Plum Creek's Columbia Falls site in Columbia Falls Montana. These findings are based upon the information supplied by Flathead, Plum Creek management, and from a site visit by C.T. Beede and Robert Anderson of BPA and Fred Wright of your staff on January 30, 2001. Based on BPA 's New Large Single Load policy and the provisions of section 8 of Flathead's power sales contract, Contract No. DE-MS79-8 I BP90534, BP A finds the following: 

I . The Plywood Mill and Sawmill and their attendant facilities constitute a separate, single 
facility at the Columbia Falls site for NLSL purposes with a total maximum load of 
approximately 8 aMW. Furthermore, that the Saw & Plywood mills as presently 
constituted and operated do not constitute a NLSL on Flathead at this time but remain 
subject to the limitations on load growth imposed by section 3(13) of the Regional Act 
and BPA's New Large Single Load Policy. 

BPA has reached these findings due to the fact that the Saw and Plywood mills constitute an electrically separate facility, which because of the plan of service at Teakettle Substation cannot draw a load of ten aMW or more. The Saw and Plywood mills are physically separate and make entirely different wood fiber based products from the other faci lity at the Columbia Falls site. 

No part of this finding shall be construed as having any effect on the status of any other facility at the Columbia Falls site. 

Any change in circumstances that could result in an increase in load at either plant of 10 aMW or more in any consecutive twelve-month period would necessitate a reexamination of this site and the facility(s) concerned in the load growth and potential New Large Single Load finding. 
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BPA recommends that when Flathead changes or upgrades the equipment at the Teakettle Substation that it establish separate metering and billing arrangements for the Sawmill and Plywood mill. In the event that Flathead upgrades Teakettle Substation to a rating of ten MVa or higher BPA will require separate metering of the Sawmill and Plywood mill in order to faci litate monitoring any potential New Large Single Load. 

If you have any comments or questions please direct them to your Account Executive Mr. C.T. Beede. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

27760110 

Allen Bums, Vice President 
Power Business Line 

cc: 
Mr. Dennis Robinson, Manager Panels Division, Plum Creek 
Mr. Robert Hickey, Manager Plywood Mill, Columbia Falls 
Mr. Terry Moore, Manager, Columbia Falls Lumber, Columbia Falls 
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bee: 
R. Itami - PSE 
C.T. Beede - PSE Missoula 
R. A. Anderson - PSW-6 
D. Fitz.simmons- PSW-6 
Official File - PSW-6 

ABurns:RA:4151 :5-2-0l(W://PSW/PM/PM_ I I/PM_ l l_3/Flathead/Single Load Issues Ltr.doc.) 
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FACILITY DETERMINATION 
FLATHEAD ELECTRIC COOP 

PLUM CREEK LUMBER 
at 

COLUMBIA FALLS 

Flathead Electric Cooperative lnc. (FEC) contacted BPA with a question about a 
potential New Large Single Load (NLSL) on its system. A review of FEC's records 
revealed that the Plum Creek plants located at its Columbia Falls site (PCLCF) have a 
total load in excess of 20 aMW. PCLCF is building a new plant with a total finished load 
of approximately 14 aMW. Under section 8(c) of FEC's power sales contract (Contract 
Number DE-MS79-81BP90534) FEC is obliged to bring such load to BPA's attention so 
that a NLSL detennination can be made. 

On January 30, 2001 a site visit was made by C.T. Beede (Account Executive for FEC), 
Robert Anderson (BPA contract specialist) and Fred Wright ofFEC. The findings that 
follow are based on submittals by FEC and the information uncovered during this site 
visit. Notations contained in brackets {) are references to the Exhibits A through D, 
attached, which substantiate the findings in this Facility Determination. 

BP A's findings are as follows. 

A. Plum Creek at Columbia Falls Plants 

1. The Plum Creek plants at the Columbia Falls site consist of a Sawmill, 
Plywood Mill, and a Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) Mill. 

B. Electric Supplier, Metering & Billing 

1. FEC acquired the PCLCF load from PacifiCorp in November of 1998. The 
first full calendar year of service by fEC to PCLCF was 1999. {FEC 
letter dated January 22, 2001 A-1). 

2. The Sawmill and Plywood Mill share a common substation, are metered 
and billed together. The MDF Mill is served by its own substation and is 
metered and billed separately from the Saw and Plywood Mills. The 
Plywood and Sawmill constitute a separate account from the MDF Mill 
with FEC. {FEC billing statements B-1 & B-2) 

B. Facility(s) Ownership 

I. PCLCF states that the Sawmill, Plywood Mill and MDF Mill are all 
separate business subsidiaries of the Plum Creek Corporation. That the 
Sawmill was built in 1948, the Plywood mill was built in 1965, and the 
MDF Mill was built in 1974 {Oral statement of PCLCF management 
during site visit on January 30, 2001) 
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C. Electric Path 

The sole source of electric energy for PCLCF is FEC. 

1. Energy to power the Plywood and Sawmill flows from the Teakettle 
Substation which, is dedicated to those plants and has a rating of7.5/9.35 
MVa. Teakettle Sub. is a single bank, one feeder substation. The single 
feeder (5F74) has a peak rating of approximately 8 MW. The average 
monthly load on Teakeule Substation is 5.5 aMW. {Memo from FEC dated 
March 14, 2001 A-2) 

Teakettle Substation is located at T30n, R20W, and Sect. 8 Flathead County, 
Montana; Latitude: N48 degrees 22.483' & Longitude: WI 14 degrees 
11.523'. {FEC memo dated March 14, 2001 A-2); FEC overhead photos, 
"oneline " diagram, and maps {C-1 through C-6). 

2. Energy to power the MDF Mill flows from the Tamarack Substation which, is 
a three bank, three feeder substa6on with a rating of 10/ 12.5 MY a for each 
unit. The three feeders, SF 140, SF 141, and SF 148 are dedicated to the MDf' 
mill load. The non-coincidental peaks for the individual feeders arc 
approximately 6.4 MW for 5F140, 8.9 MW for 5F141, and 7.2 MW for 
SF 148. The totalized coincidental demand is approximately 21.6 MW with a 
monthly average ranging from 14 to16 MW. {FEC memo dated March 14, 
2001 A-2) 

The Tamarack Substation is located at T30n, R20W, and Sect. 7 Flathead 
County, Montana; Latitude: N48 degrees 22.662' & Longitude: W 114 degrees 
12.366'. {FEC memo dated March 14, 2001 A-I); FEC overhead photos, 
maps, and "oneline " diagram {C-1 through C-6). 

D. Load 
1. Total PCLCF load in 1999 in aMW as shown in the attached statement by 

FEC was 21.8 aMW for that consecutive 12-month period. The load breaks 
down to 5.5 aMW for Teakettle and 16.3 aMW for Tamarack. { FEC memo 
March 14, 2001; A-2) 

2. During 1999 the three plants at the PCLCF site; the Sawmill. The Plywood 
Mill and the MDF Mill operated at a level of 90% or more of their individual 
operating capacities. The power consumption levels shown in the attached 
statement represent their total electric consumption at such operating levels. 
In the year 2000 the Sawmill operated at 100% of capacity while thus far in 
2001 the Sawmill has operated at 85% capacity. In 2000 the Plywood Mill 
operated at 136% capacity while in 2001 it has operated at 100% capacity. 
{Oral statement of PCLCF management during site visit on January 30, 2001, 
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FEC oral statements made January 30, 2001 and FEC memo March 14, 2001; 
A-2}. 

E. Processes 
l. Each of the plants uses wood products in different processes to make products 

that are sold in different markets, and the economic viability of one facility at 
the site is independent of the operations and viability of the other plants. Oral 
statement of PCLCF management during site visit on January 30, 2001 

2 . The Columbia Falls site uses different wood species to manufacture different 
end products; fir and larch logs for dimensional lumber and plywood and pine 
shavings and sawdust for MDF. Oral statement of PCLCF management 
during site visit on January 30, 2001 

3. The Plywood Mill makes product for the Recreational Vehicle and boat
building markets as well as other industrial uses. { Oral statement of PCLCF 
management during site visit on January 30, 2001} 

4. The Sawmill makes sawn dimensional lumber. The output of the Sawmill is 
primarily sold to lumber wholesalers for the home-building and home center 
markets. { Oral statement of PCLCF management during site visit on 
January 30, 2001} 

5. The MDF Mill produces medium density fiberboard products in¾" to 2" 
thicknesses which are sold for industrial applications and through specialty 
stores. { oral representations of the Plum Creek management) 

F. Site (Geographical or Physical Separation of Plants) 
1. FEC and PCLCF state that the Plywood Mill, Sawmill, & MDF Mill are 

housed in separate buildings and physically separate from each other. 
{Overheads C-3 & C-4} 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ownership: 
All plants at the Columbia Falls site are owned by the Plum Creek Corporation as wholly 
owned subsidiaries. Each wholly owned subsidiary has its own Facility management and 
pursues its own business strategy. 

Location: 
All plants in question are located at the Columbia Falls site. The Sawmill, Plywood Mill 
and MDF Mill are each located in their own building and are physically separate from 
each other. 

Product(s): 
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The Plywood Mill and the Sawmill use raw fir and larch logs to manufacture separate and 
distinct products that are sold in different markets. The MDF Mill uses primarily Pine 
shavings and sawdust to make its product. 

Interdependence of Plants: 
The Plywood Mill and the Sawmill use different species of tree purchased from different 
suppliers, stored separately and separately processed to make their respective products. 
The Sawmill and Plywood Mill serve different markets with thei r products and neither 
relics on the existence or operation of the other as part of its manufacturing process. The 
MDF Mill uses the waste product of the Sawmill for some of its raw materials. The MDF 
Mill buys most of its raw material from a third parties. 

Metering and Billing: 
The Sawmill and Plywood Mill are served from the Teakettle Substation and are not 
separately metered or billed. This is not FEC's standard practice; FEC prefers to meter 
and bill individual facility loads but it inherited this metering and billing arrangement 
from PacifiCorp. Plum Creek prefers to have its individual subsidiaries separately 
metered in order to keep a close watch on the costs and profitability of each subsidiary. 

The MDF plant is currently the sole plant served by the Tamarack Substation. All loads 
metered and billed based on meter readings from Tamarack Sub. are associated with the 
MDF plant. 

Size of the Load: 
The total load at the Columbia Falls site is approximately 21.8 aMW. Plum Creek 
management states that the 5.5 aMW total load at Teakettle Sub represents approximately 
70% of the total installed plant capability for the Saw and Plywood Mills at Plum Creek 
Columbia Falls. Plum Creek management further states that the average 16 aMW of load 
associated with the MDF plant is equal to approximately 75% of the total installed plant 
capability for that plant. 

Precedent 
Union Carbide 

Grant County PUD requested a facility determination for two operations then in planning 
by Union Carbide on March 7, 1984, by a letter from its manager, John L. McMahan, to 
BP A's Wenatchee District Office. The requested determination concerned two plants to 
be built near Moses Lake, Washington, for the production of silicon products. One 
would produce liquid silane, which would either be sold or used as input to the other 
plant, which would produce high purity polycrystalline silicon. The eventual loads at the 
two plants were planned to be 8 aMW and 19 aMW, respectively. Union Carbide 
planned to manage the l~ad increases at the polysilicon plant to less than 10 aMW during 
each 12-month measuring period. 

The letter notifying Grant County PUD ofBPA's determination was signed by the 
Administrator on April 12, 1984, stated BPA's concurrence with Grant County PUD's 
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finding that the two Union Carbide operations were two separate facilities, and included 
specific findings that, '' [t)he two facilities (1) produce different products, (2) are 
administered under separate contracts, (3) are metered and billed separately, and (4) are 
electrically separate." This determination established the practice, which has been 
followed in all subsequent facility determinations, that facil ity determinations are signed 
by the Administrator. 

The following listing reviews each of the criteria with respect to the Union Carbide 
facility determination, based on the information supplied by Grant County PUO: 

l . Both operations were to be, and are, owned by Union Carbide, a single owner. 

2. The two plants are located on adjacent sites. 

3. The two plants arc different processes fo r preparation of separately marketable 
silicon products for further processing or commercial sale. 

4. Service to the two plants was designed so that they would be electrically 
independent. The two plants were planned to begin operations at approximately 
the same time, with the liquid silane plant to begin commercial operation in the 
third quarter of 1984, and the polycrystalline silicon plant to begin commercial 
operation in the fourth quarter of 1984. The two operations are related because 
the output of the liquid silanc plant is the principal input to the polycrystalline 
silicon plant. 

5. The two plants were to be and are billed by Grant County PUD as separate 
customers and served by separate substation facilities. Separate contracts were 
executed for service to the two plants during the time when the PUD was 
preparing its request for the facility determination. Previously, service to the site 
was provided under a single contract. 

6. Consistency with other determinations was not an issue. 

7. No additional relevant factors were identified. 

Ponderay Paper Company 

Pende Oreille County PUD requested a facility determination for two operations then in 
planning by Ponderay Paper Company on November 14, 1984, by a letter from its 
consulting engineer, James A. Sewell, to BP A's Upper Columbia Area Office. The 
requested determination concerned two plants to be built near Usk, Washington, for the 
production ofthermomechanical pulp (TMP) and newsprint. 

The eventual loads at the two plants were planned to be 37.S aMW and 12.8 aMW, 
respectively. (More recent load estimates indicate eventual loads will be larger than these 
estimates.) ln order to qualify for service at the PF rate, Ponderay Paper planned to 
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manage the load increases at the newsprint plant to less than 10 aMW during each 
12-month measuring period. Load growth at the TMP plant was to be kept under 10 
aMW during the first year of operation, but beginning in the second year, load growth 
was expected to exceed IO aMW, making the increase during that year and all subsequent 
load growth at the TMP plant a new large single load (NLSL). 

The letter notifying Pende Oreille County PUD ofBPA's determination was signed by the 
Administrator on January 16, 1985, and was patterned after the letter to Grant County 
PUD concerning the Union Carbide determination. It stated BPA's concurrence with 
Pende Oreille County PUD's finding that the two Ponderay Paper operations were two 
separate facilities, and included specific findings that, "[t]he two facilities ( l) produce 
different products, (2) are administered under separate contracts, (3) are metered and 
billed separately, and (4) are electrically separate." 

The fo llowing listing reviews each of the criteria with respect to the Ponderay Paper 
faci lity determination, based on the information supplied by Pende Oreille County 
PUD: 

l . Both operations were to be, and are, owned by Ponderay Paper, a single O\.vner. 

2. The two plants are located on adjacent sites. 

3. The two plants are different processes; one produces TMP pulp, and the other 
produces newsprint paper. Either product may be sold. 

4. Service to the two plants is designed so that they will be electrically independent. 
The two operations are related because the output of the TMP plant is the 
principal input to the newsprint plant. 

5. The two plants were to be and are billed by Pende Oreille County PUD as separate 
customers and served by separate substation faci lities. Separate contracts were 
executed for service to the two plants during the time when the PUD was 
preparing its request for the facility determination. 

6. Consistency with other determinations was not an issue. 

7. No additional relevant factors were identified. 

ANALYSIS 

l. Precedent. In both instances adjacent plants with a single owner using similar 
raw materials and different processes to make separately marketable products 
were found to be separate facilities. In both cases the faci lities involved were 
separately metered and billed. All these conditions are met in the case of Plum 
Creek Lumber' s Columbia Falls site in respect to the MDF plant versus the Saw 
& Plywood Mills. 
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2. Load. Billing information, statements by PCLCF management, and statements 
by FEC staff indicate that the Columbia Falls Teakettle Substation serving the 
Plywood and Sawmills is not now drawing more than 5.5 aMW of load, and has 
not done so in the past so far as FEC's records can show. Furthermore with a 
total rating of9.35 MVA Teakettle Sub. cannot support a load of 10 aMW or 
more. Tamarack Substation based on billing information, statements by PCLCF 
management, and statements by FEC staff has drawn more than 10 aMW 
(between 14 & 16 aMW) through out the period it has been served by FEC. 

3. Facilities. The Plywood, MDF, and Sawmill operations were built at different 
times and were each designed to produce a product with a distinct market appeal. 
The Plywood Mill is operated to produce plywood intended fo r highly specialized 
industrial applications primarily in the boat building and RV fields. Plywood 
product is also designed for specific industrial applications. The operations and 
production of the Plywood Mill is primarily tied to the rise and fall of the boat 
building and RV manufacturing industries. 

The Sawmill is operated to produce sawn dimensional lumber (primarily 2x4, 
2x6, & 2x8 stock) intended for the home building and general lumber market 
nationwide. The operations and production of the Sawmi II is primarily tied to the 
rise and fall of the home-building industries. 

The Saw & Plywood Mills are electrically interdependent, they operate separately 
to furnish different finished products to distinct and separate markets. However, 
absent a change in FEC metering and billing procedures in respect to load served 
by the Teakettle Sub. it is impossible to tell the facilities apart for load accounting 
purposes. 

The MDF Mill is independent of the Saw and Plywood Mills since it obtains most 
of its raw material from other sources. MDF Mill production is aimed at the 
woodworking, cabinetry and specialty item (e.g. picture frames) markets. MDF 
mill operations respond to demand in those markets. 

RECCOMENDA TIONS 

I . That the Administrator find that the Plywood Mill and Sawmill and their attendant 
facilities constitute a separate, single facility at the Columbia Falls site for NLSL 
purposes with a total maximum load of approximately 8 aMW. Furthermore, that 
the Administrator find that the Saw & Plywood mills as presently constituted and 
operated do not constitute a NLSL on FEC at this time but remain subject to the 
limitations on load growth imposed by section 3(13) of the Regional Act and 
BPA's New Large Single Load Policy. 

C\FEC_PCLCF _FAC_DET.DOC 
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NLSL Issue Paper 
May 30, 2001 

What is the Issue? 

The issue is whether or not the existing MDF plant should be considered a New Large Single 
Load (NLSL) under a facilities determination by BPA this spring. 

Plum Creek Bonneville Power Administration 
position 

IS NOT: MDF is not a NLSL IS: MDF is a NLSL 

• determination can be made legally • determination consistent with long-standing 
• can be made without setting a bad policy, • must make determination when 

precedent for BPA load switches utilities. 

• NLSL would have huge rate impacts • can be done with minimal impacts to Plum 
on Plum Creek MDF Creek 

interests • long-term affordable power for MDF • determination must be legal 

• avoid risk of determination for • consistency with long-standing policy 
Thinboard plant • avoid setting a precedent that results in 

• avoid being singled-out from massive load migration to Bonneville . 
community at-large under the co-op • would like to provide opportunity for Plum 

• PC does not expect BPA to do Creek viability 
something illegal or suicidal. • BPA wants Plum Creek to do cogen 

Background 

• The Law. The Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Act (1980) provided for NLSL 
determinations for large loads and specified that BPA can charge higher rates (New 
Resource, or "NR" rates) for them. A NLSL is: 

any single facility that adds over 10 aMW of load to a utility in any year, unless the load 
was contracted for or committed to (CF/CT), as determined by BPA, by a public body, 
cooperative, or investor owned utility prior to 9/1/79. 

• The Circumstances. The MDF plant circumstances do not warrant NLSL status, per a strict 
reading of the law. The MDF plant: 
- was built in 1974 and was a customer of PacifiCorp (PAC), and was therefore CF/CT, 

though no determination of such was made by BPA; and 
grew slowly - did not exceed 10 aMW until 1995 and is now 16 aMW. 

• The Policy. BPA articulated a policy as early as 1981 to discourage the switching of loads 
from one utility to another in search of better rates ("load pirating"). 
- BP A policy test question for a facility that adds 10 aMW to a utility in a year: Did the 

named utility contract for or commit to serve the specific load prior to 1979? 
- Flathead Electric Cooperative (FEC) purchased P AC's service territory in Montana in 

1998; 
- the MDF plant was over 10 aMW in 1998 (was 16 aMW) and therefore passively added 

over 10 aMW to a different "named utility," FEC; 
- therefore, in January 2001 , BPA made a preliminary NLSL determination that the MDF 

plant is a NLSL. 
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Plum Creek Proposal; is not NLSL 

Plum Creek proposes that BPA simply find that the MDF plant is not a NLSL. Plum Creek 
believes such a finding would be legal and could be done in such a way as to avoid a negative 
precedent for BPA. 

• The physical circumstances of the plant (start up date and growth history) support this 
position. 

• The BPA policy that specifies CF !CT status applies only to a load of a "named utility" was 
written to prevent intentional load migration between utilities in search of lower rates. Plum 
Creek did not intentionally switch utilities, therefore a NLSL determination would make 
Plum Creek an unintended victim of the policy. 

• FEC should be treated as the successor of PAC's Montana utility operation, not a new utility. 
• Plum Creek was a passive bystander when FEC assumed the service territory of PAC. Plum 

Creek was not informed of the NLSL liability and had no oppo1tunity to adjust consumption 
to avoid the liability. 

• BP A concerns. BP A opposes the proposal for three reasons: 
1. They are concerned that doing so would set a precedent for future similar situations and 

would open the door to massive load migration to BP A's cost-based power. 
2. They do not want to jeopardize the policy consistency they have implemented since the 

passing of the Act. 
3. They believe that a NLSL determination will not harm Plum Creek's underlying interests in 

the short term. 

BPA Proposal; is NLSL 

BPA proposes that they complete their determination of MDF as an NLSL, and in addition, work 
with Plum Creek on two actions that serve to minimize the rate implications of the 
determination: 
1. Dedication. Allow FEC to serve the MDF load with a dedicated, non-federal resource, the 

PAC generation, which FEC is already committed to purchase. The effect would be that all 
of FEC's purchases from BPA would be at BP A's Priority Firm (PF) rate. Since there would 
be no greater charge to FEC because of the NLSL determination, FEC would have no 
justification in "passing through" to Plum Creek MDF the higher costs of the PAC 
generation. 

2. Cogeneration. BP A has indicated that if Plum Creek can reduce the power purchased by 
MDF to less than 10 aMW by self generation with a renewable resource (i.e., cogeneration 
using wood waste) by 2006, then the plant would be billed at the PF rate, even though it was 
still technically a NLSL. Some mention was also made of the potential willingness of BP A 
to purchase any surplus power produced by cogeneration. 

• Plum Creek concerns. Plum Creek still has serious concerns about how this proposal might 
work. These concerns fall into three categories: 
1. Pass through risk. lfFEC asserts that non-federal power supply is dedicated to the MDF 

plant, there is a substantial risk that the costs of that supply will also be assigned, or "passed 
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through" to MDF to reduce the impact ofrate increases to the remaining customers. There 
are three factors that support this concern: 
a) PAC power costs. The costs of PAC power (50% ofFEC portfolio) are going to be very 

high. Beginning 10/1/2001, PAC power goes to the Mid-C index until 2006. FEC asserts 
that this is untenable and is working to renegotiate, but outcome is very uncertain and still 
likely to be very high. FEC customers may be able to survive these high rates by blending 
the high costs with BPA PF rates. 

b) The mine loads. "The border loads" refer to two mines on the Montana-Wyoming border 
which became a part of the FEC service territory along with the acquisition from PAC. 
FEC has acquired power specifically to serve their needs. While the mines have 
strenuously argued that they should receive a blended rate of all FEC generation sources, 
FEC has refused and passed-through the acquired power specifically to the mines. FEC 
has set a precedent of "dedicated power, dedicated costs" and it seems likely that the 
mines would challenge any FEC decision to provide MDF blended rates if it has a 
dedicated generation source. 

c) Ratepayer unrest. Understandably, there is considerable unrest among FEC ratepayers. 
In the March annual meeting, 700 members were in attendance and there was a turnover 
of three board seats. The unrest continues as certain individuals take political advantage 
of the situation. The concern is that a rate payer argument emerges: if MDF receives a 
blended rate when it is receiving a dedicated power supply, the remaining ratepayers will 
be subsidizing MDF with rate increases that are higher than they would be if the high 
costs were passed through to MDF. 

2. Thin board facility determination. If the MDF plant is considered a NLSL, then any 
expansion to MDF is automatically also NLSL Plum Creek is in the final stages of 
construction of a new $70,000,000 Thinboard plant that is connected to MDF, but is being 
constructed as a separate facility to serve different markets than MDF. Because of its close 
physical proximity and the sharing of some resources, there is a risk that BP A would find it 
to be the same facility and the NLSL issue for Plum Creek would be expanded twofold. 
Therefore, a NLSL determination potentially puts the new plant at risk as well. Plum Creek is 
seeking a determination by BP A that Th inboard is a separate facility. 

3. Long-term consequences of NLSL status. In October of 2006, BPA initiates a new rate 
case and the PAC contract expires. If FEC acquires no new firm resources, BPA must pick 
up the entire FEC load and there will be no private resource to dedicate to MDF. The NLSL 
status will mean that FEC will be charged substantially higher NR rates (rather than PF rates) 
for the MDF load. Therefore, the "dedication" proposal by BPA is only a short-term fix. 
Other considerations in evaluating the longer term risk are as follows: 
a) Cogeneration. Plum Creek has evaluated cogen three times in the past and found it to be 

uneconomical. A new feasibility study is clearly warranted, but preliminary evaluations 
are that cogenerated power would still cost more than many projections of future power 
costs. There is also a negative incentive involved: when substantial Plum Creek 
investments are placed at risk because of BPA policy, reducing the risk by further 
investment seems illogical. Plum Creek cannot feel secure about the long-term risks until 
a cogen study is completed. 

b) Are other rate options available? We have heard that there may be a wider range of 
possibilities for rates other than NR, but BPA has not explained them to us. 
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DRAFT 

Michael 0 . Jostrom 
Manager, Special Projects 

Plum Creek Timber Company, Inc. 
PO Box 1990 
Columbia Falls, MT 59912 
406-892-6403 Fa.x: 406-892-6171 

e-mail: mj ostrom@plumcreek.com 

May 25, 2001 

Fred Wright 
Manager, Power Supply and Business Relations 
Flathead Electric Cooperative 
2510 Highway 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 59901 

ffl 
Plum Creek 

Subject: Facility Determnation for Ph.m Creek lhinboard Plant 

Dear Freel 

As you know, Plwn Creek is moving into the final stages of the cons1ruction of a new 
facility for manufacturing Thinboard, a fiberboard product. In fact, you have been 
working with us to set up the metering of the plant and we have already energized its 
electncal pathway (Aprj} 26) for testing various parts of the process and beginning the 
phase-in of the load to avoid triggering a future NLSL determination. The purpose of this 
letter is to convey appropriate facts to FEC and BPA so that BP A can make a 
determination that, for purposes ofNLSL, the Thinboa.rd plant is indeed a separate 
facility from our existing MDF Plant. 

The new Plum Creek Thinboard plant is an independent facility and could have been 
located anywhere and operated on a stand-alone basis. When selecting a location to 
construct the plant, a number of factors and available resources contributed to locating it 
at the Columbia Falls Complex in the immediate vicinity of the MDF plant. These 
include the availability of a building site, management convenience, and the opportunity 
to create and take advantage of certa in economies of scale and resources, such as surplus 
steam capacity and available labor. The two plants produce different products and will 
pursue customers in separate markets. Decisions concerning their operation and viability 
will be made independently. 

BPA makes a decision on whether a facility is independent based upon 7 criteria. The 
facts of the Thinboard plant with respect to these criteria are discussed below. 

1. V\hether the load is operated by a single Consurrer; 

Plum Creek views the Tb.inboard plant as a stand-alone business unit: 
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'\)~~ \ 1, !_,(_.( ~ -a~agement. Kccow1ting methods have been put in place to ensure that the Thinboard 
r/ / .) ~ -• plant will be measured on its financial performance independently of any other facility so ,.,~
1

1 
·, • that management decisions can be made to optimize the plant independently. ~ 

; 

y,..)b-Y L ) ~,1. 
Electrical pathway. The Thin board plant is being constructed on a completely·~ ~.,..L 

independent electrical pathwav. This.has been q_op~tructed and w~s enenzized ~4/26/01.J 
'- 't>J:t~•,tJtr P? p..,.-~Ln:: !V"') - -rJ:2..-9~~~ .J J / ..--,~.:nl-- V'rl:_ 

As an FEC customer. As described in criterion 5, FEC has worked with Plum Creek t~ 

£/J 
I 

set up metering and pathway with the intent that the relationship with the utility be as a 
separate consumer from the MDF facility. -~..r .. - t>;:2H-c:.:,-,£.g- . .. .r~efr21- K J.. IS -tL L 

2 Wlethet- the load is in a single location ---

The Thinboard plant is constructed at the same mill complex as the MDF plant, the 
Columbia Falls plywood plant, and the Columbia Falls sawmill. The plywood plant and 
the sawmill have already been determined by the BPA to be separate faci lities. The new 
plant is being constructed in the immediate vicinity of the MDF plant because of the 
availability of a building site and the opportunity to take advantage of certain economies 
of scale and available resources. It is largely housed within an independent structure for 
the majority of the production processes. Portions of the new structure have been 

~v incorporated into the existing MDF plant structure to efficiently utilize the site and take 
advantage of operations synergies between the facilities as much as possible. 'J.. >" 

V
~ ~ Wlethet-the load seives a rmnufaclurirg process Wlich produces a single r / .l ' product or type of product 

/i} , ) / The new Thinboard plant will manufacture a product called Thinboard, not previously 
j) V' manufactured by Plum Creek. It is a fiberboard product but produces distinctly different 

·(- '(( products to different customers than the MDF does. The following discussion contrasts 

27760110 

Thinboard process and products with MDF process and products to demonstrate that it is 
a distinct different product. 

Different products; Thinboard is a high density fiberboard and is manufactured 
to thinner specifications as well as higher densities than MDF in order to serve 
different markets than are currently served by the MDF products. We are not 
aware of a facility or company that produces both products at the same location. 
Traditionally, a customer such as a furniture manufacturer, that might require both 
products, has to acquire them from different suppliers. A synergy that we are 
seeking is to be able to offer such a customer an opportunity for ' 'one stop 
shopping." 

Different raw materials; Thin board has a different mix of wood fiber types than 
MDF, and utilizes chips in addition to the sawdust and shavings that MDF uses. 
Also, the resin used is a different formulation and will be stored and delivered to 
the plant separately. { I.# µg -if~ t ~ 
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Different manufacturing process and technology; the following table 
summarizes the main differences in manufactw-ing processes. 

Formin Process 
Press Process 
Board emissions control 
rocess 

Th inboard MDF 

No ammonia treatment; resin 
technol 

Air formin 

Ammonia treatment for 
formaldeh de control 

Different markets; Th.inboard has different markets than MDF and is made into 
A J different end products. The following table lists examples of the different kinds of 

,t: .. ,¼Ji ~ r~c~s,;at are made: 
~ 1rr , 'A JV 1' )., 

1ft/,4~~ ~&~· ~F.~}~\~floonn ~~::~15 

Th inboard MDF 

~.:;v /4 p -;,;,;i ~ Drawer bottoms Counter to s 
L I<'( r ~ f' j...,,V.J I 

Platform I ood laminate Cabinet Doors 

I! ~ ",j-JI rt /, ~ if 4. W1ether separable portions d a load are interdependent 

l~~)l 

vt. 
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The Thin board facility is designed to function complementary to but independent of the 
MDF. Some resources are shared. as below, but it is designed to operate on a stand-alone 
basis if required because of independent economic circumstances. It can operate by itself 
if the MDF or another facility is shut down for some reason or it can be shut down 
without impacting MDF operations. Each facility will be shutdown separately for 
scheduled maintenance activities. 

Shared resources. There are two primary resources that the Thinboard plant shares with 
other facilities through a management and "purchasing" or allocation arrangement 
between the plants. In all cases, the shared resource can be (and are) operated for any one 
facil ity alone if necessary. The shared resources described represent but a very small 
fraction of the entire production line of either the Thin board or the MDF plant. 
• Steam. The MDF plant operates a boiler that produces steam used by the plywood 

plant, MDF plant, and the sawmill. However, there was enough excess boiler capacity 
to accommodate the Thinboard plant and thus obviate the need to build a new boiler 
1fthe Thinboard plant would have been built elsewhere. The steam that is produced is 
sold to the other facilities so costs can be allocated to the separate businesses. This 
shared resources arrangement for steam has already been observed and recognized by 
BPA in the determination for Columbia Falls Plywood and Sawmill (May 2, 200 I) 
and the determination for Evergreen Plywood and Sawmill (March 13, 200 I), which 
are separate facilities but utilize steam as a shared resource. 

• Raw material storage. Thinboard will share a raw material storage site wtth MDF. 
In conjunction with the construction of the Thinboard plant, the storage site has been 
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reconfigured to accommodate a resource sharing arrangement. Bins have been 
installed to keep fiber types separated and metering bins have been added to ensure 
that the exact quantity of fiber used by each plant can be measured and costs allocated 
to the appropriate plant. This arrangement is similar to shared log yard storage at 
Evergreen for the separate facilities there. 

5. Wlether the load is contracted, served, or billed as a single load under 
FECs custanary billing policy. 

The Thin board plant is being set up as a completely separate billing entity with its own 
metering. FEC will bill Thinboard separately from any of the other Plwn Creek facilities. 

6. O:>nsistent application of the foregoing criteria in sinilar fact situations 

As mentioned, Plum Creek has received a site determination at two different locations 
March 13, 2001 and May 2, 2001). The seven criteria addressed in this letter were used to 
make the evaluations and the following two potentially unique situations should be 
considered consistently in this evaluation. 

Separate facilities at a complex. The Evergreen Complex and the Columbia Falls 
Complex have both been considered and the fact that more than facility occurs at a 
complex has been confirmed by the BPA site determinations. 

Shared resources. The issue of shared resources is addressed under criterion 4 above. 
The previous determinations acknowledged that shared resources are a viable 
arrangement between separate facilities. 

Consistent application of these criteria is probably appropriately BPA and FEC's task, 
J/ but Plum Creek' s limited experience as mentioned supports some positive .consistency 

'tf' ~ considerations 

1/~~7. :,-<:hr factors the parties deterrrine to be relevant ~ 
{ t ,q,iP' f [not yure what would work well here. ideas?] 

1
~ 

1,V( TI¥tnk you, Fred, for working with us on this matter. As you know, the outstanding issue tW JO o the NLSL status oftbe existing MDF plant makes this determination for the Thinboard 
(I {; \.) ant extremely important. If you or BPA have any questions at all that might cast doubt 
~ /&<I" 'JJ:' n this plant as a separate facility, please get in touch with me immediately so that we can 
I\ r {tJ better explore the facts prior to a determination being made. 

~\; J1. Sincerely, 

~ -f /\P ~ V, ike Jostrom 

.~ r 11!/ 
\ ~., fU DRAFT 
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Memorandum 
Attorney Work Product - Privileged document - Do not disclose 

May 25, 2001 

To: Randy Roach - L 
From: Tom Miller LP-7 
CC: Mary Beth Van Buren - LP 

Tim Johnson -LP 
Re: Discussion with Paul Murphy on Plum Creek Medium Density Fiberboard 
Plant as a New Large Single Load. 

Yesterday at the request of PBL, Tim Johnson and I met with Paul Murphy, 
attorney for Plum Creek, a large lumber and fiberboard-manufacturing firm in 
western Montana. Plum Creek operates eight plants producing different lumber, 
hardwood and board products. One of their large plants produces medium 
density fiberboard (MDF) and has operated since 1974. Between 1974 and 1998 
the MDF plant took service from PacifiCorp through Flathead Electric 
Cooperative (FEC), in amounts up to 17 average annual megawatts. In 
November 1998, Pacificorp and FEC finalized a sale and purchase of all of 
Pacificorp's western Montana service territory. Since that time the power supply 
for the plant has averaged some 16 annual megawatts, which has been supplied 
by FEC. 

As part of the process for arranging service for FEC loads under a subscription 
contract, BPA has been reviewing several issues around service to the six Plum 
Creek plants served by FEC under provisions of our current 1981 power sales 
contract with FEC. Specifically BPA has been asked to make determinations 
under section 8 of the contract as to which plants are separate facilities and 
whether the MDF plant load will be billed at the New Resources 7(f) rate. 
Although FEC began providing service in November 1998, FEC did not inform 
BPA of the size of the MDF load. The condition of the FEC purchase included 
purchasing nonfederal power from PacifiCorp resources so that SPA did not 
immediately see any change in its power deliveries. Regardless of the 
noncompliance with section 8 of FEC's contract with BPA, FEC and Plum Creek 
are requesting BPA to consider whether there is a basis for not designating the 
MDF plant as a NLSL. 

Mr. Murphy's Arguments: 

Mr. Murphy has provided a written argument as to the reasons for not 
considering the MDF Plant as an NLSL under section 3(13)(A) of the Northwest 
Power Act. A copy of that paper is attached. In summary the arguments made 
are that BPA has misread section 3(13) (A) in a manner which causes a 
"contracted for or committed to load" (CFCT) served by any utility to become an 
NLSL. They argue that to be a NLSL the load must both 1) not have been CFCT 
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by a utility, and 2) if the load transferred, not result in an increase of 10 average 
megawatts in service to the plant, or an increase in the load which the newly 
serving utility places on BPA. They argue that the load was served by a utility 
before September 1, 1979 and that due to the power purchases from PacifiCorp 
the service arrangement does not increase the load on the utility or BPA by 1 O 
average megawatts or more in any 12 consecutive months. Their logic is as 
follows. Since the MDF plant was served by a utility before September 1, 1979, 
and since the transfer to Flathead did not increase the load at the plant or the 
amount of power supplied by BPA after the time of the transfer of service from 
PacifiCorp to FEC, then the load should not fall within the definition of a New 
Large Single Load. 

Additional arguments are made. In BPA's environmental record for the 1981 
contract negotiations BPA stated that the purpose of the NLSL provision was to 
first, encourage the Direct Service Industries to take service from BPA under the 
initial contract, and second, to prevent loads which were new to the region from a 
competitive advantage with other regions due to a lower than marginal cost 
based rate. They argue these purposes were enunciated in the legislative history 
of the Act and aAQ.that BPA simply the purpose of avoiding conflicts between 
regional utilities competing for load, sub nom, "load piracy". They believe the 
policy in the Boise Cascade letter is limited to "hostile" takeovers. None of these 
purposes are transgressed by the addition of the MDF plant service to FEC. If 
there is any ambiguity then these purposes should inform the agency that the 
MDF load is one that should be supplied at the PF rate. 

As a further argument and assuming that the "load piracy" purpose is valid, they 
reject BPA's policy purpose of protection of the FBS from additional costs, and 
they assert a theory that the transfer of service was more like a "successor in 
interest," or transformation of a company than it was a hostile takeover by a 
public utility of a serving investor owned utility's territory. Because the entire 
service area of PacifiCorp in western Montana was transferred under a "friendly" 
agreement, an exception to the usual circumstance of takeover should be 
acknowledged and the Boise Cascade policy should not apply. 

Mr. Murphy stated that he understood BPA's concern with taking on additional 
load and the potential "precedent" setting nature of changing BPA policy. To 
that end he argued that BPA should take this instance as an opportunity to clarify 
its policy over voluntary or friendly transfers. In doing so BPA should state that 
henceforth they would not be treated any different from other takeovers. 
However, Plum Creek was clearly a CFCT load of PacifiCorp. Since Plum Creek 
had no knowledge of the consequence of the decision FEC was making and was 
not told by FEC of any consequence, it would be unfair to treat Plum Creek as a 
NLSL. The application of the Boise Cascade principle to the Plum Creek load 
would place them in an untenable position and given the impact on the Flathead 
valley, their present and future load service for the 16 average megawatts should 
not be at NR. In short, by clarifying the policy BPA can both apply the Boise 
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Cascade principle in the future and give an exception to it to Plum Creek's MDF 
plant. 

SPA Response: 

Although the above argument is well drawn and I thanked Mr. Murphy for 
explaining it, it ignores several important considerations regarding BPA's NLSL 
policy and the facts in this circumstance. We do not disagree about the impact 
that the NR rate might have on the plant's cost of operations, nor about the fact 
that the plant could have been a CFCT of PacifiCorp had they ever requested an 
Administrator's determination to that effect. Where we legally disagree is over 
the scope, basis and import of the portion of BPA's NLSL policy stated in the 
Boise Cascade letter and the application of that policy to all load transfers of 
which BPA had knowledge. The policy in the Boise Cascade letter is based upon 
a clear expression of intent by Congress and BPA has not read the language of 
section 3(1 3) in the manner proposed for 20 years of practice under that statute 
and contract. The following points were made to Mr. Murphy. 

Section 3(13) of the Northwest Power Act did not go through the Congress 
without being modified in committee review. The provision was very different in 
the House Commerce Committee version from the House Interior Committee 
version that was the last before passage. It changed again before passage 
based on the Committee report but there is no final "conference report" by both 
houses on this legislation. Thus the Interior Committee's report is the last 
reflection of congressional intent on this provision. Section 3(13), as passed, 
was modified in three respects from prior versions of the bills. First, the 
measurement of the load size was changed from 10 average megawatts in 3 
years to 10 average megawatts in twelve consecutive months. Second, the type 
of loads to which the definition would apply was changed from industrial to any 
large load, including large commercial loads. Third, the terms "such customer" 
were added to subsection 3(13)(8) of the definition on the increase in service of 
10 average megawatts, and related back to the antecedent reference of "public 
body, cooperative, investor owned utility, or Federal agency customer" in 
subsection (A) on the load service which predated September 1, 1979.1 

The purpose of this last change is expressed in the Interior Committee Report 
that states: 

1 "3.(13) 'New large single load' means any load associated with a new 
facility, an existing facility, or an expansion of an existing facility--

3.(l 3)(A) which is not contracted for, or committed to, as determined by the 
Administrator, by a public body, cooperative, investor-owned utility, or Federal agency 
customer prior to September 1, 1979, and 

3.()3)(B) which will result in an increase in power requirements of such 
customer of ten average megawatts or more in any consecutive twelve-month period." 
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Section 3(13) defines " new large single load, a term with rate 
consequences under section 5(c) and 7(b) of the legislation. Under this 
definition, September 1, 1979, is the cut off date for all categories of new 
large single loads; no cut off date distinction is made between industrial 
and nonindustrial loads of this type. Thus a large single load of a utility is 
a new large single load if it was not contracted for or committed to by that 
utility prior to such date. 

H. Rept. 96-976, 96th Cong. 2d Sess. , Part II 1980 at 39 (emphasis added). 

This section-by-section analysis of the Interior Committee supports the limited 
exception on NLSL created by subsection 3(13) (A). Since it was the last 
explanation of the changes to be made in the bill before it went to the full house 
for vote, BPA may defend its interpretation based on this statement, assuming 
any ambiguity in the provision. BPA has relied upon this expression as the basis 
for treating any change in utility that was not serving the load as of September 1, 
1979, as requiring service at the NR rate. The interpretation affects all loads not 
served by a specific utility on that date including a OSI. As the first sentence of 
the paragraph states, the purpose is the protection of the section 7(b) and 5(c) 
rate differences between FBS service at the PF rate and loads served at the NR 
rate. Ultimately, were Plum Creek or Flathead to sue BPA over its interpretation 
and policy, BPA should prevail on its interpretation. 

We pointed out that PacifiCorp was the serving utility as of September1 , 1979 
and as such the Plum Creek load was not previously served by Federal power at 
the 7(b) rate. Flathead is a rural cooperative utility and a preference customer, 
so all of the loads that it was serving as of that date were and are met by PF 
service. When the transfer of service territory took place, the purpose of the 
provision would be met by charging NR for the load at the Plum Creek MDF 
facility. Our statues make a very clear distinction in customer class and between 
BPA wholesale service to a preference customer as opposed to an investor
owned utility. Therefore it would be very hard to consider the two serving utilities 
as the same service, or a successor in interest, without such a distinction. 

We pointed out that BPA's policy and interpretation were of long-standing 
duration and were contemporaneous with the implementation of the statute. 
BPA's policy has been published twice to our customers in the NLSL guidelines 
and manual. Since the 1982 Boise Cascade inquiry, it has also been 
consistently applied. It was applied in the Stauffer Chemical plant service from 
Montana Power Co. in the same year, a OSI becoming a utility load. lt was also 
applied in the 1996 Vigilante Coop request for transference of the Rhone-Polenc 
60 mw load to them from Montana Power Co. BPA said the load would be an 
NLSL and could not be phased on. More recently the Douglas Rural Electric 
Coop was informed that their service to the 20 mw International Paper load 
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would be an NLSL when the load taken over from Central Lincoln PUD. Emerald 
PUD was informed that their annexation of the Scott Paper and Fort James mill 
loads, each about 20 annual average megawatts, would be served at the NR 
rate. 

The distinction that Mr. Murphy drew, regarding the "friendly" takeover of the 
entire Montana service area from PacifiCorp by Flathead, would not be a 
significant legal distinction in terms of the past policy. Any rural electric 
cooperative must buy its right to serve members in any new area by purchasing 
under mutual agreement from the existing utility. There is no right to condemn a 
portion of the distribution system so that a coop may only contract with an 
investor owned utility or other utility to take over retail service. Flathead entered 
into a mutual agreement with Pacificorp to take over its retail load service, its 
distribution system, and buy some of its resource output. The friendliness of the 
transaction, and the totality of selling all the system, is not a distinction from other 
such takeovers. 

The only basis which may be at all credible for a treatment of Flathead's service 
to Plum Creek MDF plant is the fact that the state of Montana has an open 
access law which allowed the IOU to sell off its service area if it wished to avoid 
the consequences of the new legislation. Pacificorp did so. However, it is not 
clear that this fact alone would serve as much of a legal distinction. Pacificorp 
would have had to obtain Public Service Commission approval to sell off its 
system to Flathead even before the open access law. So Plum Creek's 
argument devolves into one of whether it is equitable for a company who was not 
informed of the actions taken by its power supplier in executing a contract to sell 
off its system, to face a consequence of the NLSL treatment, known to the 
utilities but not known by the company. 

The prospect that BPA should make an exception to its longstanding policy and 
"make clear" that in all future instances when a complete service area is 
transferred from one utility to another utility is not attractive and may not be very 
defensible. It assumes that BPA did not correctly understand what Congress 
was saying in section 3(13) or in the Interior Committee report that addressed 
this specific issue. We did. It would assume that BPA did not make clear that its 
interpretation and policy already covered all instances of when a utility takes over 
service from another utility, all retail loads over 10 average megawatts would be 
NLSL. In other words, BPA did not cover " friendly' takeovers for entire service 
areas only hostile takeovers. Our policy made no such distinction and by default 
has covered any changes in serving utility completely and consistently since 
1982. It assumes that BPA could limit the application of this exception to a 
single instance, not on the basis that BPA should modify the policy but that BPA 
had been silent and it would be inequitable to treat the load as a NR load. 
Acceptance of this argument could lead to additional immediate requests for 
equitable treatment on "successor in interest" theories from other utilities. Finally 
it assumes that BPA should not apply the distinction between public and private 
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utility service that has been at the core of this policy from 1982, that is the 
protection of the FBS from additional loads not served by the FBS prior to the 
Northwest Power Act. Although BPA may attempt to create such distinctions to 
support the policy exception requested by Plum Creek, such an exception would 
draw attention to NLSL policy generally. In light of the Plum Creek facts and BPA 
past policy history on this issue of large retail loads transferred to a new serving 
utility, the exception may prove very difficult to defend. 

We mentioned these concerns to Mr. Murphy in the meeting and then discussed 
with him the options regarding service to the load if it were and NLSL, including 
the option of a consumer providing self-generation. We also mentioned that 
since the costs of service for Flathead would not change in the near term until 
2006, that BPA could discuss the possibility of an alternative supply to NR for the 
MDF plant in the post 2006 period. Mr. Murphy asked if he should be optimistic 
and I explained that I could neither say yea or nay to the concept he presented 
but that we'd discuss it with management. I also told him that the defense of the 
proposed limited instance would not be easy since BPA would have to say 
something publicly to customers to effect the "clarification" of the NLSL issue and 
such issues seldom fail to attract attention of many regional interest groups. 
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May 28, 2001 

Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Highway 2 East 

Kalispell, MT 59901-2397 
406-751-4483 FAX 406-756-6617 

Mr. Steve Wright, Acting Administrator 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P. 0. Box 3621 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Update on Flathead Electric Power Supply/Request for BPA l'F-T AC Power Supply 

Dear Mr. Wright: 

As you know, Flathead Electric Cooperative (FEC) purchases power from Bonneville 
Power Administration (BPA) on a long-tenn basis. FEC also purchases 70 MW of 
capacity and energy from PacifiCorp (PAC) on a long-tenn basis for the urban Kalispell 
and Whitefish electric distribution properties FEC acquired from PAC in 1998. These 
acquired properties are currently operated by FEC as Energy Northwest Inc. (ENI). The 
PAC power sale agreement for ENI loads (the PAC Agreement) presently is a fixed price 
contract with energy delivered to FEC/ENI at $23.85/MWh. The PAC Agreement 
contains a provision that converts the delivered price of the energy to the daily Mid
Columbia index starting October l, 2001 and extending until September 30, 2006. 

FEC originally hoped to buy all its power supply from BP A. The need for FEC to create 
the ENI organization and to purchase power from PAC arose because Montana law at the 
time excluded electric cooperatives such as FEC from serving electricity to urban areas. 
This prohibition due to Montana law has been lifted with the passage of Senate Bill 325 
into law. FEC believes that the passage of Senate Bill 325 will allow ENI to be 
consolidated into FEC directly, and that the combined FEC/ENI loads are now qualifying 
"Regional Preference" loads pursuant to the Regional Power Act. 

The regional wholesale electricity market is undergoing a pricing anomaly attributable to, 
among other things, the convergence of dry weather in the Northwest, a lack of new 
generation development in recent years, and strong demand from California loads related 
to the failure of California's utility deregulation efforts. Due to these unusual and 
unforeseen events, regional wholesale electric prices, as measured by the Mid-Columbia 
daily index have been at historic high levels for months, and are expected to remain 
abnormally high for the next 6 to 18 months. FEC, therefore, is extremely concerned 
about the impacts of the price conversion provision of the PAC Agreement on the 
financial health and viability ofFEC and ENI. Assuming that the Mid-Columbia index, 
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Mr. Steve Wright 
May 30, 2001 Page2 

as expected, continues at it's current high level or goes even higher, FEC will simply not 
be able to afford the power supply costs associated with the PAC Agreement. 

FEC has retained EES Consulting (EESC) to assist in developing strategies and 
alternatives that FEC can pursue to avoid or mitigate the impact of the change in pricing 
for ENI power supplies in October. A number of alternatives are under consideration at 
this time. These alternatives include: 

• Fixed for floating price swaps 
• Construction of FEC owned generation 
• Structured long term transactions with PAC 

Unfortunately, building generation and completing financial swaps will either not be 
completed in time to help mitigate FEC' s price conversion impact in October, or contain 
unacceptable levels of financial risk for FEC and its customers. The most promising 
scenarios for structured transactions include a long-term physical swap of energy 
between FEC and PAC in lieu of cash. In order to effectuate such a physical energy 
swap, FEC must acquire fixed price energy to exchange for PAC's daily index priced 
supply. 

To that end, I have listed on the attached Term Sheet, a concept that involves BP A, PAC 
and FEC working together to search for a win-win solution to this matter. This solution 
includes a swap of physical energy. In order to implement the energy swap solution, and 
in light of recent changes to Montana law as outlined earlier, I am by this letter 
requesting 70 MW of electricity from BP A for FEC as a Preference Load beginning 
October I, 200 I . I am further requesting BP A to determine the appropriate Targeted 
Adjustment Clause (TAC) rider that would initially be added to the BPA PF rate. Please 
be advised that FEC makes this request without intention of prejudicing or waiving any 
rights to BP A's PF cost based power products which FEC may or may not have for the 
current ENI loads now or in the future. 

FEC is very interested in having BPA involved as part of the solution to FEC's future 
power supply cost dilemma. PacifiCorp also supports this approach and welcomes 
BPA's participation. 

As always, I appreciate your attention and cooperation in helping satisfy FEC's power 
supply needs. Please review the attached term sheet, and provide me with your 
assessment as to whether BPA can play an important role in helping FEC manage it's 
future power supply costs in this manner. 

As you may know, I have a meeting set on June 7°' with Montana's Congressional 
Delegation to discuss the status of FEC's efforts to control its future power supply costs. 
I would very much appreciate BPA's response to this letter and request prior to that date. 

This document contains information which is considered Confidential, and is not for 
disclosure except to the addressee and key staff at each organization .referenced herein. 
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Mr. Steve Wright 
May 30, 2001 

Sincerely, 

Warr en Mcconkey 
General Manager 

bee: Gary Saleha - EESC 
Leesa Nayudu - R. W. Beck 
C. T. Beede -BPA 

Page 3 

This document contains information which is considered Confidential, and is not for 
disclosure except to the addressee and key staff at each organization referenced herein. 
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Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

INDICATIVE PHYSICAL EXCHANGE 

FLATHEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

May 30, 2001 

General - Flathead currently purchases 70 MW/hour from PacifiCorp at a fixed price of 
$23 .85/MWh through September 30, 2001 pursuant to the POWER SALES AGREEMENT 
BE1WEEN PACIFICO RP AND FLA TREAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AND ENERGY 
NORTIIWEST INC ("Agreement") . For the time period October I, 2001 through September 30, 
2006, the contract price is the Dow Jones Mid-Colwnbia Electricity Index. Flathead would like to 
explore restructuring the Agreement with PacifiCorp with the intent of reducing Flathead's 
exposure to Mid-Columbia Index for the time period 9/30/2001 through 9/30/2006. 

The following product is indicative of recent discussions between Flathead and PacifiCorp 
but is not an offer to sell or a bid to purchase any electric power or related electric power 
products. Any proposed transaction would be dependent upon appropriate contractual 
arrangements, negotiated terms, and senior management or board approvals. 

Physical Exchange: 

Physical Exchange: The Agreement would be amended or replaced by a power 
purchase and physical exchange involving Flathead, PacifiCorp, and 
the Bonneville Power Administration. The basic components of a 
deal structure are as follows: 

Quantity: 

Term: 

Exchange Ratio: 

• a Flathead purchase of system firm electric power from BP A, • delivery of Flathead's BPA purchase to PacifiCorp, and 
• a modification to the Agreement reducing to zero the contract 

price for electric power delivered to Flathead. 

one-for-one (i.e . matching of the delivery ofFlatheads' BPA 
purchase to the delivery of electric power under the Agreement). 

Confidential- For Discussion Purposes Only 

All temu and condldona of this dOCllmtAt • re confldenlJ.aJ between P•dOCorp and flathead Electric Coopendn and lhdr 1hdy 
appointed •&:enu. The producta and prica lislt:d In this docwnent are for dbcusslon purposa only la order to facllltau the 
DtCotladon, preparation, and esttUtlon of potential dellnldve a,reementa. Thia docwnent doa not crate a blndlnc or 
enforceable contract. This la not u, offer or a commitment or flathead Electric CooperatJve or any aJ1lllala. The tnnsactlon 
ticscribed above may be aubject to flu1her review and appronl or flalhud El«trlc Cooperadve'• aenlor manacement and the 
esecutJon of the dellnlt.lve acreernent. 
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Pricing: 

Points of Delivery: 

Miscellaneous: 

Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

$0/MWH (i.e. Flathead would be obligated to pay BPA pursuant to 
negotiated price and terms and PacifiCorp would relieve Flathead 
of any payment obligations pursuant'to the Agreement). 

To Flathead - at Flathead's system as listed in the Agreement. 
To PacifiCorp - mutually agreeable interconnection points between 
BPA and PacifiCorp, in PacifiCorp's eastern system. 

The physical exchange would be subject to Flathead's successful 
negotiation of a power purchase from BP A and corresponding 
physical exchange between BP A and PacifiCorp with price and 
terms acceptable to Flathead. 

Confidential- For Discussion Purposes Only 

All tcnu and condldou orlhb •ocwnent aft conJldffldaJ between PadftCorp and Flalllead E.ledric Coopendve ana their •u1y 
appointed qenta. The product& and prices listed la this docwnent aft for clbcws1on purpc,aee only In order lo racWtate llle 
nqodatlon, preparation, and esecutlon of potential deftnltlve aireementa. Thia •ocume11t •oa 11ot create.a bllldJnc or 
enforceable contract. This b not an olfer or a commitment of Flathead Electric Coopendve or any afliliata. The transactloa 
dacrtbed above may be subject lo flu1her review and approval or Flathea4 Electric Coopentlve'1 senior IIUUl• cernent aM Ille 
execution or the tleftnltive •crttrnent. 
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Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

INDICATIVE PHYSICAL EXCHANGE 

FLATHEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

May 30, 2001 

General - Flathead currently purchases 70 MW/hour from PacifiCorp at a fixed price of 
$23.85/MWh through September 30, 2001 pursuant to the POWER SALES AGREEMENT 
BEIWEEN PACIFICORP AND FLATHEAD ELECTRlC COOPERATIVE AND ENERGY 
NORTIIWEST INC ("Agreement"). For the time period October 1, 2001 through September 30, 
2006, the contract price is the Dow Jones Mid-Columbia Electricity Index. Flathead would like to 
explore restructuring the Agreement with PacifiCorp with the intent of reducing Flathead's 
exposure to Mid-Columbia Index for the time period 9/30/2001 through 9/30/2006. 

The following product is indicative of recent discussions between Flathead and PacifiCorp 
but is not an offer to sell or a bid to purchase any electric power or related electric power 
products. Any proposed transaction would be dependent upon appropriate contractual 
arrangements, negotiated terms, and senior management or board approvals. 

Physical Exchange: 

Physical Exchange: The Agreement would be amended or replaced by a power 
purchase and physical exchange involving Flathead, PacifiCorp, and 
the Bonneville Power Administration. The basic components of a 
deal structure are as follows: 

Quantity: 

Term: 

Exchange Ratio: 

• a Flathead purchase of system firm electric power from BP A, 
• delivery of Flathead's BPA purchase to PacifiCorp, and 
• a modification to the Agreement reducing to zero the contract 

price for electric power delivered to Flathead. 

one-for-one (i.e. matching of the delivery ofFlatheads' BPA 
purchase to the delivery of electric power under the Agreement). 

Confidential- For Discussion Purposes Only 

All terma ancl condltlom of this clocwncnt are con!ldentJal bdween PacUlCorp an4 flathead Electnc Cooperative UMI lbelr duly 
appolnlff aeenta. The product, ancl prices listed In this doc11111ent are for dbnaulon purposes only la order to facDltate the 
necotlatloft, pttparatfon, and eiecuUon ofpotentb.l cldlnlUve •creements. Thb clOCUJMnt •- not create • blndlnc or 
enforceable contract. Thb Is not an offer or • commitment of flathead FJectrk Cooperative or any • .m.llata. TM tramactlon 
described above may be aubject to further review and approval of Flathead FJectrlc Cooperative'• senior manace111ent and the 
execution of the dellnltlve • cree"ment. 
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Pricing: 

Points of Delivery: 

Miscellaneous: 

Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

$0/MWH (i.e. Flathead would be obligated to pay BPA pursuant to 
negotiated price and tenns and PacifiCorp would relieve Flathead 
of any payment obligations pursuant'to the Agreement). 

To Flathead - at Flathead's system as listed in the Agreement. 
To PacifiCorp - mutually agreeable interconnection points between 
BPA and PacifiCorp, in PacifiCorp's eastern system. 

The physical exchange would be subject to Flathead's successful 
negotiation of a power purchase from BP A and corresponding 
physical exchange between BPA and PacifiCorp with price and 
terms acceptable to Flathead. 

Confidential- For Discussion Purposes Only 

All tenna aad coodltlou or thb 4oauMnt att conflcknt!al betwffll PadftCorp IIAll FlatJiead Eledric Cooperad\'e 11114 thdr •u1y 
appointed a,enta.. The products w p!Yet lbte4 In this 4ocumeat att for cl.lscussloa pctrpoMII only In order to facWtate tbe 
necodatloa, preparation, an4 e:recuUon or poun~ 4dln1Un acreenaenta. Tbb 4ocwnnal •oa not create.• blndinz or 
taforceable contract. Thb Is not an ofru or a commitment or Flatheacl Electric Coopentln or any afllllatea. The tramactloa 
described abo\'e may be subject to further review and appro\'al or FlatJiead Ekdrk Cooperatln'a senior manacement ... the 
e:recutlon of the iellnltl"e acrttment. 
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News 

Baucus goes to bat for Plum Creek 

The Daily Inter Lake 

Plum Creek Timber must be heartened to know that th~ 
have a powerful ally in their battle to keep open their mediwn
density fiberboard plant in Columbia Falls. 

Sen. Max Baucus, recently named as chairman of the Senate 
Finance Committee, met recently with Plum Creek and Flathead 
Electric Cooperative officials regarding a disagreement they're 
having with the Bonneville Power Administration. 

Bonneville is investigating whether Plum Creek's medium• 
density fiberboard plant in Columbia Falls should be designated 
a New Large Single Load. 

It's sounds like just some more administrative gobbledygook, 
but in fact such a move could lead to dramatically higher power 
rates - as much as IO times the current rate - and could force 
Plwn Creek to go so far as to shut down the plant, which 
employs about 200 people. 

Tbis threat comes in the wake of Plum Creek investing $69 
million in a new mcdiwn-density fiberboard plant that was 
expected to come on line this fall. Tho company's commitment 
to its Montana operations has been outstanding, with many 
millions of dollars being spent on upgrades and expansions over 
the past J 5 years. 

It behooves us to remember that now, and for aJl of us to 
work together to ensure that BPA doesn't make a short-sighted 
decision that will punish Plum Creek for being a good corporate 
citizen. 

The bottom line is that Plum Creek didn't put itself in this 
situation. The company's power supply was switched from 
PacifiCoip to Bonnevi11e only because Flathead Electric 
acquired PacifiCorp's Montana transmission system. 

In every previous case where Bonneville designated a plant 
as a New Large Single Load, it was because a customer had 
switched suppliers to get cheaper power. 

Baucus took the somewhat dramatic step of phoning BPA 
administrator Steve Wright during his meeting with Plum Creek 
and Flathead Electric and telling him that "Plum Creek is an 
innocent victim.'' 

http://www.dailyinterlake.com/news_op .stm 
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Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

INDICATIVE PHYSICAL EXCHANGE 

FLATHEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

May 30, 2001 

General - Flathead currently purchases 70 MW /hour from PacifiCorp at a fixed price of 
$23.85/MWh through September 30, 2001 pursuant to the POWER SALES AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN PACIFICORP AND FLATiiEAD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AND ENERGY 
NORTIIWEST INC ("Agreement"). For the time period October 1, 200 I through September 30, 
2006, the contract price is the Dow Jones Mid-Colwnbia Electricity Index. Flathead would like to 
explore restructuring the Agreement with PacifiCorp with the intent of reducing Flathead's 
exposure to Mid-Columbia Index for the time period 9/30/2001 through 9/30/2006. 

The following product is indicative of recent discussions between Flathead and PacifiCorp 
but is not an offer to sell or a bid to purchase any electric power or related electric power 
products. Any proposed transaction would be dependent upon appropriate contractual 
arrangements, negotiated terms, and senior management or board approvals. 

Physical Exchange: 

Physical Exchange: The Agreement would be amended or replaced by a power 
purchase and physical exchange involving Flathead, PacifiCorp, and 
the Bonneville Power Administration. The basic components of a 
deal structure are as follows: 

Quantity: 

Term: 

Exchange Ratio: 

• a Flathead purchase of system finn electric power from BP A, 
• delivery of Flathead's BPA purchase to PacifiCorp, and 
• a modification to the Agreement reducing to zero the contract 

price for electric power delivered to Flathead. 

October 1, 2001 through September 30, 2010. 

one-for-one (i.e. matching of the delivery ofFlatheads' BPA 
purchase to the delivery of electric power under the Agreement). 

Confidential• For Discussion Purposes Only 

All tenna and condltlou ofthls document are confidential betwfft'I Pad.DCorp and flathead Electrtc Cooperative~ tbelr •u1y 
appointed • cents. Tile product. and prices listed In this dOCWDent are ror llbcusslon purpoaea only bt order to facllltate the 
aecotlatlon, pttpan,tlon, and eucutlon of potential ddlnltlve •creements. Tbb docwnent does not create • blndlnc or 
enJ'on:eable contract. This Is not an offer or a commJtment of flathead l!Jectlic Cooperative or any atllllates. The transac:tion 
•ucnbed above may be subject to fw1her review and approval of Flathead Electric Cooperative', senJor aunacement and tJie 
Httullon or the dellnJUve •creement. 
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Pricing: 

Points of Delivery: 

Miscellaneous: 

Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

$0/MWH (i.e. Flathead would be obligated to pay BP A pursuant to 
negotiated price and terms arid PacifiCorp would relieve Flathead 
of any payment obligations pursuant'to the Agreement). 

To Flathead- at Flathead's system as listed in the Agreement. 
To PacifiCorp - mutually agreeable interconnection points between 
BPA and PacifiCorp, in PacifiCorp's eastern system. 

The physical exchange would be subject to Flathead' s successful 
negotiation of a power purchase from BPA and corresponding 
physical exchange between BP A and PacifiCorp with price and 
tenns acceptable to Flathead. 

Confidential - For Discussion Purposes Only 

All terma UMl CORdltlona ofthll document are coatldenliaJ between PadJICorp and Flatlaead Electrk CoopenUve UMl thdr dul;y 
appolntff acenta. The products and prices lbtff In lhb document att for dbcuulon purpo.a only la order«> racWtate tJae 
necodatlota, preparation, and encutlon of potentlal deflnltlve • creementa. Thb docwaeat does not create.• blndln& or 
enforceable contract. This Is not an olTer or a commflmenl of FlaCbead Electric Coopenttn or any amuata.. Tbe tnnsactloa 
dacrtbed above may be aubject «> further review and approval of Flathead FJedric Coopendve'a senior inanacement u4. tJae 
uecutlon of the cleftnltlve •creemenL 
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The Daily Inter Lake Newspaper, Kalispell, Montana 

News 

Baucus goes to bat for Plum Creek 

The Daily Inter Lake 

Plwn Creek Timber must be heartened to know that they 
have a powerful ally in their battle to keep open their medium
density fiberboard plant in Colwnbia Falls. 

Sen. Max Baucus, recently named as chairman of the Senate 
Finance Committee, met recently with Plwn Creek and Flathead 
Electric Cooperative officials regarding a disagreement they're 
having with the Bonneville Power Administration. 

Bonneville is investigating whether Plwn Creek's medium• 
density fiberboard p]ant in Colwnbia Falls should be designated 
a New Large Single Load. 

It's sounds like just some more administrative gobbledygook, 
but in fact such a move could lead to dramatically higher power 
rates - as much as 10 times the current rate - and could force 
Plum Creek to go so far as to shut down the plant, which 
employs about 200 people. 

Tbis threat comes in the wake of Plum Creek investing $69 
million in a new mcdiwo•density fiberboard plant that was 
expected to come on line this fall. Tho company's commitment 
to its Montana operations has been outstanding, with many 
millions of dollars being spent on upgrades and expansions over 
the past 1 5 years. 

It behooves us to remember that now, and for all ofus to 
work together to ensure that BPA doesn't make a short-sighted 
decision that will punish Plum Creek for being a good corporate 
citizen. 

The bonom line is that Plum Creek didn't put itself in this 
situation. The company's power supply was switched from 
PacifiCorp to Bonneville only because Flathead Electric 
acquired PacifiCorp's Montana transmission system. 

In every previous case where Bonneville designated a plant 
as a New Large Single Load, it was because a customer had 
switched suppliers to get cheaper power. 

Baucus took me somewhat dramatic step of phoning BPA 
administrator Steve Wright during his meeting with Plum Creek 
and Flathead Electric and telling him that "Plum Creek is an 
innocent victim." 

http://wwwdailyinterlake.com/news_op.stm 
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Michael O. Jostrom 
Manager, Special rroj~cts 

Plum Creek Timber Company, Inc. 
PO Box 1990 
Columbia Falls, MT 59912 
406-892-6403 Fa.x: 406-892-6171 
e-mail: mjos1rom@plumcreek.com 

June 26, 2001 

Fred Wright 
Manager, Power Supply and Business Relations 
Flathead E lectric Cooperative 
25 l O Highway 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 59901 

Subject: Facility Determination for Plum Creek Thinboard Plant 

Dear Fred. 

As you know, Plum Creek is moving into the final stages of the construction of a new 
facility for manufacturing Thinboard, a fiberboard product. fn fact, you have been 
working with us to set up the metering of the plant and we have already energized its 
electrical pathway (April 26) for testing various parts of the process and beginning the 
phase-in of the load to avoid triggering a future NLSL determination. The purpose of this 
letter is to convey appropriate facts to FEC and BP A so that BP A can make a 
determination that, for purposes ofNLSL, the Thinboard plant is indeed a separate 
facility from our existing MDF Plant. I would request that this determination be made 
separately from the NLSL determination for the existing MDF plant since it is a separate 
decision with separate facts. 

The new Plum Creek Thinboard plant is an independent facility and could have been 
located anywhere and operated on a stand-alone basis. When selecting a location to 
construct the plant. a number of factors and available resources contributed to locating it 
at the Colwnbia Falls Complex in the immediate vicinity of the MDF plant. These 
include the availability of a building site, management convenience, and the opportunity 
to create and take advantage of certain economies of scale and resources, such as surplus 
steam capacity and available labor. The two plants produce different products and will 
pursue customers in separate markets. Decisions concerni\1g their operation and viability 
will be made independently. 

BPA makes a decision on whether a facility is independent based upon 7 criteria. The 
facts of the Thinboard plant with respect to these criteria are discussed below 

1. Whether the load is operated by a single Consumer; 

Jurie 26~ 2001 Page 1 
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Plum Creek views the Thinboard plant as a stand-alone business unit: 

Management. Accounting methods have been put in place to ensure that the Thinboard 
plant will be measured on its financial performance independently of any other facility so 
that management decisions can be made to optimize the plant independently. 

Electrical pathway. The Th inboard plant is being constructed on a completely 
independent electrical pathway. This has been constructed and was energized on 4/26/01. 

/ '!1>elieve it will be necessary for FEC to provide BP A with the technical details since this 
~ a key factor in the determination. 

As an FEC customer. As described in criterion 5, FEC has worked with Plum Creek to 
set up metering and pathway with the intent that the relationship with the utility be as a 
separate consumer from the MDF facility. Since Plum Creek is a FEC retail customer an~ 
does not have contracts with FEC, it is important to describe to BP A that you are billing 
the facilities seperately. 

2. Whether the load is in a single location 

The Thinboard plant is constructed at the same mill complex as the MDF plant, the 
Columbia Falls plywood plant, and the Columbia Falls sawmill. The plywood plant and 
the sawmill have already been determined by the BP A to be separate facilities. The new 
plant is being constructed in the immediate vicinity of the MDF plant because of the 
availability of a building site and the opportunity to take advantage of certain economies 
of scale and available resources. It is largely housed within an independent structure for 
the majority of the production processes. Portions of the new st.ructure have been 
incorporated into the existing MDF plant structure to efficiently utilize the site and take 
advantage of operations synergies between the faci lities as much as possible. 

3. Whether the load serves a manufacturing process which produces a single 
product or type of product 

The new Thinboard p lant will manufacture a product called Thinboard, not previously 
manufactured by Plum Creek. It is a fiberboard product but produces distinctly different 
products to different customers than the MDF does. Thinboard is thinner than MDF and 
has a higher density. It is, therefore, suited for use in uniquely different products. The 
following discussion contrasts Thinboard process and products with MDF process and 
products to demonstrate that it is a distinctly different product. 

Different products; Thinboard is a high density fiberboard and is manufactured 
to thinner specifications as well as higher densities than MDF in order to serve 
different markets than are cun-ently served by the MDF products. We are not 
aware of a faci lity or company that produces both products at the same location. 
Traditionally, a customer such as a furniture manufacturer, that might require both 
products, has to acquire them from different suppliers. A synergy that we are 

June 26, 200 I Page 2 
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seeking is to be able to offer such a customer an opportunity for "one stop 
shopping." 

Different raw materials; Thinboard has a different mix of wood fiber types than 
MDF, and utilizes chips in addition to the sawdust and shavings that MDF uses. 
Chips are not used in MDF production. Also, the resin used is a different 
formulation and will be stored and delivered to the plant separately. The 
proportions of different raw materials can be thought of as a "recipe" for 
fiberboard. The two products utilize different recipes; the use of the recipe for 
Thinboard would not work in the manufacture ofMDF. 

Different manufacturing process and technology; Thinboard is generally made 
and cut to specified dimensions of length width and thickness for the customer, 
whereas MDF may be machined and shaped as well. The following table 
summarizes the main differences in manufacturing processes. 

Formin Process 
Press Process 
Board emissions control 
rocess 

Th inboard MDF 
Air formin 

No ammonia treatment; resin Ammonia treatment for 
technolo formaldeh de control 

Different markets; Thinboard has different markets than MDF and is made into 
different end products. The following table lists examples of the different kinds of 
end products that are made: 

Panelin 
Drawer bottoms 
Platform I ood laminate 

4. Whether separable portions of a load are interdependent 

The Thin board facility is designed to function complementary to but independent of the 
MDF. Some resources are shared, as below, but it is designed to operate on a stand-alone 
basis if required because of independent economic circumstances. It can operate by itself 
if the MDF or another facility is shut down for some reason or it can be shut down 
without impacting MDF operations. Each facility will be shutdown separately for 
scheduled maintenance activities. 

Shared resources. There are two primary resources that the Thinboard plant shares with 
other facilities through a management and "purchasing" or allocation arrangement 
between the plants. In all cases, the shared resource can be (and are) operated for any one 
facility alone if necessary. The shared resources described represent but a very small 
fraction of the entire production line of either the Thinboard or the MDF plant. 

June 26, 2001 Page 3 
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• Steam. The MDF plant operates a boiler that produces steam used by the plywood 
plant, MDF plant, and the sawmill. However, there was enough excess boiler capacity 
to accommodate the Thinboard plant and thus obviate the need to build a new boiler 
if the Thinboard plant would have been built elsewhere. The steam that is produced is 
sold to the other facilities so costs can be allocated to the separate businesses. This 
shared resources arrangement for steam has already been observed and recognized by 
BPA in the determination for Columbia Falls Plywood and Sawmill (May 2, 2001) 
and the determination for Evergreen Plywood and Sawmill (March 13, 2001), which 
are separate facilities but utilize steam as a shared resource. 

• Raw material storage. Thinboard will share a raw material storage site with MDF. 
In conjunction with the construction of the Thinboard plant, the storage site has been 
reconfigured to accommodate a resource sharing arrangement. Bins have been 
installed to keep fiber types separated and metering bins have been added to ensure 
that the exact quantity of fiber used by each plant can be measured and costs allocated 
to the appropriate plant. Once the appropriate mix of raw material components is 
created, it cannot be intermixed between MDF and Thinboard. Therefore, the 
beginning of completely separate production lines for each begins at raw material 
storage. This arrangement is s imilar to shared log yard storage at Evergreen for the 
separate facilities there. 

5. Whether the load is contracted, served, or billed as a single load under 
FECs customary billing policy. 

The Thinboard plant is being set up as a completely separate billing entity with its own 
metering. FEC will bill Thinboard separately from any of the other Plum Creek facilities. 
None of Plum Creek's facilities have a power sales contract with a utility or power 
provider. They are simply all retail customers. 

6. Consistent application of the foregoing criteria in similar fact situations 

As mentioned, Plum Creek has received a site determination at two different locations 
March 13, 2001 and May 2, 2001). The seven criteria addressed in this letter were used to 
make the evaluations and the following two potentially unique situations should be 
considered consistently in this evaluation. 

Separate facilities at a complex. The Evergreen Complex and the Columbia Falls 
Complex have both been considered and the fact that more than facility occurs at a 
complex has been confirmed by the BP A site determinations. 

Shared resources. The issue of shared resources is addressed under criterion 4 above. 
The previous determinations acknowledged that shared resources are a viable 
arrangement between separate facilities. 

Consistent application of these criteria is probably appropriately the task of BPA and 
FEC, but Plum Creek's limited experience as mentioned supports some positive 
consistency considerations. 

June 26, 2001 Page4 
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7. Any other factors the parties determine to be relevant 

I believe all of the relevant factors have been considered, but if you come up with more 
that supports this determination as a separate facility, please add them to this discussion. 

Thank you, Fred, for working with us on this matter. As you know, the outstanding issue 
of the NLSL status of the existing MDF plant makes this determination for the Thinboard 
plant extremely important. If you or BPA have any questions at all that might cast doubt 
on this plant as a separate facility, please get in touch with me immediately so that we can 
better explore the facts prior to a determination being made. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Jostrom 

cc: (by email) 

June 26, 200 l 

C. T. Beedy 
Robert Anderson 
Dennis Robinson 
Dave Pierce 
Mike Covey 
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FLATHEAD ELECT~C COOPERATIVE, INCo 

Mr. Clarence T. Beede 
Customer Account Executive 
Bonneville Power Administration 
800 Kensington, Suite 204 
Missoula .. MT 59801 

RE. New Large Single Load 

Dear C .T: 

March 23, 200 l 

For some time we have been di~cussmg the new MDF plant that Plum Creek at Colwnbia 
Falls is installing. These discussions have primarily focused on the NLSL issue. Both 
Plum Creek and Flathead Electric would like to clarify the methodology for the 
determination ofNLSL. 

When you and Robert Anderson discussed the NLSL issue with Plum Creek we came 
away with thc-_understanding th.at to avoid the NLSL issue, Plum Creek would need to 
average less than io MW for a twelve-month period. Once that twelve-month period had 
passed. Plum Creek could add another load that averaged less than IO MW. Since that 
·meeting.Plum Creek and flathead Electric have had several discussions that have left us 
unsure as to how the measuring actually takes place. W,;: have been lead to understand 
that the calculation is based on a rolling twelve-month basis. If this is true, then it 
app~ars to us that the second 10 MW adder could possibly result in a NLSL 
determination. Maybt; wt: are saying the same thing. but v. e v .. ould appreciate a detailed 
written explanation as to Bonneville·s methodology for detem1ming NLSL before 
submitting a letter for consultation. 

Plum Creek believes that there may be sufficient reason to begin the necessary measuring 
of load aroond tl1e first of April. Therefore. if you could provide us with the re~fited 
information within the next week we can provide you the required notification and begin 
the process of reaching agreement on ho..., such measuring can proceed. 

Thank you for your attention, pleas~ don' t hesitate to call if you hav~ any qu~stions or 
concerns. 

re. . .ng lt· ," •· 

Marager, Pow~r Supply and Business Relanoos 

cc: M.D. Jostrom, Plum Creek 

POWER SUPPLY & BUSINESS RELATIONS 

2510 HWY 2 EAST, KALISPELL, MT 59901 PHONE406-75J-4483/FAX406-756-6617 

27760110 
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POBos 1980 
Ccu7'bial'ab.llTSI012 
406-al'Z-MCD ~ -..n.,,, - ..,..,,.,.,..~OQffl 

April 9 , 2001 

Warren Mcconkey, General Manager 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Highway 2 East 
Kalispell, MT 5990 l 

Re: New Thinboard Plant Start-up and Phase-in 

Dear Warren: 

PlumCreek 

As you know, Plum Creek is nearing completion of its new Th.inboard manufacturing 
facility and is. therefore, nearly ready to start it up. We recognize that BPA will need to 
make a Facility Detennination to identify that the lbinboard Plant is a separate facility from 
the MDF Plant. However, It is not realistic to assume that the BPA will conclude such a 
detemtination by the planned stan-up date of the new facility. Since the ultimate 
consumption of the new facility is expected to be about 15 aMW, it is critical that the start
up be managed carefully to avoid triggering the conditions that would allow for an NLSL 
determination. 

The BPA Gui<k to New Large Single Load Determinations (NLSL Guide), March 1991, 
specifies a process for new facilities that may be followed to ensure that the new facility 
does not exceed a 10 aMW load increase in any 12 month period a.ad therefore exceed the 
NLSL threshold. The pwpose of this letter is to ask that you request concurrence from BPA 
on two items so that we can confidently initiate the start-up of the Thinboard facility: 

1. Start-up 
2. Phase-in 

t. Start-up 

The NLSL Guide specifies that the utility can choose from among' 3 start date alternatives 
and that BPA concurrence is required. We propose that the "date or'energization .. be used 
as the start date alternative and that April 26, 2001 be used as the start date itself. This 
proposal is based upon the following: 

The new Thinboard Plant is the compilation of 15 major machine centers that each requires separate start-up, testing and commissioning processes. All of these are related to the 
commercial operation of the pJant but make it difficult, if not impossible, to establish a 
discrete "date of first commercial operation," the second of three stan-date alternatives. The 
third alternative applies only to CF/CT loads, which does not apply in this case. 

To date. the separate metering system for the Thinboard Plant bas not been activated. All 
construction related electrical consumption has been run through the MDF Plant meters and 
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there is no intent to use electrical consumption related to construction as a criterion f o.r 
energization. During the month of April, several machine centers will be initiated for testing 
and training. These are listed below. We propose that the Thin board meters be started up on 
April 26, 2001 and all of the Thinboard related systems that are being operated be shifted to 
the Thinboard circuits on that day. This will give us a discrete date to use to measure load 
growth which corresponds with the scheduled billing cycle, as recommended by the NLSL 
Guide. This will allow us to place the Thinboard equipment entirely on its own energy 
system on the date of enerzigation. Some preliminary testing of Thinboard equipment at 
low consumption rates will have been initiated during the month prior the date of 
energization. 

Energization events: 
• Energize the Refining System PlugFeeder for testing and commissioning. This begins 

at the beginning of April. The plug feeder will not draw a constant load but will be used 
intermittently until the full startup in August. 

• Energize the Schelling Saw line for testing, training, and commissioning. This event is 
scheduled for April 15 and wilJ involve 4 weeks for start-up and commissioning and 6 
weeks of training. 

• Energize the 14,000 HP motor for the Refining Syslem for testing and commissioning. 
Startup engineers from the equipment manufacturer arc scheduled to travel from 
Sweden on 4/30(01 for this activity and some fiber will actually be processed as part of 
the testing and commissioning. This event will also draw a somewhat intennittent load 
until August. 

• Energize the Lukki Overhead Crane System. This is scheduled to begin in mid-April. 

The period between May I and mid-August wiU be a continual process of bringing 
additional systems up and· testing. training and commissioning them. 

l. Phase-in 
. 

The NLSL Guide indicates that the discrete start-up date is then used to begin measuring 
the first year of consumption. Our phase-in plan will, therefore, be measured considering 
year 1 to be April 26, 2001 to April 25, 2002 and year two to be April 26, 2002 to April 25, 
2003. 

We estimate that year one will consume about 8 aMW and will manage our phase•in 
operations to ensure that it is between 6 aMW and 9.5 aMW. The second year will see the 
increase to full consumption at about 15 aMW and will be managed so that year 2 does not 
exceed 10 aMW more than year 1. 

This fixed year phase-in approach is consistent with the NLSL Guide as well as with the 
phase-in guidance from BPA personnel (C. T. Beede and Robert Andersen) at a meeting on 
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1/4/01 with flathead El~uic and Plum Creek personnel. The Power Sales Contract 
between BPA and FEC could be intetprcted 10 require a rolling 12-month approach, so 
written concurrence on the fixed year approach is important. In practice, the arithmetic does 
not work out significantly differently, but the fixed year approach seems much more 
practicable and allows us to know exac1Jy where we stand during phase-in. 

As you can see, Warren, we arc quickly approaching these stcUt-up dates, so your effon:s at 
obtaining timely written concurrence from BPA on start-up and phase-in are very much 
appreciated. Please let me know if you need additional information. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Jostrom 

cc: Dennis Robinson 
Dave Pierce 

Page 3 of 3 
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Mr. C. T . Beede 
Account Executive 
Bonneville Power Administration 
800 Kensington. Suite 204 
Missoula, MT 59801 -563 I 

DearC.T· 

April 10. 2001 

Enclosed you will find a letter written to Warren by Plum Creek. This letter discusses a 
start up schedule and phase in plan for Plum Creek"s nt!\\ Thinboard Plant- As we have 
rliscussed in the pai:t and as Plum Creek·-; letter <:(ates r~e ultimate co!lr'.!nption c,f ~he 
new facility is expected to be about 15 aMW. Therefore. it is critical for Plum Creek to 
properly phase in the plant to avoid Bonneville's Ne\\- Large Single Load designation. 

Included in Plum Creek· s letter is an out I ine of their scheduled energiiation events. 
Flathead Electric is prepared ck ctrically to be able to meet the needs of the facility. This 
facility will be Sfparatcly metered and therefore easy to track from the other Plum Creek 
facilities located within the same vicinity ln addition. Flathead has installed two new 
transformers, regulators, breakers and associated equipment to serve this new facility. 

Mr. Jostrom has requested that Bonneville confinn that the measuring criteria to be used 
in determining the status of the plant will conform to the 1991 N LSL Guide. i.e. the fixed 
year phase-in approach. This criteria appears to be different than the rolling 12-month 
approach that could be interpreted from FEC-s Po·wer Sales Contract. 

Flathead Electric requests that Bonneville consider the scheduled events contained in the 
enclosed letter and provide Flathead with a date Bonneville will except for a "start date .. 
to begin the process of measuring for the New Large Single Load determination. Given 
the scheduled events outlined in the Plum Creek leuer, flathead Electric is in concurrence 
v.ith Plum Creek that the start date be on or around April 26. 2001 . Please note that 
Flathead is scheduled to read aJI of Plum Creek· s meters on Apri! 25th

. 

' Thank you for your consideration. Please don· t hesitate to call me if. you have any 
questions or concerns. 

Sincerelv. 

(b )(6) 

' -g 
Manager. Power Supply and 
Business Relations 

POWER SUPPLY & BUSlNESS RELATIONS 
2510 Hwy 2 EAs~. KALISPELL, MT 59901 PHONE 406-751-4483/FAX 406-756-6617 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Fred Wright 

From: John Eisinger 

Date March 14, 2001 

FEC 
Aatbead Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2510 Hwy 2 East 
KaJisoell MT 59901-2397 

Subject: Tamarack & Tea Kettle Substations - Plum Creek Loading 

Tea Kettle Substation located near the Plum Creek plywood mill and saw mill in Columbia 

Falls is a single bank, one feeder substation. The transformer nameplate is 7 .5/9.35 MVA. 

The single feeder. 5F74, is dedicated to Plum Creek's plywood mill load and Plum Creek's 

sawmill load. Basically, we have one feeder serving two distinct Plum Creek operations. The 

peak load on 5F74 is approximately 8 MW. 

Tamarack Substation located near the Plum Creek MDF mill in Columbia Fans is currently a 3 

bank. 3 feeder substation. The transformer nameplate on each unit is 10/12.5 MVA. 

The three feeders , 5F140, 5F141 and 5Fl48 are dedicated to the Plum Creek's MDF mill load 

The non-coincidental peaks for the individual feeders are approximately 6.4 MW for 5Fl40. 

8.9 MW for 5Fl41 and 7 .2 MW for 5Fl48. The totalized coincidental demand is 

approximately 21.6 MW with a monthly average ranging from 14 tol6 MW. 

We are currently in the process of adding two additional 10/ 12.5 MVA transformer bays and 

two feeder positions. At lhis point we have no historical loading infotmation. 

If you require additional information, please let me know. 

John 
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January 22, 2001 

Mr. C. T. Beede 
Bonneville Power Administration 
800 Kensington, Suite 204 
Missoula, MT 59801-5631 

Dear C.T.: 
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Subsequent lo the visit by Robert Anderson and you to review the potential new large 
single load being built by Plum Creek Lumber Company, as their new MDF Plant. you 
raised the concern about the entire Plum Creek load that was added at the time FEC 
acquired the seivice territory/customer base from PacifiCorp on November 5, l 998. 

Pursuant to Contract No. DE-MS79-81BP90534, Section 8 (c), we are hereby requesting 
that BPA make a detennination of the new, large, s ingle load status of the various loads 
that comprise the Plum Creek load. This load was added to FEC on November 5. 1998, 
and first served in part by BPA on March l, 1999. 

The total Flathead Valley load acquired from PacifiCorp by FEC and ENI was 
approximately 110 aMW and 220 MW peak. The load was served by a 70 MW. 100% 
load factor PacifiCorp contract; a 2 aMW Bigfork Hydroelectric PacifiCorp contract; and 
two BPA requirements contracts, PF for FEC and FPS for ENI. Therefore, the 
PacifiCorp/EPA ratio for serving FEC and ENI loads acquired was 72/1 10 (PacifiCorp)= 
65.45%; and 38/110 (BPA) = 34.55%. 

The allocation of the 72 MW PacifiCorp contracts was approximately 80% for FEC and 
20% for ENI. So, the FEC allocation of 57.6 MW serves large and small loads in the 
65% to 35% ratio. Therefore, even if the 1999 historical Plum Creek load were totally 
added for all sites at both Columbia Falls and Evergreen, the total BPA load share would 
be 9.8 aMW and the PacifiCorp resource share wouJd be 18.2 aMW. 

1 have attached the historical 1998, 1999 and 2000 load data available for these Plum 
Creek loads as well as a geographical layout and electrical one-l ine diagram for these 
service portions of our distribution system. This information should provide basic 
documentation for this s ite load detennination. 

Sincerely. 

(b)(6) 

n; :Ill ... y 
General Manager 

2510 HWY 2 EAST, KAUSPELL, MT 5990 1 P HONE 406-75 1-4483/FAX 406-756-6617 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Fred Wright 

From: John Eisinger 

Date: January 16, 2001 

TZc. . f:;>\v.,.,., Crc:.e',c 

Evc.'T-$n::.er--

"--' '-~'-

FEC 
Flalhead Electric Cooperative. Inc. 

2510 Hwy 2 East 
Kahsoell MT 59901-2397 

Subject: Kings Way Substation - Plum Creek Loading 

Kings Way Substation located near the Plum Creek Evergreen mill, is a single bank, two 

feeder substation. The transformer nameplate is 10/12.5 MVA. 

At the present time one feeder. 5F95. is dedicated to the Plum Creek mill load and the other 

feeder, 5F98, serves a mixture of residential and commercial loads. The peak load on 5F95 is 

approximately 7 .5 MV A and the peak load on 5F98 is approximately 4 MV A . 

I f you require additional information, please let me know. 

John 
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PLUM CREEK - EVERGREEN 

1999 2000 

Linear Lumber: 
Sawmill .910 aMW .856 aMW 

Planer .627 .569 
1.537 aMW 1.425 ai'vlW 

Plvwood: 
Boiler .634 aMW .S84 aMW 

Glue loft .136 
Finish plant .977 .803 

South xsfr 1.645 1.434 

North xsfr .880 .844 
4.272 aMW 3.665 aMW 

plicing: .427 aMW .41 2 aMW 

Common: 
Scaler·s Office .028 aMW .025 aMW 

Material Processor (not being used) 

I o tal Plant 6.264 aMW 5.527 aMW 

27760110 
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.....)Ll.Vl.:)t, --r ....J....lt , .• "-

OAAAPAAAAAA'-AAA Electric T,quiry - Metered Service Rev~~ue Summary AAAAAAAAAAA.P-.A~ 
Location : 21330481 3 

3 Account# : 5207678100~ 
3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER CO 5flW v'¼ 1 ll 

Avg Dly B 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
3 Jr 654800 22816 . 99 736.03 
3 f 681200 23598 . 27 737 . 45 
3 Mar 652800 22760 . 07 784 . 83 
3 Apr 559600 20018 . 08 645 . 74 
3 May 570000 20399 . 55 728 . 56 
3 Jun 663200 23084 . 64 721 . 40 
3 J ul 637200 22348 . 58 720 . 92 
3 Aug 626800 22095 . 96 690 . 50 
3 Sep 520800 20146 . 10 694 . 69 
3 0ct 650800 23892 . 28 796 . 41 
3 Nov 693200 25227 .92 742 . 00 
3 Dec 592000 22302 . 02 826 . 00 
3 2000 Tot Revenue : 268 , 690.46 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 22 , 390 . 87 
3 Last 12Month Avg : 22 , 390 . 87 
AA F6-ADD HIST 

DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
27 

Status: A Meter : 1211047 3 

Avg Dly 8 3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue OysC 3 

Jan 664000 23159 . 36 661. 70 35 3 

Feb 594400 21104.47 753 . 73 28 3 

Mar 580800 20757 . 11 768 . 78 27 3 

Apr 1232800 43119.18 730.83 59 3 

May 600800 21267 . 01 733 . 35 29 3 

Jun O 748 . 00- 32 . 52-23 3 

Jul 1239600 43459.16 1448.64 30 3 

Aug 629200 21946 . 85 707 . 96 31 3 

Sep 588000 20853 . 88 672 .71 31 3 

Oct 640800 22193 . 25 765.28 29 3 

Nov 618000 21711 . 58 700 . 37 31 3 

Dec 587200 20934 . 83 747 . 67 28 3 

1999 Tot Revenue : 279 , 758 . 68 3 

1999 Monthly Avg : 23 , 313 .22 3 

* Patronage Addable Revenue Only 3 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen. 

27760110 
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0AAAf>..AAAAF.AAAA Electric ~~quiry -
· 3 Account# : 52076781001 

3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER co 60 ; ! e r 
J Avg Dly 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
3 J ; 480000 15896 . 85 512 . 80 
3 E 499200 16440.30 513 . 76 
3 Mar 431520 14446 . 14 498 .1 4 
3 Apr 404 640 13695. 63 441 . 79 
3 May 392880 13195 . 52 471.27 
'Jun 432480 14323 . 10 447 . 60 
'Jul 408720 13624. 07 439 . 49 
3 Aug 414960 13798 . 65 431 . 21 
3 Sep 364320 1314 6.07 453.31 
3 0ct 409920 14518. 06 483.94 
'Nov 483600 16717 . 61 491 . 69 
3 Dec 396480 14341.95 512 .21 
3 2000 Tot Revenue : 174 , 143 .95 
3 2000 Monthly Avg: 14,512 . 00 

Metered 

B 
DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
28 

Service Rev~iue Summary AAAAAAAAAAAAA~ 
Location : 21 329280 3 

Status : A Meter : 9004 4939 
Avg Dly 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
Jan 487 68 0 15977 . 11 456 . 49 
Feb 417840 13972 . 57 499.02 
Mar 406080 13586 . 78 503 . 21 
Apr 869520 28907 . 96 489.97 
May 406080 13619 . 16 469 . 63 
Jun 406080 13619.16 592 . 14 
Jul 429840 13610 . 69 453 . 69 
Aug 416640 13816.20 445.68 
Sep 419280 14002 . 56 451.70 
Oct 429840 14350 . 14 494 . 83 
Nov 438240 14665 . 49 473 . 08 
Dec 425760 14333 . 05 511 . 89 
1999 Tot Revenue : 184 , 460 . 87 
1999 Monthly Avg : 15 , 371 . 74 

8 3 

DysC 3 

35 3 

28 3 

27 3 

59 
29 3 

23 
30 p l 
31 3 

31 3 

29 3 

31 
28 3 

3 Last 12Month Avg : 14 , 512 . 00 * Patronage Addable Revenue Only 
AA F6-ADD HIST 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen. 

27760110 
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OAAA~AAAAAAAJ..A Electric - ,quiry - Metered 
3 Account # : 5207 67 8100L 
, PLUM cREEK LUMBER co PlD-Jt\,e.. r 

Avg Dly 
'2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
3 Ji 437280 19379 . 64 625 . 15 
3 F~ 479040 20954 . 48 654 . 83 
3 Mar 420480 18689.72 644 . 47 
'Apr 401760 17835 . 40 575 . 34 
' May 375600 16892 . 50 603 . 30 
3 Jun 419280 18621 . 29 581 . 92 
3 Jul 403200 17966 . 45 579 . 56 
'Aug 41088 0 18307 . 38 572 .11 
3 Sep 362400 13881 . 00 478.66 
3 Oct 430800 15934 . 21 531 .14 
'Nov 46632 0 16971 . 73 499 . 17 
3 Dec 373680 14345.23 531 .30 
1 2000 Tot Revenue: 209 , 779 . 03 

B 
DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
27 

Service Re,· ,ue Summary AAAAAAAAAMAAi, 
Location: J21330480 3 

Status : A Meter : 1211054 3 

Avg Dly B 3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

Jan 497280 21588 . 96 616.83 35 ' 
Feb 452160 19816 . 63 707 . 74 28 3 

Mar 452160 19879 . 36 736 . 27 27 3 

Apr 850320 37626 .8 2 637 . 74 59 3 

May 372960 1 6768 .68 578 . 23 29 3 

Jun O 520.95- 22.65-23 3 

Jul 789120 35116 . 94 1210 . 93 29 3 

Aug 406320 17965.65 561 . 43 32 3 

Sep 417600 18527 . 53 597 . 66 31 3 

Oct 44 06 40 19391 . 53 668 . 67 29 
Nov 428640 19051 . 12 614 . 55 31 3 

Dec 382800 17278 . 70 617.10 28 
1999 Tot Revenue : 242 ,4 90 .97 
1999 Monthly Avg : 20 , 207 . 58 3 3 2000 Monthly Avg : 17,481 . 59 

'Last 12Month Avg : 17,481 . 59 
M F6-ADD HIST 

* Patronage Addable Revenue Only 
AO 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen . 
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OAAAAAAJ•j,,J,.'AAAA Electric T~quiry - Metered Service Rev~,ue Summary AAA'AAA'AAAAAAA~ 
3 Account# : 52076781004 Location : 21330202 
3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER co Status : A Meter : 90021347 

3 2001 KWH Usg 
3 J2 
3 Ff:. 
'Mar 
3 Apr 
3 May 
'Jun 
3 Jul 
3 Aug 
3 Sep 
3 0ct 
3 Nov 
3 Dec 

Revenue 
Avg Dly B 
Revenue DysC 

'2001 Tot Revenue : 0 . 00 
3 2001 Monthly Avg : 0 . 00 
3 Last 12Month Avg: 4,404 . 92 
AA F6-Add Hist 

Avg Dly 
2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
Jan 112800 5076 . 28 163 . 75 
Feb 107920 4872.71 152 . 27 
Mar 94240 4284 . 90 147 . 76 
Apr 97840 4451.46 143 . 60 
May 95360 4330 . 68 154 . 67 
Jun 99520 4457.55 139 . 30 
Jul 92320 42 18 . 92 136 . 09 
Aug 89360 4101 . 20 128 . 16 
Sep 91280 4007 . 06 138 . 17 
Oct 98560 4206 . 64 140 . 22 
Nov 115040 4685 . 39 137 . 81 
Dec 100720 4166 . 24 143 . 66 
2000 Tot Revenue : 52 , 859.03 
2000 Monthly Avg : 4,404 . 92 

* Patronage Addable Revenue Only 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen . 

°"2.()0C ,c,._c.. \ 

27760110 

B' 
DysC 3 

31 
32 3 

29 
31 3 

28 3 

32 3 

31 3 

32 3 

29 3 

30 
34 
29 

AO 
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UAA'A'AAAAAAA~.AA Electric T'1quiry - Metered Service Rev~nue Summary AAAAAAAAAAAAA~ 
) Account # : 5207678100~ Location : )21328380 ] 

J PLUM CREEK LUMBER co p /__ () ~ f::; Status : A Meter : 90060607 3 

Avg Dly B Avg Dly BJ 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue Dysc 1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

l J?- 80 11 . 57 0 . 37 31 Jan 80 11 . 78 0 . 34 35 3 

3 F 80 11. 57 0 . 36 32 Feb 120 13. 45 0.48 28 3 

'Mar 40 9 . 91 0 . 34 29 Mar 80 11 . 78 0 . 44 27 l 

3 Apr 160 14.82 0 . 48 31 Apr 200 24 . 03 0 . 41 59 3 

3 May 120 13 . 13 0 . 47 28 May 80 11 . 44 0 . 39 29 3 

3 Jun 80 11 . 46 0 . 36 32 Jun 0 0 . 00 0 . 00 23 3 

3 Jul 120 13 . 13 0 . 42 31 Jul 200 24 . 55 0 . 82 30 
JAug 80 11. 74 0 . 37 32 Aug 80 11 . 44 0 . 37 31 l 

'Sep 120 16 . 00 0.55 29 M Sep 120 13.11 0.42 31 3 

3 Oct 80 16 . 00 0 . 53 30 M Oct 400 24 . 51 0 . 85 29 3 

JNov 120 16.00 0 .4 7 34 M Nov 120 13 .2 4 0 . 43 31 l 

' Dec 80 16 . 00 0 . 55 29 M Dec 120 13 . 24 0.47 28 ] 

l 200 0 Tot Revenue : 161 . 33 1999 Tot Revenue : 172.57 3 

'2000 Monthly Avg : 13 . 44 1999 Monthly Avg : 14 . 38 J 

3 Last 12Month Avg : 13 . 44 * Patronage Addable Revenue Only l 

AA F6-ADD HIST AO 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen . 

27760110 
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UMAAAAAAAAAAA Electric ~~quiry - Metered Service Rev·,ue Summary AAAAAfa.A'A.AAAAA~ 
3 Account # : 52076781006 Location : ~2 1329281 3 

3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER co Status : A Meter : 1216217 3 

3 Avg Dly B Avg Dl y B3 

3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

3 J a- 618300 21351 . 22 688 . 75 31 Jan 721500 24548 . 38 701 . 38 35 
3 F~ 619500 21318 . 80 666 . 2 1 32 Feb 623400 21852 . 76 780 . 46 28 
3 Mar 570900 20051 . 13 691 . 42 29 Mar 636000 22157 . 60 820 . 65 27 3 

3 Apr 585000 20274 . 85 654 . 03 31 Apr 1353900 46548 . 85 788 . 96 59 
' Ma y 622800 21448 . 37 766 . 01 28 May 673500 23265 . 82 802 . 27 29 J 

' Jun 652800 22155 . 17 692 . 35 32 J un O 771. 98- 33 . 56- 23 3 

3 Jul 592500 20594 . 03 664 . 32 31 J ul 1369200 46864 . 45 1562 . 15 30 3 

3 Aug 528600 18881.82 590 . 06 32 Aug 669900 22876 . 12 737 . 94 31 3 

'Sep 4 94700 18934 . 00 652 . 90 29 Sep 634800 2184 4.4 9 704 . 66 31 ' 
3 0ct 577200 2127 4. 28 709 . 14 30 Oct 634200 2188 4 . 10 754 . 62 29 3 

3 Nov 629400 22634 . 66 665 . 73 34 Nov 643800 22061 . 08 711. 65 31 3 

3 Dec 540900 20156 . 38 7 19 . 87 28 Dec 594900 20801 . 27 742 . 90 28 3 

'2000 Tot Revenue : 249,074. 71 1999 Tot Revenue : 293 , 932 . 94 
3 2000 Mont hly Avg : 20 , 756 . 23 1999 Monthly Avg : 2 4, 494 . 41 
' Last 12Month Avg : 20 , 756 . 23 * Patronage Addable Revenue Only 
A'A F6-ADD HIST 

Press <Cancel> to return to previou s screen . 

To..\-Ol "2.o<::>o 7,05'2.. , <ooc 'IC. vei......, 
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0AAAAAAAAAAAAA Electric T~quiry - Metered 
3 Account # : 520767810 0·. ~ 
3 PLUM CRE EK LUMBER CO ' I 
3 Avg Dly B 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
3 Ja~ 1138400 37907 . 25 1222 . 81 
3 F 1194400 39477 . 41 1233 . 67 
3 MaL 1052000 35473 . 27 1223 . 22 
3 Apr 1030000 34953 . 45 1127 . 53 
3 May 1079600 36229 . 93 1293 . 93 
3 Jun 1162000 38517.32 1203 . 67 
3 Jul 964800 32886 . 79 1060 . 86 
3 Aug 864000 29908 . 54 934 . 64 
3 Sep 912400 32651 . 78 1125 . 92 
3 Oct 1083600 37485 .4 6 12 49.52 
3 Nov 1117600 38398 . 40 1129 . 36 
3 Dec 966400 34488 . 36 1231 . 73 
3 2000 Tot Revenue : 428 , 377 . 96 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 35 , 698 .16 

DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
28 

Service Rev~nue Summary AAAAAAA'A'A'AAAAc, 
Location : 321329201 3 

Status : A Meter : 90082432 3 

Avg Dly B3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenu e Revenue DysC 3 

Jan 1217600 40148 . 85 1147 . 11 35 
Feb 1063600 35548 . 79 1269 . 60 28 3 

Mar 1038000 34755 . 92 1287 . 26 27 3 

Apr 2176800 72434 . 51 1609 . 66 45 3 

May 1085600 6172530 . 74-212845 . 89-29 P3 

Jun O 6207612 . 90 269896 . 21 23 ' 
Jul 2291600 76334 . 60 2544 . 49 30 3 

Aug 1166400 38555 . 38 1243 . 72 31 3 

Sep 1113600 37181. 82 1199.41 31 
Oct 1137200 37809 . 83 1303 . 79 29 3 

Nov 1082400 36300 . 44 1170 . 98 31 
Dec 1038800 35330 . 88 1261 . 82 28 3 

1999 Tot Revenue : 479 , 483 . 18 
1999 Monthly Avg : 39 , 956 . 93 

3 

3 Last 12Month Avg : 35 , 698.16 
AA F6-ADD HIST 

* Patronage Addable Revenue Only 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen . 
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OAAAAAAAAAA'AAA Electric T~quiry - Metered Service Re 1·-~ue Summary AAAAAAAAA.AAAA~ 
3 Account#: 5207678100l Location : ]21330303 
3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER co Status : A Meter : 90021363 
3 

3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue 
3 Je- 51440 2366 . 99 
3

~ 51760 2365 . 15 
3 Mar 34560 1644. 66 
3 Apr 33680 1618 . 22 
3 May 31200 1497 . 73 
3 Jun 35200 1642 . 92 
3 Jul 36560 1643 . 98 
3 Aug 38400 1713 . 38 
3 Sep 32640 1592 . 42 
3 0ct 35280 1678 . 10 
3 Nov 51040 2190 . 50 
3 Dec 62160 2689 . 92 

Avg Dly 
Revenue 

76 . 35 
73.91 
56 . 71 
52 . 20 
53 . 49 
51.34 
53 . 03 
53.54 
54 . 91 
55 . 94 
64. 43 
92.76 

3 2000 Tot Revenue : 22 , 643 . 97 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 1 , 887 . 00 
3 Last 12Month Avg : 1,887 . 00 
A.Ji. F6-ADD HIST 

B 
DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
29 

Avg Dl y B3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

Jan 59200 2723 . 00 77 . 80 35 
Feb 44560 2134 . 65 76.24 28 3 

Mar 42240 2000 . 33 74 . 09 27 3 

Apr 74480 3521.77 59 . 69 59 3 

May 31280 1531 . 84 52 . 82 29 3 

Jun O 97 . 58- 4 . 24 - 23 3 

Jul 64960 3035 . 62 101 . 19 30 3 

Aug 36560 1667 . 72 53 . 80 31 3 

Sep 33920 1611.89 52 . 00 31 
Oct 34640 1650.22 56 . 90 29 3 

Nov 39680 1875 . 26 60 . 49 31 3 

Dec 43120 2000.65 71 . 45 28 3 

1999 Tot Revenue : 23,655 . 37 3 

1999 Monthly Avg : 1 , 971 . 28 
* Patr0nage Addable Revenue Only 

AO 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen. 
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OAAAAAAAAAAAAA Electric T~quiry - Metered 
3 Account# : 5207678100S 
3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER CO 
3 Avg Dly 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue 
3 Ja n 310320 13563 . 77 437 . 54 
3 F 324960 14141.69 44 1 .93 
3 MaL 292560 12867 . 70 443 . 71 
3 Apr 283680 12528 . 24 404. 14 
3 May 282960 12477 . 91 445 . 64 
3 Jun 303840 13258 . 78 414 . 34 
3 Jul 295920 12982 . 85 418.80 
3 Aug 310080 13541 . 81 423 . 18 
'Sep 274320 10318 . 68 355 . 82 
3 0C t 307680 11287 . 71 376 . 26 
3 Nov 342000 12329 . 60 362 . 64 
'Dec 282480 10628 . 85 393 . 66 
3 2000 Tot Revenue : 149 , 927 . 59 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 12 , 493 . 97 

B 
DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
27 

Service Rev~11ue Summary 'AA'Ji.i1.AAAAA'Af,.,l,..J,,,<-
Location : J2 1330581 3 

Status : A Meter: 121 1055 
Avg Dly 8 3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC3 

Jan 291360 12643 . 33 361. 24 35 3 

Feb 259680 11358 . 33 405 . 65 28 3 

Mar 270720 11946 . 05 442 . 45 27 3 

Apr 570720 25140 . 64 426 . 11 59 3 

May 273120 11901 . 67 410 . 40 29 3 

Jun O 316 . 35- 13 . 75- 23 3 

Jul 608160 26485 . 02 882 . 83 30 3 

Aug 308160 13394 . 58 432 . 08 31 
Sep 289680 1 2676 . 99 408 . 94 31 3 

Oct 301680 13190 . 10 454 . 83 29 3 

Nov 29 4000 12896.20 416 . 01 31 3 

Dec 270000 12022 . 25 429 . 37 28 3 

1999 Tot Revenue : 1 63 , 338 . 81 
1 999 Month ly Avg : 13 , 611 . 57 

3 Last 12Month Avg : 12 , 493 . 97 * Patronage Addable Revenue Only 
AA F6- ADD HIST AO 

Pr ess <Cancel> t o return to previous screen . 

27760110 
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0AAAAAAAAAA'AAA Electric ~~quiry - Metered Service Re•· '1Ue Summary AAMAAA'A'A'AAA'Ac, 
3 Account II • 5207678101L Location : 321329206 3 

Tl • 

3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER CO ~ Status : A Meter: 90044944 3 

3 B Avg Dl y B3 
3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

3 J2- 638000 22 1 54 . 43 714 . 66 31 Jan 638000 21 947 . 26 627.06 35 3 

3 f 695200 23837 . 66 744 . 93 32 Feb 545600 19292 . 41 689.01 28 3 

3 Mar 641200 22210 . 57 765 . 88 29 Mar 528000 18991 . 56 703.39 27 
3 Apr 614800 21385 . 09 689 . 84 31 Apr 1177600 41265.06 917 . 00 45 3 

3 May 631600 22183 . 30 792 . 26 28 May 575600 20134 . 04 694 . 28 29 p3 

3 Jun 671200 23006 . 57 718.96 32 Jun 0 691 . 00- 30 . 04-23 3 

3 Ju l 588800 20680 . 73 667.12 31 Jul 1257200 43330 . 90 1444 . 36 30 3 

3 Aug 531200 18890 . 87 590 . 3 4 32 Aug 663600 22804 . 77 735 . 64 31 3 

'Sep 519200 19815.64 683 . 30 29 Sep 609200 21093 . 50 680.44 31 3 

3 OCt 620400 22761.98 758 . 73 30 Oct 638800 21777 . 88 750 .96 29 3 

3 Nov 674400 24293 . 46 714.51 34 Nov 606400 21697 . 33 699 . 91 31 
3 Dec 568400 21261 . 52 759 . 34 28 Dec 569600 19603 . 93 700 . 14 28 3 

3 2000 Tot Revenue : 262,481 . 82 1999 Tot Revenue: 271 , 247 .64 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 21 ,873 . 49 1999 Monthly Avg : 22,603.97 3 

3 Last 12Month Avg : 21,873 . 49 * Patronage Addable Revenue Only 3 

A.'A F6- ADD HIST AO 

Press <Cancel> to return to previous screen . 
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0At,AAAAAAAAAAA Electric T~quiry - Metered Service Re,· ,ue Summary AAAAAAAAAAAAAG 
3 Acc ount ff: 52076781011 Location : ✓21332802 3 

3 PLUM CREEK LUMBER CO Status: A Meter : 64805734 

3 2000 KWH Usg Revenue 
JJ- 25720 1084 . 08 
3 F 24600 10 40 . 40 
3 Mar 19760 847 . 30 
3 Apr 18840 808 . 90 
3 May 16400 716 . 45 
3 Jun 14920 641 . 37 
3 Jul 12800 550 . 87 
3 Aug 12120 519 . 30 
3 Sep 12960 617 . 07 
3 Oct 17320 785 . 34 
3 Nov 25120 1100 . 78 
3 Dec 21600 965 . 09 

Avg Dly 
Revenue 

34 .97 
32 . 51 
29 . 22 
26.09 
25 . 59 
20 . 0 4 
17 . 77 
16 . 23 
21 . 28 
26 .1 8 
32.38 
33 . 28 

3 2000 Tot Revenue: 9 , 676 . 95 
3 2000 Monthly Avg : 806 . 41 
3 Last 12Month Avg : 806 . 41 
AA F6-ADD HIST 

B 
DysC 
31 
32 
29 
31 
28 
32 
31 
32 
29 
30 
34 
29 

Avg Dly B 3 

1999 KWH Usg Revenue Revenue DysC 3 

Jan 28040 1180 . 51 33 . 73 35 3 

Feb 23080 982 . 33 35 . 08 28 3 

Mar 20840 897.46 33.24 27 
Apr 38520 1666.96 28.25 59 
May 15600 670 . 53 23.12 29 
Jun O 22 . 40- 0 . 97-23 3 

Jul 27120 1167.75 38 . 93 30 3 

Aug 12760 548 . 35 17 . 69 31 
Sep 13680 600 . 89 19.38 31 3 

Oct 19560 841.2 2 29 . 01 29 3 

Nov 24040 1017.95 32.84 31 3 

Dec 21880 937 .87 33 . 50 28 3 

1999 Tot Revenue : 10 , 489 . 42 
1999 Monthly Avg: 874.12 

* Patronage Addable Revenue Only 
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Kingsway Substation 
W .A.R. Feeder SF95 
T 29 N, R 21W, Sect.32, Flathead County, Montana 
Latitude: N48°13.763' 
Longitude: W114°17.355' 
1::.n ?001 
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